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UPPER JURASSIC SILICEOUS SPONGES FROM THE
SWABIAN ALB: TAXONOMY AND PALEOECOLOGY
ANDRZEJ PISERA

Pisera, A. 1997. Upper lurassic Siliceo us Sponges from the Swabian Alb: Taxonomy and
Paleoecology. - Palaeontologia Polonica 57, 3-2 16.
The fauna of siliceous sponges (hexactinellids and demosponges) from the Upper lu rassic
of the Swabian Alb is described and revised. It consists of 124 species representing 67
genera. Only 15 species show frequency higher than I % of the whole assemblage. Nearly
all sponges represent groups with solid skeletons: Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa, and
lithistid Demospongea. Loose spicules occurring are also described and illustrated. Two
new species are proposed: lithistid Amphibleptula jurassica sp. n. and hexactinosan Sphenaulax irregularis sp. n. Severa l other new species are described in an open taxonomy.
The presence or absence of dermal and/or gastral layers of pentactines or stauractines in
Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa is of no taxonomic value, because it is mostly a taphonomical
phenomenon, and both types of spicules can be present in the same species . Lithification
of sponges leading to origin of the so called "sponge mummies" preserves (except in one
Iyssacinosan sponge) only parts of the sponges delimited by solid skeletal structures. The
Oxfordian assemblage is dominated by hexactinosan and Iychniscosan sponges, while
beginning with the Kimmeridgian lithistid demosponges are very commo n. The proportion
of lithistid sponges in the assemblage increases steadily and the uppermost Kimmeridgian
assem blage consists mostly of lithistids. This trend is interpreted here in terms of superimposed bathymetric changes and type of food dominant in the environment: particulate
(domination oflithistid demosponges) and colloidal (hexctinellids domination). Ecological
analysis of the sponge fauna and sedimentological analysis of sponge-bearing sequences
point to a relatively deep-water setting of the Upper lurassic siliceo us sponge biofacies:
the most shallow mixed sponge-coral Upper Kimmeridgian assemblages dominated by
lithistid demosponges could be from 60- 100 meters, while Oxfordian hexactinellid dominated assemblages may be from as deep as 200-600 m. The apperance of rich siliceous
sponge assemblages in the Upper lu rassic is mostly ecological phenomenon since the
numerous genera contributing to this assemblage are rooted in the Lower lu rassic at least.
Generally high sea level during the Upper lu rassic produced large, relatively deep water
areas, remote from the shore and thus with slow sedime ntation. Such new habitats suitable
for sponges have been colonized by immigrants from refugia existing on continental and
island slopes. Large sponge populations were supported by high nutrient availability
characteristic for the Upper lu rassic.
K e y wo r d s : Siliceous sponges, Hexactinosa, Lychniscosa, Lithistida, taxonomy, paleoecology.
Andrzej Pisera [ap is tio twarda.pon .pl ], lnstytut Pal eobi ologi i PAN, Twarda 51155,
PL-OO 818 Warszawa, Poland.
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INT RODUCTION
The sponges of the Swabian Alb have been the subject of several studies beginning with classical
monographs of GOLDFUSS (1833) and QUENSTEDT (1878) ; modern type of taxonomy was applied to them
as early as in 1877 by ZITTEL, and the first revision of older works was prepared by KOLB (1910) . This
author produced enormous taxonomic problems, however, synonymizing various earlier erected species
(concerning mostly hexactinellids) on rather vague morphological criteria, without going into details ;
unfortunately in later and quite recent works this is repeated by non-critical acceptation of his synonymies.
In effect often I had to reject such conclusions and repeat synonymizing taxa of old papers anew. The
most thorough research on the sponges from the Swabian Alb was done by SCHRAMMEN (1924, 1936,
1937), who based his study to a large extent, however, on the especially well preserved (original spicules
preserved) fauna from Streitberg in the Franconian Alb. Recently, several excellent papers dealing with
particular genera or special aspects of siliceous sponges from the Swabian Alb have been presented by
MULLER (1972, 1974, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1994) based on many years of collecting. Most of these
papers, however, lack statistical data concerning frequency of taxa and their distribution in space and
lithology, data which are necessary in evaluation of paleoecological aspects of sponge assemblages, as
well. Loose siliceous sponge spicules were described by SCHRAMMEN (1937) and more recently by REIF
(1967) . The present study is an attempt to revise, whenever allowed by the material, the siliceous sponge
fauna of the Swabian Alb including classical collections housed in Tiibingen (QUENSTEDT, SCHRAMMEN),
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Bonn (GOLDFUSS), Miinchen (GOLDFUSS and SCHRAMMEN) and Stuttgart (MULLER and some KOLB specimens), as well as to con sider its distributions (in a quantitative manner) in time and lithology, to reveal
existing patterns allowing for interpretation of the sponge biofacies environmental setting and genesis.
Perhaps much more attention has been' paid, especially recently, to sedimentological aspects of the
sponge biofacies of southern Germany. General facies types (especially biohermal facies) were described
by ROLL (1934). Later several detailed sedimentological and paleontological analyses of particular areas
or outcrops were presented by FRITZ (1958 ), HILLER (1964), PAULSEN (1964), WAGENPLAST (1972), and
NITZOPOULOS (1974). An excellent synthesis of all aspects (stratigraphy, sedimentology, paleoecology) of
the Upper Jurassic, especially sponge biofacies, was published by GWINNER (1976) and ZIEGLER (1977,
1987) . More recently, several important papers dealing with sedimentological and paleoecological aspects
of the sponge biofacies of southern Germany were published by KEUPP et al . (1990), LEINFELDER (1993),
and LEINFELDER et al. (1994); there one can find complete references to the earlier literature concerning
this subject. One has to mention at the end an excellent paleogeographical study by MEYER and SCHMIDTKALER (1990).
Acknowledgements . - The idea of this study was proposed by my friend late Professor Antoni
HOFFMAN. Professors Jerzy TRAMMER and Andrzej MATYJA (both from the Uni versity of Warsaw, Warszawa) introduced me into the problems of the Upper Jurassic sponge megafacies, especially in Poland
and Germ any ; Andrzej MATYJA shared with me his stratigraphical knowledge of the Upper Jurassic and
helped in the field during one of my stays in Spain . Mo st of the field work in Spain was possible thanks
to the invaluable help of Dr. Guillermo MELENDEZ (University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza) and Dr. Sebastian
CALZADA (Museo del Seminario de Barcelona, Barcelona) while visits to the Prebetic and Betic Jurassic
outcrops were organised by Dr. Federico OLORIZ (University of Grenada, Granada). Professor Jerzy
TRAMMER helped to collect sponges from Plettenberg , Hochwang and partly from Barenthal sections in
the Swabian Alb , and was always eager to discu ss problems of sponge taxonomy and paleoecology. These
investigations would not have been possible without help of my German colleagues : Professor Otto GEYER
and Dr. Manfred KRAUTTER (Stuttgart Uni versity, Stuttgart), Professor Bernhard ZIEGLER, Dr. Gerd DIETL
and Dr. Ursula LAUXMANN, and the staff of the Mu seum am Lowentor (Stuttgart), Mr. Waiter MULLER
(Esslingen), Professor Han s-Peter LUTTER BACHER, Dr. Ale xander LIEBAU and Dr. Zdzislaw BELKA (Tubingen University, Tiibin gen ). Part of my field work and mu seum studies in Germany were made possible
by a DAAD scholars hip, whil e stays in Spain wer e partl y supported by CSIC in Madrid. Dr. Reinhart
GYGI (Naturhistorisches Mu seum Basel , Base!) supported my stay in Switzerland allowing collection of
sponges from clas sical out crops there , and he determined some ammonites thus helping biostratigraphical
attribution of samples, while Dr. Felix WIEDENMAYER (also from Basel ), helped in search for some
OPPLIGER'S specimens and supplied important literature. Professor Heinrich RISTEDT (Bonn Univeristy)
made possible examination of GOLDFUSS collection in Bonn, while Drs. Winfried WERNER and Gerhard
SCHAIRER (both Bayeri sche Statssammlung fur Pal aontologie und Historische Geologie, Miinchen) made
possible examination of sponge collections in Miinchen. Earl y stages of this project were supported by
a National Geographic Soci ety grant to Dr. Jo seph GHIOLD (then Loui siana State Uni versity, Baton Rouge).
Professor J. Keith RIGBY critically read the manu script and improved the language. Professor Jerzy
TRAMMER read the manu script and sugges ted some changes. Mo st macrophotographs were taken by
Ms. Gra zyna DZIEWINSKA (Institute of Paleobiology, Warszawa). SEM photographs of specimens from
the Mus eum am Low entor (Stuttgart) were taken in the SEM laboratory of this Mu seum, whil e the rest
in the SEM laboratory of the Institute of Paleobiology (Warsz awa) using a Philips XL-20 scanning
microscope. I would like to extend my most sincere thanks to all these people and institutions.

GEOLOGICAL SITUATION OF THE SPONGE BIOFACIES
The Upper Jurassic sponge biofacies, i.e. all Upper Jurassic calcareous rocks containing numerous
siliceous sponges, both bedded and biohermal in character (as defined by MATYJA and PrSERA 1991) are
often called "Upper Jurassic Sponge Megafacies", This term (later referred to as UJSM) was coined by
MATYJA (1976), who also presented the first paleogeographical map of thi s facies in Europe; the meaning
of UJSM is similar to the Maim Reef Belt of WILSON (1975), which concerns, however, mostly biohermal
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Fig. I
Paleogeographical situation of the Upper Jura ssic sponge biofacies in Europe (shown at its maximum extent during
Middle Oxfordian); occurrence in Romania oustide the map ; after MATYJA and W IERZBOWSKI 1995, modifi ed .

rocks . While both UJSM and MaIm Reef Belt stress the lithological aspects of the facies , the term
"siliceous sponge biofacies" used in this paper indicates that I deal mostly with faunal contents of these
rocks . In space, the Upper Jurassic sponge biofacies in Europe (Fig. 1) extends from Portugal (R AMALHO
1988 ; LEINFELDER et al. 1993) , through Spain (RIBA 1959 ; BEHMEL 1970; EL KHOUDARY 1974; AURELL
1990; PISERA 1991) , France (GAILLARD 1971, 1983) , Switzerland (GYGI 1986 ; GYGI and PERSOZ 1987),
Germany (ZIEGLER 1977; KEUP? et al. 1990, and literature therein), to Poland (KUTEK et al. 1977 , 1984;
TRAMMER 1982, 1989 and literature therein), and Romania (ANTONESCU 1929 ; BARBuLEscu 1974). The
biofacies with abundant siliceous sponges in the Upper Jurassic is not, however, limited to Europe, but
has a much wider global distribution (Fig. 9).
Paleogeographically the belt of UJSM is situated between shallow water deposits with coral reefs,
oolites etc. to the north (see Fig . 1), and deep water Tethyan facies (red nodular limestones, radiolarites)
to the south (MATYJA 1976; GAILLARD 1983; GYGI and PERSOZ 1987; MEYER and SCHMIDT-KALER 1990) .
In all known occurrences sponge megafacies rocks overlie, with a break, Callovian or even older
Middle Jurassic usually shallower water deposits. Directly below, there commonly occurs a condensed
unit spanning various amounts of time in various sections (from Callovian to Lower Oxfordian) represented by stromatolites, ferruginous oolites or simply a thin layer of very condensed carbonate deposits
with molds of reworked fossils, often of several generations. Especially widespread are ferruginous oolites,
which are known world-wide in the same stratigraphic position, but not always followed by a sponge
biofacies (Fig. 9). The stratigraphical extent of UJSM varies; the oldest deposits with sponges occur in
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Poland and are dated as Lower Oxfordian in age; they continue there until the beginning of the Kimmeridgian, when UJSM is substituted with various shallow water limestones with oolites and corals. The
youngest known UJSM deposits occur in the Swabian Alb, where they are dated as uppermost Kimmeridgian (SCHWEIGERT 1993, 1994 - earlier these rocks attributed in a classical zonation to White Jurassic
Zeta were regarded as Lower Tithonian in age - see GEYER and GWINNER 1984).
As no exact biostratigraphic position is known for each sampled unit or sample, classical QUENSTEDT
lithostratigraphy of the Upper Jurassic has been used in the paper. Ammonites collected together with
sponges allowed, however, for some biostratigraphic control of lithostratigraphic units; the oldest samples
(White Jurassic Alfa) have been dated as Middle Oxfordian (Bifurcatus Zone). The youngest samples
which yielded sponges have been collected from coral-bearing limestones attributed to White Jurassic
Zeta 1 and 2 - units for a long time considered as Lower Tithonian (GEYER and GWINNER 1984) in age.
Most recent ammonite findings (SCHWEIGERT 1993, 1994) suggest that they represent the uppermost
Kimmeridgian.

METHODS AND INVESTIGATED SECTIONS
For the purpose of this study several sections covering the time span of sponge occurrences (Figs 2, 3),
as well as facies types were chosen and sampled unit by unit, whenever possible. All sponges (also larger
fragments) have been collected and later determined to the lowest possible taxonomic level. Most of the
specimens were etched in weak acetic acid to reveal spicules, which were also investigated in thin sections.
Whenever preservation allowed SEM was used to study spiculation. Over 4700 specimens have been used
in quantitative analysis (among them about 4200 have been collected by the author, the rest were from
museum collections) and another several hundred specimens from the museum collections were also used
in comparative studies. The following sections have been investigated (see Figs 2, 3) and sponges collected:
Plettenberg. - This is a large active quarry located at the top of the mountain called Plettenberg
south-east Dotternhausen, south of Balingen. The section covers the White Jurassic Alpha and Beta
(Oxfordian), the contact with the underlying Brown (Middle) Jurassic not being visible; total thickness
of the Oxfordian outcrop is over 60 meters (HASKELL 1986). Lower part of the section (White Jurassic
Alfa) consists of grey marls with thin limestone intercalations (Lochen facies - about 40 meters in
thickness after HASKELL 1986). It has been dated by ammonites as the Perisphinctes bifurcatus to
Epipeltoceras bimmamatum Zones (Middle/Upper Oxfordian). Both types of rock contain numerous
sponges. In the upper part of this unit numerous small (approximately two meters in size) bioherms are
common. Upper part of the quarry is in thick bedded limestones of the White Jurassic Beta (Upper
Oxfordian), which sometimes resemble massive limestones; from the uppermost part of the section
Idoceras planula (HEHL) has been identified. No Kimmeridgian rocks crop out in the area. Limestones of
the White Jurassic Beta display also numerous bioherms up to several dozen meters in size. In all levels
sponge surfaces are commonly covered with thrombolites and stromatolites.
The details of geology of the outcrop may be found in HASKELL (1986).
Nusplingen. - This is a new outcrop along road cuts just above a new house on the eastern slope of
the valley at the northern edge of Nusplingen. There are marls very rich in sponges, similar to those in
the lower levels of Plettenberg quarry and at the Lochen Pass . These rocks are attributed to the White
Jurassic Alfa (Middle Oxfordian).

Barenthal. - There are numerous samples collected in the surroundings of Barenthal, mostly in small
outcrops along forest roads, on both sides of the valley above Barenthal, cutting into uppermost Oxfordian
and Lower and Middle Kimmeridgian marls; they yielded numerous well preserved sponge specimens.
- One group of samples was collected from temporary ouctrops along the road leading from Barenthal
(above the cementary) toward Renquishausen, and are attributed to White Jurassic Gamma (Lower
Kimmeridgian).
- A second group of samples comes from the forest road which runs in the upper part of the eastern
slope above Barenthal, along the valley to the north, sponges have been collected from marls and marly
limestones of the White Jurassic Gamma (Hypselocyclum Zone) .
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- A third group of samples has been collected from the forest road running obliquely through the
eastern slope of the valley above the northern end of the village.
- A fourth group of samples came from various small and temporary outcrops located on the western
slope of the valley above Barenthal; sponges have been collected from the marls and marly limestones of
the White Jurassic Gamma.
- A fifth small sample came from the small, old abandoned quarry just above the last houses at the
southern tip of Barenthal, located on the western side of the valley; marly limestones from there have
been dated as the White Jurassic Gamma (early Platynota Zone) .
- The largest collection came from the outcrop along the road from Barenthal to Kohlplatte. Sponges
occur there in rocks representing White Jurassic Alfa, Beta and Gamma (MiddlelUpper Oxfordian to
Lower Kimmeridgian). The visible section is only fragmentary and highly discontinuous, thus precluding
from presentation of a measured section ; it was described in GEYER and GWINN ER (1984). The White
Jurassic Alfa is developed as irregularly bedded marly crumpled limestones intercalated with marls;
sponges are very numerous. It has been dated by ammonites as uppermost Perisplzinctes bifurcatus and
Epipelto ceras bimmamatum Zones. The White Jurassic Beta is developed as irregularly bedded limestones
with subordinate marl intercalations with much less common sponges . At the boundary between the White
Jurassic Beta and Gamma occurs a characteristic marly layer very rich in sponges, ammonites and
brachiopods; it has been dated by the presence of Sutneria platynota (REINECKE) as Lower Kimmeridgian.
Above follows irregularly bedded crumpled limestones, sometimes with small bioherms, higher up limestones are intercalated with marl s all repre senting the upper part of the White Jurassic Gamma. The
youngest samples have been collected from a marly intercalation ju st below the dolomites of the White
Jurassic Delta (Middle Kimmeridgian). For additional description of the section see GEYER and GWINNER
(1984).
Lochen Nordwand. - The sponges have been collected from the well bedded limestones with marl
intercalations cropping out along the northern cliff of Lochen , which repre sent the White Juras sic Beta
(Upper Oxfordian) .
Beuron . - A small sample was collected from the bedded limestone s along the road from Beuron toward
Kohlplatte, just above the crossroad to Beuron ; they represent White Jurassic Beta (Upper Oxfordian).
Tieringen. - Old abondoned quarry about I km east of Tieringen on the road to Hossingen; limestones
of the White Jura ssic Beta (Upper Oxfordian). For more detail s see GEYER and GWI NNER (1984 : p. 152
point b. Tieringen).
Erkenbrechtsweiler. - This is an upper part of the road -cut along the road from Erkenbrechtsweiler
to Owen . Sponges have been collected both from the limestones of the lower White Jurassic Delta
(Kimmeridgian) in the upper part of the section, as well as from the marls of the upper White Jurassic
Gamma (Lower Kimmeridgian) visible below. Numerous sponges from this outcrop, both from the
limestones and marls, have their original siliceous skeleton very well preserved.
Wilmandingen. - This is a large active quarry at the outskirts of Wilmandingen; thick bedded
limestones with thick marly intercalations in their middle part are visible; some bioherms are also
developed. Only one large averaged sample from the whole quarry has been taken; as a result of the fact
that the quarry is active and has high walls the ~pon!JP ~ .•ere collected from the scree below. According
to ZIEGLER (1987) these rocks represent the White Jllrassic GammalDelta interval (there is no doubt that
only lower part of Delta is present).
Hochwang. - This is a road-cut along the road from Hochwang to Lenningen, described in detail by
GEYER and GWINNER (1984) and WIRSING (1988).
Lowermost part of crumpled limestones and marls with numerous small bioherms has been dated by
ammonites tOrthosphinctes sp.) as the upper part of the White Jurassic Gamma (Lower Kimmeridgian),
the rest of the section spans the entire White Jurassic Delta and is developed as limestones with subordinate
marl intercalations, but also includes massive limestones in the upper part of the section. The thick marls
in the lower part of the White Jurassic Delta yielded numerous sponges with well preserved spiculation.
Genkingen. - This is a large active quarry located to the northeast of Genkingen, to the west of the
road from Genkingen to Pfullingen within the Middle Kimmeridgian rocks (White Jurassic Delta) described in SCHMALZRIEDT (1991). Its lower part belongs to the lower White Jurassic Delta as indicated by
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Fig. 2
Location of sampled SwabianAlb sections (partly after GWINNER 1976, modified).
ammonites [Taramellicera s cf. p seudojlexuosum (F AVRE)] and is represented by well bedded limestones
with some marl intercalations. In the upper part poorly bedded or massive limestones of the upper White
Jurassic Delta crop out, as indicated by ammonites (Taramelliceras cf. intersistens HOELDER).
Hettingen. - This is a road-cut north of Hettingen (G EYER and GWINNER 1984: point j . Hettingen)
with marly crumpled limestones containing numerous spong es. According to G EYER and GWINNER (1984 )
the y belong to the White Jurassic Delta 2-3 (Middle Kimmeridgian) .
Blaubeuren. - Sponges have been collected from the massive limestones cropping out along the road
to Schelkingenn, near an elec tric transformation station, in front of a cement factory (point b. Blaubeuren
in GEYER and GWINNER 1984), rocks ar e attributed to the White Jurassic Delta 4 (M iddle Kimmeridgian).
Most sponges there have laminated crus ts de veloped on the upper sur face .
Hermaringen. - An old aba ndone d qu arry just at the ou tskirts of Hermaringen. Sponges have been
collected fro m irregular ly bedded limestones with marly intercalations draping a massive bioherm attributed to the White Jurassic Ep sil on (U ppe r Kimmer id gian ).
Sontheim. - An old aba ndone d and no w built over quarry at the outskirts of Sontheim am Brenz; it
wa s mentioned by KOLB (1910 ) and SCHRAMMEN (1937) and rocks assigned to the White Jurassic Epsilon
(Upper Kimmeridgian). All sponges from this quarry ha ve be en investi gated in the mu seum collections
in Ttibingen and Stuttgart. Most of them have siliceous spic ules preserved.
Heuchstetten. - An old abandone d qu arry toward the north of the village Heuchstetten with massi ve
limestones attributed to the White Jurassic Ep silon (Uppe r Kimmeridgian) . Most sponges are silicified
and numerous of them di spl ay well pre ser ved skeleto ns ; thi s is probably an outcrop from which most of
well preser ved lithistid sponges described by SCHRAMMEN (1937) wer e collected.
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Blaustein. - An old abandoned quarry on the eastern outskirts of Blaustein; limeston es of the White
Jurassic Epsilon and Zeta (Upper Kimmeridgian) ( GEYER and G WINNER 1984: p. 190, point 1. Blau stein)
with rare sponges.
Arnegg. - There are two abandoned quarr ies described in G EYER and G WINNER (1984) with the Upper
Kimmeridgian (White Jura ssic Zeta 1-2); as point i. Arnegg west and east. In the western quarry the coral
reef complex (described in detail by P AULSEN 1964) and limestones with mixed coral-siliceous sponge
assemblages are present; in the eastern quarr y sponges have been collected from marls and limestones
with laminar coral colonie s; they are mostly secondarily silicified.
Asselfingen. - This is an old abandon ed quarry described in G EYER and G WINNER (1984) in excursion
no. 30. o. 1. quarry 1500 m SSE, near "Unholdenstein". The sponges have been collected both from the
massive lime stones and bedded marly limestones which have been attributed to the White Jurassic Zeta 2
( GEYER and G WINNER 1984), which according to recent investigations correlates with the uppermost
Kimmeridgian.
Niederstotzingen. - An old abandoned quarr y described in G EYER and GWINNER (1984 ) in the excursion no. 30. n. western quarry. The sample of sponge s comes from the marls intercalated with
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thick-bedded limestones (with numerous flat lithistid sponges) topping massive limestone; both massive
limestones in the sole, as well as overlying bedded limestones, interfinger with calcareous breccia
(rudstone) composed of sponges and limestone fragments. It has been attributed to the White Jurassic
Zeta 2 (GEYER and GWINNER 1984), according to the most recent investigations corresponding to the
uppermost Kimmeridgian.

Gussenstadt. - Fields around the village Gussenstadt; my specimens come mostly from the fields to
the south and southwest around Wanneberg. Both the specimens housed in Stuttgart Museum fur Naturkund e (SMNS), recovered during acid preparation of large limestone blocks and those collected in the
field, have been investigated. The sponges come from partly silicified limestones containing abundant
corals, brachiopods and other fauna ; they were dated as Lower Tithonian, more recent data suggest
uppermost Kimmeridgian (see SCHWEIGERT 1993, 1994; LEINFELDER et al. 1994)
Gerstetten. - The samples have been collected from the Korralenkalk and Zementmergel repre sented
by micritic lime stones to marl s with bioclasts of coral s, echinoderms, brachiopods, bivalves, serpulids,
bryozoans and peloids of variou s origin (see MAGEL and LAUXMAN 1990) . The age has been determined
as White Jurassic Zeta 2; previously this unit was regarded as Lower Tithonian (GEYER and GWINNER
1984; KAPITZKE and LAUXMAN 1988; REIFF 1988) but according to the most recent biostratigraphical
investigations by SCHWEIGERT (1993, 1994), it belong s to the uppermost Kimmeridgian. The fauna comes
from the reef talus with displaced corals (Riffschutbanke) (KAPITZKE and LAUXMAN 1988; REIPP 1988;
MAGEL and LAUXMAN 1990; LAUXMAN 1991).

PRESERVATION OF SPONGES
Most of the collected sponge material is represented by bodil y preserved sponges ("calcareous mummies") with skeletons more or less well preserved but replaced with calcite sparite ; only a small fraction
of all specimens, mostly from the White Jura ssic Gamma, Delta and Zeta (Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Genkingen, Gussenstadt , Gerstetten and Heuchstetten) has original siliceous composition
of spicules preserved to variou s degrees. Other outcrops only rarely yielded material with siliceous
spicules . Additionally, loose spicule,assemblages obtained by dissolution of the rock in hydrochloric acid
have also been analys ed. The y come mostly from the Upper Kimmeridgian of Nattheim, Heuchstetten,
Gussenstadt, Gerstetten, Hochwang and Erkenbrecht sweiler.
It is surprising, but there is no clear correlation between the lithology and preservation. Original
siliceous spicules are preserved in Kimmeridgian marl s (White Jurassic Gamma) from Erkenbrechtsweiler,
and Hochwang (Whit e Jurassic Delta), but also from limestones of the uppermost Kimmeridgian of
Heuchstetten, Nattheim, Gerstetten and Gussenstadt (see SCHRAMMEN 1937; REIF 1967).
The process of "mummification" of siliceous sponges (MATYJA 1978) remains obscure , but the problem
seems partl y artificial, or better, exaggerated by imaging a hexactinellid or lithi stid sponge as a soft bodied
organism containing siliceous spicules, such as one where the amount of soft part s dominates over a
skeleton which is entirely hidden within tissue. There is general agreement, howe ver, that the "mummification" is a very early cementation process (FLOGEL and STEIGER 1981; BRACHERT et al. 1987; MOCK
and PALMER 1991). The process of sponge calcification is regarded sometimes as analogous to preservation
of a human soft body by mummification , or at least preservation of a fish soft body within carbonate
concretion. It is, however, a very misleading model. A better and clo ser analogy may be drawn between
the process of sponge "mummification" and echinoderm ossicle s preservation ; the only difference is in
quantitative relations between volume of the skeleton and skeleton porosity (and of course mineralogy of
the skeleton). In fact, what we can see in the fossil hexactinosan or lychni scosan sponges is the morphology
of skeletal parts and not the dermal membrane of a soft tissue , unle ss it included also fused dermal spicules,
as is the case of Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS 1826), for example. The pattern of "ostia" as visible on the
fossil Laocoetis POMEL (= Craticularia ZITTEL) or Sporadopyle ZITTEL, was not visible during the sponge
life; they were covered then entirely by the dermal membrane with true ostia (which are much smaller),
while what we see in fossil specimens are in fact subdermal (choanosomal) structures. One must also
remember that, especially in hexactinellid sponges, the amount of a soft tissue, developed mostly as
trabecular strands and choanocytal layer, is very small and the sponge is extremely porou s organism with
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water freely circulating within it. Paradoxically, this may be the reason for that special sponge preservation
- there is enough (but not too much) microenvironment to allow for precipitation of micritic cements
facilitated by the decaying sponge body and action of associated bacteria (often symbiotically associated
with living sponges).
There is, however, a problem of rare lyssacinosan sponges preserved in a similar way, which have
hardly a rigid skeleton. The case of Polygonatium sphaeroides SCHRAMMEN is simple because it displays
a fused skeleton, similar to Hexactinosa. More difficult is the case of Stauractinella jurassica ZITTEL,
which is a typical lyssacinosan sponge with loose spicules . The only explanation is that it contained
considerable amount of spongin , which as a result of very early and rapid cementation, allowed preservation of the intact sponge with details of canalization. The process could have been aided by the presence
of spongin cement. Generally , the process of mummification and dissolution of siliceous spicules must
have been very rapid as indicated, for example, by the common presence in the skeleton of hexactinellid
sponges of borings of the haplosclerid sponge Aka JOHNSON, which bores solely in carbonate substrates
(see REITNER and KEUPP 1991 and my own observation).
A special role in the process of sponge "mummification" is given to the sedimentation rate. If it were
too slow, sponges would be destroyed during the long exposure by either mechanical factors or dissolved
by sea-water which is strongly undersaturated in respect to silica . If it were too high they would be simply
buried without mummification. The situation must be more complicated, however, for Middle-Upper
Oxfordian sediments rich in sponges in Poland reach several hundred meters thick (see KUTEK et al. 1977)
while the same age deposits in Spain reach only about 20 meters thick (Au RELL and MELENDEZ 1990;
PIS ERA 1991), and are usually much thinner. It indicates substantial difference in the sedimentation rate,
but in both cases sponges are similarly well "mummified", indicating that a factor independent from the
sedimentation rate could also been operating. The most plausible explanation, however, seems that
horizons with sponges are condensed ones, while those parts devoid of sponges and composed of thick
micrites (the case of Poland) represent periods with high sedimentation rate, thus giving also a high
average sedimentation rate for the whole section .
Anyway, the rapid and widespread early cementation of siliceous sponges by micrite is to be explained ;
in the case of Recent sponges they can remain for a prolonged time, as indicated by removing soft part and
encrustation with iron ferroxide, without any mummification in the Western Tropical Atlantic at depths of
200-400 meters (personal observation). What is more interesting, their spicules show no traces of dissolution,
rather bioerosion of the whole skeleton took place (boreholes and cavities of various shapes and size) by
unknown animals. Cases of mummification are known, however, in relict Pleistocene assemblages from the
Mediterranean Sea (ALLOUC 1986, 1987, 1990), from depths reaching even 2 000 meters.
This enigma of sponge cementation may be partly explained by the nonactualistic model of increased
alkalinity of the Upper Jurassic Sea, that follows from the model of KAZMIERCZAK et al. (1985) of the
stratified sluggish ocean which facilitated micritic cementation. Such a stagnant Late Jurassic ocean is
suggested by high sea level during this period, by the common occurrence of dark bituminous deposits,
as well as from the isotopic data (PISERA et al. 1992) and some theoretical considerations (LEINFELDER
1993; LEINFELDER et al. 1994).

SKELETAL STRUCTURE AND CLASSIFICATION OF HEXACTINELLID
AND LITHISTID SPONGES
Generally, siliceous fossil sponges have been by paleontologists treated in the same way as all other
invertebrates, i.e. details of morphology have been used in taxonomic approach without going into details
of spiculation. In fact this is basically a false approach as can be deduced from what we know about
Recent siliceous sponges. The basic character which should serve as a base of a taxonomic assignment
(both at the species, as well as higher level) is spiculation. Similar shapes (usually rather simple) reoccur
in widely separated sponge groups , as do canal patterns . Outer morphology of a whole sponge is usually
(but not always!) much more variable at the species level than in shelly invertebrates. This is especially
true in the case of lithistid sponges which are often asymmetrical and/or irregular in shape (hexactinellids
being mostly symmetrical and much less variable morphologically). In effect morphologically various
specimens displaying identical spiculation should be regarded as monospecific, while other specimens
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having identical or very similar morphology but differing in details of spiculation must be treated as
separate species . This problem is rather acute in the case of holotypes of GOLDFUSS' and QUENSTEDT'S
species that were designated much later, without the proper knowledge of spiculation and even general
sponge structure, but were based on rather superficial similarities between various specimens . In effect
situations are not rare where a holotype of one species (GOLDFUSS' specimen for example) is different
from QUENSTEDT'S specimens bearing the same name and serving, in fact, (as a result of much better
illustration) as a standard with which all latter described specimens have been compared, thus playing the
role of the holotype. Because many fossil species were established in the 19th century, on purely morphological bases, and no information about spiculation is given, or available, also when studying original
collection, it is often difficult or impossible, to be sure about real taxonomic relationships of many of the
fossil species and specimens described and illustrated in paleontologicalliterature. Especially difficult is
the estimation of sponge diversity based on the literature.

HEXACTINELLID SPONGES
The taxonomy of fossil Hexactinellida follows that proposed by REID (1963b, 1964) and FINKS (1983)
and generally accepted , both by modem and fossil sponge students. Throughout this paper the name
Hexactinellida is used in place of Hyalospongea as often the case in recent papers for the reasons presented
in details by REID (1963c).
The taxonomy of Recent hexactinellid sponges is based mostly on loose microscleres (see SCHULZE
1887; IJIMA 1927; MEHL 1992), which as a rule are not preserved in a fossil state, and when present, are
usually not associated with any particular bodily preserved sponge (see MOSTLER 1989a; and this paper).
In addition, neontologists treat choanosomal dictyonal skeleton very generally, or nearly disregard it, as
supposedly displaying no important features (see for example LEVI 1986). Hexactinosan sponges display
fusion of hexactines, forming the main choanosomal skeleton, into linear series called dictyonal strands
(there may be, however, some secondary hexactines which do not follow this pattern) (REID 1963a, 1964).
Growth of strands is longitudinal, and new strands are added in between the existing ones, but usually
there is a little growth in thickness of the sponge wall after reaching the adult form. This feature has
important consequences for taxonomy as it means that the wall thickness is stable and can be used as a
taxonomic character, and that there is not a secondary thickening of the wall (see ZIEGLER 1962). My own
observations (see below) may undermine, however, generalization about secondary wall thickening. First
of all, there are numerous sponges which differ only in wall thickness, and there is a continuity in this
respect, suggesting that we are dealing with one species displaying only variable wall thickness (such
observation concerns Stauroderma ZITTEL species). But more important is the observation that in some
lychniscosan sponges, especially in Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS), deep in choanosomal skeleton, single
pentactines identical with pentactines from the dermal skeleton occur. Such an observation may indicate
in fact that these sponges were able to grow in thickness but resorbed the existing dermal layer composed
of pentactines, leaving sometimes only these isolated single pentactines embedded into the choanosomal
skeleton as the only remnant of the former position of the dermal surface . One cannot exclude, however,
that it is just abnormal development of pentactines within the sponge wall.
The only practical approach to solve the problem of taxonomy of fossil hexactinellid sponges is to
investigate in more details the architecture of main choanosomal and dermal/gastral skeleton, as well as
details of canalization. The importance and resolving power of such an approach has been already shown
in the case of fossil sponges by REID (1958-1964). The next step must concern the Recent hexactinellids,
i.e. full characterisation of skeletal features such as details of dictyonal skeleton and canalization system
in relation to classical taxonomic features used by neontologists.
Separation of Hexactinosa and Lyssacinosa in a fossil state poses itself sometimes a difficulty; some
clearly lyssacinosan sponges have partly or entirely fused primary skeletons (i.e. Euplectella OWEN,
Staurocalyptus IJIMA). As it was already noted by IJIMA (1927), the basic difference between lyssacine
hexasterophoran with fused (partly or totally) choanosomal skeleton and hexactinosan hexasterophoran is
in the fact that the latter have only hexactines as their choanosomal skeleton, while the former contain
hexactines to rhabdoactines. On the other hand, diactines were reported by SCHULZE (1900) as accesory
spicules (not part of the dictyonal skeleton) from the Recent lychniscosan Neoaulocystis zitteli (MARSHALL
et MEYER). There is, however, another important difference between two groups; and it concerns the way
of fusion of spicules, contrary to IJIMA (1927: p. 107) statement "The manner of arrangement of dictyonal
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hexactines is ...as was pointed out by F. E. SCHULZE and as we now know well, of no essential importance
as a differential feature of the Dictyonina skeleton in general."
In Hexactinosa, hexactines are always organized in dictyonal strands (the concept of dictyonal strands
was introduced by REID 1958, 1963a), but the importance of the idea clearly was not fully understood by
later authors, or its importance underestimated or even disregarded also in the most recent papers - see
for example LEVI 1986; MEHL 1992); the only exception being perhaps the excellent paper by ZIEGLER
(1962). This means that the sucessive hexactines are added to the choanosomal skeleton and fused to it
in an organized way by fusion of hexactines in linear more or less vertical series following the sponge
growth direction. Particular strands are more or less parallel to each other but hexactines in them may be
oriented variously, so lateral fusion of rays usually produces non-cubic meshes in transverse section
(contrary to numerous descriptions), but rather triangular ones. Meshes in longitudinal section are usually
regular and rectangular or square. This development is never observed in lyssacinosan sponges, which
have their spicules fused in more or less random ways (some expression of layering, however, may be
present - see FINKS 1960; PISERA and BODZIOCH 1991). There is also an important difference in timing
of spicule fusion in both groups . Lyssacinosa fuse their spicules by synapticules only and at various points
of contact by synapticular bridges, late in ontogeny, leading either to the fusion of most of the skeleton
(as is the case in Euplectella - see SCHULZE 1887; IJIMA 1927) or to the fusion of its basal portion only
(as is the case in Rhabdocalyptus mollis SCHULZE - see IJIMA 1904: p. 262, 1927). To the contrary, fusion
into dictyonal strands among Hexactinosa proceeds very early in ontogeny, practically simultaneously
with addition of new hexactines [in lychniscosan Neoaulocystis ZHURAVLEVA (see IJIMA 1927), however,
several of the youngest lychniscs at the growing margin may be loose]. Overlapping tips of the ray tips
of the subsequent dictyonal hexactines become enveloped in a common silica layer, in such a manner that
no boundary between hexactines can be shown without looking for axial canal extensions. This type of
fusion is only known among Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa. Synapticular reinforcement of the skeleton is
known also in Hexactinosa [i.e. Cribrospongia D'ORBIGNY (= Tremadictyon ZITTEL) , Walcotella DE
LAUBENFELS as well as Lychniscosa(i.e. Cypellia POMEL - see PI. 39: 5, 8, PI. 40: 9, 10)] but is an
independent late development. Thus fusion of the choanosomal skeleton in Lyssacinosa on one side, and
Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa on the other, cannot be regarded as entirely homologous processes and
structures.
Numerous fossil Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa display clearly differentiated superficial dermal and/or
gastral skeletons which are composed of, as it was considered for a long time (see ZITTEL 1887; SCHRAMMEN 1937) stauractines. Recently it has been demonstrated that such skeletal layers consist, in fact, mostly
of pentactines (MEHL 1992). In the case of Cribrospongia (= Tremadictyon) , MULLER (1991) and MEHL
(1992) have found true stauractines (see MULLER 1991: fig. 3c; MEHL 1992: pI. 2: 5) above canal openings.
In the light of observations concerning Cribrospongia cuccullata (SCHRAMMEN) presented below, there is
a possibility, in fact, that it is a gastral, and not dermal spiculation. Among Recent Hexactinosa and
Lychniscosa dermal and gastral spiculation occurs in practically all cases (and where they are absent it
concerns macerated specimens) and is composed of pentactines or more rarely hexactines; often there is
no difference between dermal and gastral spicules .
A special importance is usually given to these dermal and gastral spicules in fossil hexactinellid
taxonomy (see SCHRAMMEN 1937; MEHL 1992). More detailed study of a well preserved Cribrospongia
cuccullata from the lower White Jurassic Delta (Kimmeridgian) of Erkenbrechtsweiler revealed, however,
that there are two different types of superficial, nonchoanosomal spicules. As mentioned above, a very
delicate veil of fused stauractines covers canal openings and is attached to the skeletal bridges bordering
them on the gastral surface (PI. 33: 2; Fig. 17a). The other type occurs on the dermal surface, and consists
of much more heavy true pentactines fused with the help of proximal rays into the main dictyonal skeleton
(PI. 33: 1,3; Fig . 17b). These pentactines do not have their proximal rays in continuity with the dictyonal
skeleton, and thus are of independent origin and cannot be considered as the outer most hexactines of the
main skeleton which have suppressed outer rays. There is no transition between these two types of spicules,
therefore they cannot be homologous structures. The pentactines may be considered as true dermalia,
while it is not sure if stauractines are of the same genesis, and not just secondary outgrowths of dictyonal
skeleton. This and the fact that both occur in one species must influence our view of significance of such
structures when used in classification.
A quite different situation is displayed in the hexactinosan Porospongia marginata (MUNSTER in
GOLDFUSS). Here, the dermal surface has no superficial skeleton but meshes on the surface are narrowed
by slightly thickened rays (PI. 36: I) ; on the other hand, gastral surfaces show very well developed layer
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of pentactines embedded into a siliceous membrane (Pi. 36: 2, 3). Pentactines, however, are a part of the
dictyonal skeleton (and these are not homologous with the pentactines described above from Cribrospongia cuccullata), being just the outermost hexactines of the choanosomal skeleton with reduced outer rays;
as clearly indicated by continuity between the pentactine inner rays and hexactines from the dictyonal
skeleton (Pi. 36: 2).
Still different situations are observed in lychniscosan Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS) and Cypellia inberbis (QUENSTEOT). Both these species exhibit very well developed dermal skeletons composed of pentactines (outer ray suppressed) fused both with the dictyonal skeleton and with themselves along points of
contact and with the help of synapticular bridges (Pi. 39: 2, 5). It is difficult to decide at first sight whether
they are a part of a dictyonal skeleton or not. They display identical sculpture as the main skeleton but,
of course, have no lychniscs developed. As there are known hexactines without lychnisc nodes added in
the outermost part of dictyonal skeleton (but independent of it) in Recent lychniscosan forms (SCHULZE
1900), as well as in fossil (Pi. 42: 3b), these spicules in Cypellia may be of similar origin, i. e. true dermalia
not in continuity with dictyonal strands. The dermal layer in Cypellia rugosa (and also in other species),
as here understood, show s a strong variability in a degree of development of synapticular bridges joining
the dermal pentactines. The layer may be composed of pentactines connected only in points of contact
(Pi. 39: I), or may have numerous synapticular bridges added (Pi. 39: 2), or in an extreme case meshes
may be nearl y occluded with continous siliceous membranes (Pi. 39: 4). This variability served for
SCHRAMMEN (1937) as a base of differentiation into subgenera. In fact there is a continuity of this feature
even in one specimen, thus undermining SCHRAMMEN 'S conclusion. Interesting is the fact that such
structures are unknown among Recent hexactinellid sponges.
If observation on silica deposition in fresh-water sponges may be applied to the fossil marine deepwater sponges, then differences in degree of silification of the dermal layer, as described above , may be
explained by variation in silica content in surrounding ambience. Fresh water sponges tend to produce
thicker spicules in water s enriched in silica (PE 1973), thus formation of a siliceous membrane may be
(i.e. genus Cyp ellia) a respon se to elevated silica contents of sea-water. This suggestion cannot be applied,
however, to the species Porospon gia marginata which always has such membranes well developed.
The case of hexactinosan Sph enaulax ZITTEL is similar to that of Cribro spongia O'ORBIGNY . It has a
well developed dermal layer of strongly sculptured stauractines fused at the points of contacts, as well as
with some synapticular bridges (PI. 35 : I). The stauractines are also fused at some points with the main
dictyonal skeleton with the help of synapticular bridges (Pi. 35: 5) . There is a clear difference between
these ornamented and delicate dermal spicules and the smooth heav y outer spicules forming the dictyonal
skeleton with well developed cortex (Pi. 35: I). Thi s difference clearly indicates that both types of skeleton
are of independent origin. The dermal skeleton of pentactines is clearly different from the main dictyonal
(choanosomal) skeleton, as is also observed in Lao coetis POMEL (PISERA unpublished).
Sometimes a special taxonomic importance is given to the presence or absence of pentactine dermalia
and/or gastralia (see MEHL 1992: p. 79) , and is regarded as the most important taxonomic feature. In
effect, very different forms with extremely different dictyonal skeleton, as well as canalization, such as
Cribrospongia , Sphenaulax and Porospongia, are grouped together on a basis of alleged presence of the
same type of gastrali a. This approach may be questioned in the light of observations presented above , as
well as by the fact that pentactine dermalia are very common in variou s Recent groups and in Recent and
fossil Lychni scosa. It seem s, thus, that the presence of pentactine dermalia and/or gastralia is a primitive
character and that their presence or absence alone cannot be used as the basi s of taxonomic grouping, and
even less as a phylogenetic feature , especially among fossils where they are preserved only when fused
with the main skeleton. In effect their absence may be purely a taphonomical feature.
In some investigated specimens, among both Hexactinosa nad Lychniscosa, there occur globular
skeletal bodies (both outside as well as within the dictyonal skeleton) consisting of very irregularly fused
hexactines (Pi. 41 : 5, 6) closely resembling a basal skeleton (= basidictyonalia of IJIMA 1927). Similar
skeletal bodies noted by SCHULZE (1899 : pi. 14: 6) in Rhabdocalyptus mirabilis SCHULZE, and by IJIMA
(1904: pi. 15: 13) in Staurocalyptus glaber IJIMA, and by MEHL (1992) in lyssacinosan sponges had been
interpreted as vegetative reproductive structures. This interpretation has been questioned by REIO (1964),
who regarded them rather as a pathological development caused by some kind of infestation. One cannot
agree with his opinion, for these bodies are totally different from the main skeleton and sitting on it rather
than being its pathological extension. In the case of Lychniscosan sponges the bodies consist of hexactines
not lychniscs; and in Recent lyssacinosan sponges they contain only hexactines and not diactines, thus
the original interpretation by IJIMA is more convincing .
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To make things more complicated, octahedral nodes are often absent in many parts of the skeleton of
Lychniscosa, especially near the surface and around cana ls [see for example Xenoschrammenum venosum
(SCHRAMMEN) (PI. 37: 8), or "Tremadictyon reticulatum" (TRAMMER 1982: pl. 12: 7b)] . LAGNEAUX-HERENGER (1962) treated such cases as examples of a mixed skeletal structure, i.e. containing both
hexactines and lychniscs, she even suggested that it may lead to a complete transformation of lychniscs
into hexactines. In reality, the situation is more complicated. The most common case , which applies to X.
venosum and perhaps to most fossil species, has been already explained by REIO (1963b) and FINKS (1983)
as a secondary feature , i.e. obliteration of genuine octahedral nodes by a secondary late deposition of
silica. The other case, however, is of different genesis for there are genuine hexactines, in addition to the
lychniscs, in the main skeleton of the same sponge. Such a possibility had been proved by SCHULZE (1900)
in the case of the Recent species Neoau locystis zitteli (MARSHALL et MEYER) (but also there hexactines
occur only in the outer ?dermal portion of the skeleton, and are not part of dictyonal strands). Among
fossils, Trochobolus ZITTEL displays the same feature (PI. 42: 3b). In fact , a similar condition is observed
in the fossil Cypellia rugosa (and other lychniscosan sponges) where dermal pentactines are of hexactine
and not lychnisc origin.
Moreover, there are cases where pseudolychnics occur in hexactinosan sponges; in the Recent such is the
case in Dactylocalyx pumiceus STUCHTBURY, which was considered a lychniscosan sponge by REID (1957)
and only recently REISWIG (1991) has nicely shown that perforated nodes are irregular and developed rather
in one plane, being far from the regular octahedral nodes of Lychniscosa. The other nice but fossil example
in our material is Casearia articulata (SCHMIOEL). Numerous hexactine nodes (PI. 35: 8, 9) show clear
perforations which may be mistaken for lychniscs; in fact they are also developed in one plane, and commonly
bear only 3 perforations, instead of 4 perforations observed in true lychniscs (PI. 38: 9). Such pseudolychniscs
are interpreted here as independent developments, most probably of synapticular origin.
The origin of lychnisc structure remains unknown. It has been suggested (see REIF and ROBINSON 1976)
that it may have originated through first adding irregular synapticulae for the purpose of skeleton reinforcement, and those additions gradually became regularly developed, finally giving rise to regular
lychnisc nodes . In such a case one should observe more or less the same thickness of main hexactine axes
within a lychnisc node and outside it. In fact what we find is just opposite, i.e. the diagonal struts are
thicker than the vertical and horizontal hexactine rays within lychnisc nodes , and approach the thickness
of the rays outside of the lychnisc. On the other hand we know that synapticulae are a late addition in
ontogeny, appearing only after fusion of the dictyonal skeleton, while lychniscs are early ontogenetical
features already existing when particular dictyonalia are still separated (see SCHULZE 1900) ; this is in
contradiction with the order of events postulated by REIF and ROBINSON (1976) , allegedly leading to the
lychniscs origin. In the light of the above arguments , which are well supported by the observation that in
Recent lychniscosan sponges the lychniscs node is filled with primary reticulum, mesolamella with
common nuclei and apparently archaeocytes (MEHL and REISWIG 1993), the hypothesis of synapticular
genesis of lychniscs nodes as proposed by REIF and ROBINSON (1976) must be rejected, and lychniscs
probably should be regarded as independent development from lyssacinosan grade of hexasterophoran
hexactinellids. A similar conclusion has been reached by MEHL (1992) based on analysis of microscleres.
Additional support of such a hypothesis comes from the presence of diactine spicules in Neoaulocystis
zitteli (see SCHULZE 1900). If one accepts such supposition then it follow s that origin of dictyonal strands
in Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa are examples of parallel evolution.
If one agrees that megascleres originated from microscleres, as was supposed for Demosponges by
SOLLAS (1888), then the origin of the lychniscs may be sought among hexasters with additional supporting
structures around their centre. In fact such hexasters, closely resembling young lychniscs (see SCHULZE
1900: pl. 1: 7) are found in the Recent species Rhabdocalyptus mollis SCHULZE (see SCHULZE 1887: pl.
64: 8, 9). If this supposition is correct, then we cannot expect to find a lineage of macroscleres leading
from hexactines to lychniscs. More probable is to expect appearance of already formed lychniscs, perhaps
still unfused, but with fully deve loped lychnisc structure. That would imply also that fusion of loose
hexactines into organ ised solid structures developed independently among both Hexactinosa and Lychniscosa, and is a case of parallel evol ution . This view is supported by the observation that, with some
notable exceptions such as Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS), where the skeleton is extremely complicated and
irregular, mos t lychniscosan sponges disp lay extremely regu lar skeletons which have a cubic character in
both longitud inal and horizontal sections (thus rectangular or square mes hes in sections). Hexactinosan
sponges clearly show, on the other hand, dictyonal stra nds (also with severa l exce ptio ns) indepen dent of
each other, that thus form tria ngular mes hes in perpendicular planes, and rec tang ular or square meshes
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only in longitudinal sections. These differences may suggest difference in how fusion proceeded. On the
other hand , common occurrence of genuine hexactines (sometimes fused in short strand-like structures)
among main lychniscosan skeletons observed among fossil Cypellia rugosa and some Trochobolus ZI1TEL
species, as well as in the Recent Neoauloeystis grayi (BOWERBANK) (see SCHULZE 1900: pI. 1: 2), may
suggest that both types of skeletons are not so different. This problem needs further study .
At the generic and famil y level of fossil hexactinosan and lychniscosan sponges, SCHRAMMEN introduced numerou s new taxa , often with very vague differentiating characters. For example, there is no
difference between the genera Trochobolus ZITTEL and Pachyrha chis SCHRAMMEN in all characters except
the size of skeletal outgrowth of the dermal side of the dictyonal skeleton, thus both genera are here
synonymized. Similar is the problem with differentiation of the genera Cypellia POMEL and Para eypellia
SCHRAMMEN, which is based solely on the common coloniality of the latter, all skeletal characters being
identical. The same problem concerns the genera Laoeoetis POMEL (= Cratieularia ZITTEL) and Para eratieularia SCHRAMMEN. In general, the number of genera is clearly exaggerated by earlier authors. Thi s
exaggeration is visible also in the case of families ; according to SCHRAMMEN (1937 ) there are 10 familie s
of hexactinosan sponges and 5 families of lychniscosan fossil sponges. REID (1963b, 1964) was able to
divide Recent and fossil hexactinosan sponges between 8 families only, and this approach, with some
modification, is followed here . More recently MEHL (1992) tried to apply a more strict cladi stic anal ysi s
to the classification of these sponges, proposing several informal groups including both fossil and Recent
form s. Her result s, however, are difficult to apply for only some randomly chosen taxa were con sidered,
leaving numerous taxa as incertae sedis, and the scheme re sulted in lumping forms on the base of
nonhomologous characters.
LITHISTID SPONGES
Cla ssification of demo sponges poses even more problems than that of Hexactinellida (see RIGBY 1983).
In fact situation is wor se as classification of Recent and fossil forms is not even approaching each other
(but see attempt to unify them by GRUBER 1993). Thi s follow s from the fact that characters used in
neontological taxonomy (rnicroscleres , dermal spicules, reproductive feature s and even genetics) commonly cannot be observed and studied in the fossil record. Uncertainty is also cau sed by the fact that
cla ssific ation of Recent demosponges is still hotly disputed (see for example LEVI 1991 ; VAN SOEST 1991;
WIEDENMAYER 1994). Un fortunately, the investigated material discussed here give s no clues to any
refinement of ex isting cl assification at the high er level, so adopted is the most recent one presented by
RIGBY (198 3), based on ZITTEL' S (1877, 1878b ) and SCH RAMM EN'S (1910, 1924, 1936) ideas, with some
later modific ation s by REID (1968b). The onl y common feature of lithistid sponges is their poss ession s of
desma s - spicules of various (often irregular) morphology displaying usuall y strongly branched tips (and
sometimes also strongly sculptured crepis) articulating with tips (or crepis) of other desma s and forming
thu s a solid, fused skeleton. However, desmas are of clearly polyphyletic origin as they can be monocrepid,
tetra crepid, pol yaxial or anaxial (DENDY 1921) and spicules of such symmetry exi sted already in the
Paleozoic. Thu s, taxonomy of the Lithi stid a follow s a pragmatic approach, possible to apply to fossil
materi al; the present author is bein g aware of pol yph yletic character of this group. The term the Lithistida
is thu s used in an informal way, which has been found to be useful in general considerations.
Despite the opinion of one of the mo st prominent student (BERQUIST 1978) of Recent sponges that
"There is nothing more boring than descriptions of diversity of spicule form s in sponges, and in the final
anal ysis nothing so misleading as a cla ssification which leans too heavily upon such descriptions" , such
analysis will be done in this paper, simply because paleontologists are usually left with little more,
espe ciall y in demo sponges, than spicule shapes and associations.
A great problem arises also in subdividing Lithistida into lower ranks, becau se of the same reason; the
bases of subdivision are the types of spicules and canalization. On the other hand, the Rhizomorina pose
problems reflecting their generalized structure, with desma shape s being too variable and irregular to be
easily used in classification. On the other hand , the way desma s are organized seems useful above the specific
level. General morphology (very variable and recurrent in various groups ) and canalization structure are used
only as specific characters. SCHRAMMEN (1936, 1937) introduced numerous taxa of family rank for the Upper
Jurassic sponges from Germany. However, he did not take into account classification of Recent lithistids,
thus there is a great discrepancy between neontological and paleontological classification at this level. This
causes taxonomic noise, especially where numerous Jurassic forms are very close, if not identical to Recent
genera . If effect, I am not subdivinding lithistid sponges into familial ranks in most cases .
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REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF SILICEOUS SPONGES
Among the studied sponges Hexactinosa and Lithistida are very well represented in Recent faunas.
Lychniscosa, which are among the most common or equally common in number and species, on the
contrary, today are a true relict group represented by only three species.
L YCHNISCOSAN SPONGES
The roots of Lychniscosa have been placed in the Triassic (see VINASSA DE REGNY 1901; HARTMAN et
al. 1980; FINKS 1983 and others) for a long time; recently however, this has been questioned by several
authors (MOSTLER 1990b; MEHL 1992; PISERA and BODZIOCH 1991). There are some new reports of
Lychniscosan sponges from the Triassic of Tyrol (KEupp et al. 1989), and China (WENDT et al. 1989 ; Wu
XI-CHUN 1990), as well from the Lower Jurassic of Italy (BROGLIO LORIGA et al. 1991) which are simply
misinterpretation and show no lychnisc nodes at all (see also MEHL 1992; PISERA and BODZIOCH 1991) .
In effect, the oldest known undoubted occurrence of these sponges comes from the Middle Jurassic-Bathonian of Italy (DONOFRIO 1984) and Bajocian of the Mecsek Mountains in Southern Hungary (PISERA
1993). In this latter case at least two different species are present, but it is not clear whether particular
lychniscs were fused already or still partly loose.
HEXACTINOSAN SPONGES
Undoubted representatives of Hexactinosa are known to date from the Triassic (PISERA and BODZIOCH
1991) . Still unsolved is a problem of the presence of hexactinosans in the Paleozoic (RIGBY et al. 1981;
PiSERA and BODZIOCH 1991; and literature therein) ; there are rich Devonian faunas which contain sponges
similar, in both morphology and skeletal structure to those from the Upper Jurassic, but which may be
also of independent origin. On the other hand, MOSTLER (l986b, 1990b) suggested an even older (Ordovician) age of a hexactinosan clade, based on the discovery what he regarded as hexasters. These
microscleres have been reinterpreted as demosponge spicules (WIEDENMAYER 1994), thus their presence
cannot be used in favour of the presence of hexactinosan sponges in these early rocks.
LITHISTID SPONGES
Although Recent lithistid sponges are often regarded as a relict group, especially when compared with
exceptionally rich and diversified Upper Cretaceous lithistid faunas, diversity of Recent forms is comparable with that of the Upper Jurassic of the Swabian Alb . VAN SOEST and STENTOFf (1988) reported 14
lithistid species from Barbados waters, from depths 137-324 meters. Exceptionally large lithistid faunas
from the New Caledonia region are composed of 23 species, representing all large lithistid groups (LEVI
1991). Considering the fact that this represents one time plane, and that deep-water environments are
difficult to collect, that diversity may be regarded as comparable to 42 lithistid species described in this
paper from the Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian of the Swabian Alb . In effect, the opinion about the relict
character of these sponges cannot be longer sustained. High diversity of the Upper Cretaceous faunas may
be explained by much higher sea level than today, allowing widening of ecological niches occupied by
these sponges.
There was a clear tendency of SCHRAMMEN (1910-1912) and especially ZITTEL (1877, 1878b) to erect
separate genera for Jurassic and Cretaceous forms based solely on age differences. In fact , these differences
are often so small that many Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous genera of lithistids should be synonymized.
This is not only a taxonomic problem of some importance, but also a serious evolutionary one. Accepting
ZITTEL'S and SCHRAMMEN'S approach one sees important evolutionary change and discontinuity between
Upper Jurassic and Upper Cretaceous faunas, which according to the present author is partly due to such
misleading approachs. In reality, there is continuous change and some Jurassic genera continue even to
the Tertiary (Cnemidiastrum ZITTEL for example - see BRIMAUD and VACHARD 1986). Another and perhaps
the most striking example, are Recent Corallistes SCHMIDT and Jurassic Dicranoclonella SCHRAMMEN (see
Systematic descriptions). Longevity of lithistid sponge genera has been recently proved by the discovery
of LEVI and LEVI (1983, 1988), on the New Caledonia slopes and Norfolk Rise , of an important living
fauna of lithistid sponges that shows Cretaceous affinities, with one Cretaceous genus (Aulaxinia ZITTEL)
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present. The Miocene lithistid fauna from Spain, recently described by BRIMAUD and VACHARD (1986)
also reveals close relationships with the Cretaceous faunas . All these facts indicate rather slow evolution
rate among lithistid sponges, as well as low susceptibility to the KIT boundary extinction - the fact which
may be perhaps explained by the relatively deep-water habitat of these sponges (about 200 meters) whic h
could have protected them from disturbances occurring at the surface. Another factor acting in such
catastrophic situation may be rather simple nature of sponges. To draw more specific conclusions about
congeneric identity of Jurassic and Cretaceous sponges, the revision of the latter must be also undertaken,
which is obviously beyond the scope of the pre sent paper.
THE ROOTS OF THE UPPER JURASSIC SPONGE FAUNAS
NUTSUBIDZE (1965) reported such Upper Jurassic species as Tremadictyon reticulatum (GOLDFUSS) and
Craticularia parallela (GOLDFUSS ) from the Lower Jurassic of Georgia. New species of these and other
Upper Jurassic genera, such as Sporadopyle ZITTEL, Hyalotra gos ZITTEL, Cnemidiastrum ZITTEL and
Cylindrophyma ZITTEL, were also described. This fauna occurs in red limestones of Liassic age . Numerous
specific and generic attributions in this papers rai se serious doubts, especially concerning Cribrospongia
reticulata and Lao coetis parallela , as well as the reported pre senc e of Sporadopyle which is lychniscosan
sponge. In the case of Cyl indrophyma, the desmas are too poorly preserved for such cla ssification. From
what can be judged from illu strations that Lia ssic faun a reall y does contain some craticularid species,
accompanied by lithi stid spo nges that clo sely resemble Upp er Jur assic faunas. This occurrence clearly
shows that the great Upper Jurassic sponge faunas from Europe are not evolutionary novelties, but they
had root s in the Lower Jur assic. Thi s Low er Jura ssic faun a fro m Georgi a, and the Middle Jurassic sponge
fauna s from Hung ary (PaCTA 1886 ; PISERA 1993) may be compared to the Recent sponge faunas of the
New Caledoni a slopes, which worked as refugia.

SPONGE ASSEMBLAGES
Before analysi ng the composi tion of fossi l sponge assemblage one has to decide how close to reality
is the fossi l record ; in other terms if all the sponges have similar preserva tion potenti al. At fir st it seems
obv ious that only sponges with fused ske leto n are preserved, while others , i.e. lyssacinosan Hexasterophora and Amp hidiscophora and non- lithist id dem osponges, have bee n lost producing an important bias.
Rarity in the fossil record of bot h groups having loose spiculation apparently support such an idea.
Howe ver, when one considers the problem more carefully, things are not so obviou s. Fir st of all there are
conditions under which all sponges, irre spective of their skeletons, are destroyed and only loose spicules
or fragm ent s of fused skeleton are preser ved . Deep water siliceous lime stone s from the Triassic of the
Alpin e region (see MOSTLER 1978, 1990b) may serve as an example. On the oth er hand , UJSM in Euro pe
seems to be especially favo urable to preser vation of sponges . In this respect an obser vation from the Polish
Upper Jurassic is interesting for hexactin ellid s with fused skeletons are very common in biohermal
limestones, while nearb y coeval marl s (located in local basins) contain nearl y excl usively selenasters
(sam ples kindly supplied by A. MATYJA). All this ind icates that postmortem transport was absent and clear
eco logica l zonation exis ted. Simi lar conditions favo urable to sponge mummification and preser vation also
existed during the part of the Middl e Jur assic in Spain (see PISERA 1991 ), and during the Triassic in Po land
(see PrSERA and BODZIOCH 1991) but the extent of the facies was then much more limit ed.
Irrespective of the ca uses of such special preser vation, it appears that com pos itions of the fo ssil
assemb lages are close enough to or iginal asse mblages to permit a meanin gful analysis of pattern of
distribution of sponges with so lid skeleto n, i.e. Hexactinosa, Lychni scosa and Lithi stid a. On the other
hand, it is also ver y pro bable that distribu tion s of other dem osponges and Iyssacino san sponges resemble
to some degree, the orig inal one. Eve n loose spicules are well preser ved in the upp ermost Kimmeridgian
rocks (toge ther with bodily preser ved sponges) where original siliceous skeletons are pre sent , but they
are nearl y absent fro m Lower Kimm eridgian roc ks where sponges are pre ser ved in a similar way . Their
record, however, is too limited and difficult to int erpret, thu s they are omitted in the quantitative ana lysis .
There is also an important question of relationship betw een paleontological and zoological species
amo ng siliceo us sponges, especially lithi stid s, that has a bearing on estimated diversity. It appears that
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the number of species is overestimated in the fossil record by putting too much weight on morphology of
lithistid sponges, which are very variable. On the other hand the number of species is clearly underestimated in lithistids as a result of the fact that numerous extant lithistids species are indistinguishable
morphologically and differ only in character of microscleres and/or dermal spicules, which are not found
usually in a fossil state or not preserved together with the main skeleton. Thus, I believe, that both these
effects stay more or less in balance, and our estimation of diversity (with the notable exception of data
of OPPLIGER, who was an extreme morphological splitter) is not too far from reality, thus permitting a
sound analysis .
Only siliceous sponges have been included in the quantitative analysis; generally no calcareous sponges
have been investigated. They were the subject of a recent monographic description by MULLER (1984).
The present author's observations show that calcareous sponges occur in all stratigraphic intervals but are
very rare, except in the uppermost Kimmeridgian coral facies. This observation is well supported by
MULLER'S (1984) results, who found that only isolated and small forms occur in the Oxfordian and Lower
Kimmeridgian while calcareous sponges are common in the Upper Kimmeridgian.
Comparison of sponge assemblages of different Upper Jurassic ages is difficult for dating of samples
in many cases is only approximate (no detailed modern ammonite stratigraphy was available at the
moment) and often based on the old QUENSTEDT lithostratigraphy commonly used by German geologists.
Whenever possible ammonites have been collected and later used in dating (determinations and information about stratigraphic importance kindly supplied by Dr. B.A. MATYJA and Or. R. GYGI). This poses
some problems for it seems that earlier correlation of these lithostratigraphic divisions (especially in
sponge facies) may be misleading (personal information Dr. G. DIETL and Dr. B.A. MATYJA, see also
Geological situation). When comparing the present results with those of TRAMMER (1982, 1989, 1991)
from Poland, difficulty arises because my sampling was less detailed and concerned usually lithological
units (for example the whole, several meters thick, marly sequence in the Plettenberg Quarry) irrespective
of biostratigraphical boundaries (in the Plettenberg case two ammonite zones), while TRAMMER'S results
are clearly presented for single ammonite zones. On the other hand, other publications supply no quantitative data at all. Keeping all these limitations in mind I try to present analysis of their distribution and
suggest factors causing the observed pattern.
COMPOSITION OF THE SPONGE FAUNA
Totally over 4700 siliceous sponge specimens have been analysed, among them over 4200 in the present
author's collection, the rest are from museum collections. Among them about 68% have been determined
to the species or genus level, the rest are attributed to various categories such as Lithistida, Rhizomorina,
non-rhizomorine Lithistida, Lychniscosa etc. Because most of the analysis has been carried out at the level
of such more generalised groups, the results may be regarded as rather reliable. Hexactinellid sponges
amount to 59.4 % of the whole assemblage (among them lyssacinosan sponges with fused skeleton amount
to only 0.13 %, while Hexactinosa to about 35% and Lychniscosa to about 21 %). Lithistid sponges amount
to nearly 41% of the assemblage, among them dominant rhizomorine sponges amount to about 27% and
other non-rhizomorine sponges to about 7.9%. The whole assemblage is composed of at least 127 species,
among them , demo sponges are represented by 44 species, Hexactinosa by 45 species, Lychniscosa by 35
species and Lyssacinosa by 3 species. Real diversity in more narrow stratigraphical horizons is much
lower, however, and often such assemblages are dominated in number by a few species, especially in the
Upper Kimmeridgian (Fig. 4) .
Similarly, as in Poland (see TRAMMER 1982, 1989) the sponge assemblage contains several dozen
species but only several of them are common. These are Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS) (5.96 %), Stauroderma lochense (QUENSTEDT) (3.84 %), Cylindrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS) (3.41 %), Hyalotragos pezizoides (GOLDFUSS) (2.99 %), Walcotella pertusa (GOLDFUSS) (2.42 %), and Platychonia schlotheimi (MUNSTER in GOLDFUSS) (2.01 %). Other species which amount to more than I % of the whole assemblage are,
in a descending frequency : Platychonia striata SCHRAMMEN, Cypellia prolifera (ZITTEL), Cribrospongia
elegans SCHRAMMEN, C. reticulata (GOLDFUSS) , Sporadopyle pusilla SCHRAMMEN, Laocoetis parallela
(GOLDFUSS), Ramispongia ramosa QUENSTEDT and Hyalotragos patella (GOLDFUSS). All these together
amount to only 31.21 % of the whole assemblage. Some other less frequent but common species (with a
share above 0.5%) are Linonema calyx (SCHRAMMEN), Ordinatus texturatus (v. SCHLOTHEIM), Tremaphorus apertus (OPPLIGER) and Porospongia marginata (MUNSTER in GOLDFUSS). At a generic level, the
picture is slightly different with Cypellia POMEL being the most common (10.64%), and second in
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Fig . 4
Diagramm illustrating relati ve abundance of the most common sponges during the Oxfo rdian and Kimmeridgian
in the Swabian Alb .

abundance Platychonia ZITTEL (8 .12 %) . Other common genera (above 1% of share in the assemblage)
are , in de scending frequenc y, Cribrospongia D'ORBIGNY, Hyalotragos ZITTEL, Laocoetis POMEL, Stauroderma ZITTEL, Cylindrophyma ZITTEL, Walcotella DE LAUB ENFELS, Cnemidiastrum ZITTEL, Sporadopyle
ZITTEL, Trochobo lus ZITTEL, Ramispongia QUENSTEDT, Lecan ella ZITTEL, Pachytei chisma ZITTEL. Sponges of the se genera amount to about 59 % of the whole as semblage.
All frequent sponges in the Sw abi an Alb are more or less the same as tho se in Pol and , except for
Trochobolu s, Lecanella and Pachyteichisma which are rare or ver y rare in the Polish ass emblage. The
main difference visible at fir st glance is high diver sity of the whole assemblage (caused without doubts
by the wider time-span analysed ) from the Swabian Alb , and what follow s from it less dominance of the
assemblage by few species .
There are, however, stro ng differences in frequency of particular taxa, or groups of taxa in various
stratigraphic horizons, especially among Oxfordian collections vers us tho se of the Kimmeridgian (or
particularly Middle-Upper Kimmeridgian ). Th e Oxfordian part of the section is dominated by Cypellia
and Stauro derma , while the Kimmeridgian part (especially Upper Kimmeridgian ) is dominated by Cylindrophyma and Platychonia, which are rare in the Oxfordian (Fig . 4). Most other taxa occur through out
the whole sec tio n, in lesser but not ver y different quantities.

TRENDS IN COMPOSITION OF THE SPONGE FAUNA
The most striking and basic trend is in frequency of lithistid vers us hexactinellid sponges (Figs 5, 6).
There is a stea dy incre ase in a frequency of lithi stid sponges from the bottom toward the top of the
stratigraphical column, with clea r dominance of hexactinellid spo nges at the bottom (in the Middle and
Upper Oxfordian ), high percentage of lithistid sponges in the Lower Kimmeridgian, to the absolute
dominance of lithistid sponges in the uppermost Kimmeridgian, especi all y in coral facie s (where also
a rich and diversified fauna of soft demosponges had been present , as pro ved by the assemblage of loose
spic ules) . Th is trend concerns not only specimen numbers but also species numbers (Fig. 7). Considerable
other data point to a shall owi ng toward the Tithonian, then the mo st plau sible interpertaion of this trend
in the Swabian Alb suggests substitution of hexactinellid sponges by lithi stid sponges with shallower
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depths. What was the major factor associated with depth one may only speculate, pointing to changes in
energy level and temperature. This trend also may ha ve been partly caused by clear preference of lithistid
sponges to occur in limestones (see below), which are more common toward the top of the section. Thi s
cannot be generalised, however, for lithistid sponges are rare in the Oxfordian marls and rather common
in the Kimmeridgian marls.
Frequency of hexactinosan and Iychniscosan sponges shows the same pattern, i.e. there is a steady
decrease in their share toward the top of the stratigraphical column, thus it seems that there are no
important differ ence s in their ecolo gical requirements.
The above trend s are average trends, a more complex picture is revealed by the same mea sures of
frequen cies in parti cular sections. An average situation parallels, of course, the general trend but there are
numerou s local opposite tendencies (Fig. 6). Thi s may be a response to differences in lithology between
parti cular samples, for it was show n that eve n in the same stratigraphic level there is not equ al distribution
of hex actinellid sponges between marls and bioherm s (see below).
The general change in lithistid versus hexactinellid frequ ency is also observed in Poland but seemingly
in the oppo site direction (see TRAMMER 1989 and Fig. 6), where it is paralleled by changes in composition
of carbon and oxyge n isotopes (PISERA et al. 1992). Such situation, however, indicates that factors
controlling lithistid versus hexactinellid sponges distribution worked at the local and not regional scale.
One easily imagined factor is a predominating type of food availability - these two groups prefer different
food types, which may be more easily controlled on a local sca le. These difference s in type of food prefered
(colloidal matter in hexactinellid s REISWIG 1990) may explain , perhaps, an app arent contradiction in
sponge assemblage composition and postulated deepening at the begining of the Kimmeridgian (see Fig s
5, 6), where lithistids becam e common. Thi s may be an effect of supply of particulate organic matter to
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the deeper water in response to increased productivity caused by nutrient delivery from submergence of
new land areas by a tran sgressing sea.
In addition to the trend in tim e, ther e are some interesting pattern s of distribution of lithi stid versus
hexactinellid sponges in strictly coeval deposits. I have checked frequenc y of lithi stid versus hexactinellid
sponges in biohe rm s and surrounding marl s in two samples from the Kimmeridgian of the Hochwang
section (Fig . 8). My samples were sma ll, but in both cases there is a statistically important difference
between two strictly coeval deposits: marl s and bioherm s. Hexactinellid sponges dominate in bioherms,
while lithistid spo nges are more co mmo n in marl s (Fig. 8). Th is would sugges t higher resistance of lithi stid
sponges to turbid water or a slowe r sedimentation rate - the probl em canno t be solved, how ever, with so
limited data, and need s larger sa mples fro m various parts of the sections.
There is some difficult y in finding a simple explanation of lithi stid versus hexactinellid sponges
distribution. The trend observed in Poland (see TRAMMER 1989, 1990) is difficult to co mpare with that in
other areas for only in Poland is the Lower Oxfordi an developed in sponge biofacies. Anywa y, in the
Middl e Oxfordian of Poland lithi stid sponges compose about 50 % of the assemblage (see TRAMMER 1991),
whil e in Spain at the same time their share was negligibl e, not exceeding 10% (PIS ERA 1991). The situation
in Switzerland is similar (see Fig. 6). Thus the trend is not of general character.
In Poland, just before the appearance of shallow water Kimmeridgian deposits containing hermatypic
corals and calcareous oolites, hexactinellid sponges dominate in the asse mblage (TRAMMER 1989 - but
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note that his sample was very small), while in Ge rmany at the same tim e there wa s a shift toward lithis3Jl
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An other observed pattern in lithistid distribu tion is
the dominance of rhiz omorine sponges in the Oxforo IQ 20 30 40 50 60
Number of species
dian and Lower Kimmeridgian samples, while in the
Upper Kimmeridgian except for rhizom orin es, nonrhiFig. 7
zomorine sponges are not only common but also diverSpecies diversity changes of lithistid and hexactinellid
sifie d (cf ZIEGLER 1977 ). A similar dep th associated
sponges in the Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian in the Swapattern may also be observed among Recent lithi stid
bian Alb.
fauna of Barbados (see VAN SOEST and STENTOFf
1988), where the deepest zone is occupied exclusively
by rhizo mori nes , whi le intermediate depth s are occu pied by nonrhizomorine species (Vetulina SCHMIDT is
regarded by me as a rhizomorine - cf GRUBER 1994). This clea rly indicates that eco logical requ irem ents of
various lithistid sponges are more or less the same as they were during the late Jurassic time .
A well expressed trend observed in the UJSM co ncerns siliceous versus calcareous sponges . Us ually
calcareous sponges accompany corals in shallow wat er deposits, i.e. in the case of the Swabian Alb they
are very common in the uppermost Kimmeridgian and ?Tit honian strata (MULLER 1984), or in Portugal
in the Kimmeridgian (FURSICH and W ERNER 1991) where the hexactinellid sponges are absent or very
rare. Such distribution s are generally in conformity with Recent distributions of the se two gro ups (cf REID
1968a; VACELET 1988 ). Occurrences of calcareous sponges, however, have been ob served in deposits wit h
hexactinellid predominance which are here interpreted as those of relatively deep-water, but onl y in
smaller numbers. These fit very well into the picture of mo st recent di scoveries of the world-wide
occurrence of the Recent Calcarea in the bathyal zone (VACELET 1988; VACELET et al. 1989 ). Thus the
presence of Calcarea, as such, is not a good depth indicator, but onl y their dominance should be used in
the fossil state as pointing to shallowness . Application of data on Recent calcareous sponges to the fossil
record mu st be don e with caution , as today it contains forms with loo se spicules, while those with solid
skeletons , which are very common as fo ssil s, are rare in the modem seas.
In Spain, sponges are the mo st numerous in thin marly intercalati on s, which represent periods of low
carbonate production with only background fine clastic sedimentation, and in the clearly condensed
horizons in limestones. Generall y, however, the whole Spanish UJSM is strongly condensed (PISERA 1991 ;
KRAUTTER 1995) and ver y rich in sponges. It see ms that slo w sedimentation rate is a prerequisite for
sponge colonization (LEINFELDER et al. 1993 , 1994 ; KRAUTTER 1995 ). In my material no root structures,
typical of soft bottom conditions ha ve been found, thu s suggesting clearl y that the se sponges needed some
kind of hard obj ect for att achment.
The occurrence of silice ous sponges within thick Ox fordi an sequences in Poland can be easily explained by the fact that the sponges are concentrated in some intervals that accumulated when sedimentation was slow. Thick micrites, which are int erp reted as deposited under high sedime ntation rate s are
devoid of sponge s (A. MATYJA personal information). These sponges, thu s, are also as sociated with
intervals of condensed sedimentation. Rathe r rapid sedime ntation is also most probably resp onsible for
absence of calcareous cru st on Polish sponges.
N
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REMARKS ON ECOLOGY OF SOME SPONGES

Only several sponge species are common enough to speculate on their ecological requirements. Among
them are Cylindrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS), Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS), Stauroderma lochense
(QUENSTEDT) and Platychonia spp. The species Cypellia rugosa, which dominates in the Oxfordian, occurs
irrespective of lithology, and although not common reaches the largest size in the Kimmeridgian marls.
This pattern suggests some factor other than sedimentation type as governing its distribution. Surprisingly,
the distribution pattern for Stauroderma lochense is very similar, despite the fact that it represents a
different morphological type. It is thus clear that the shape of the sponge, itself, is not so simply and
directly connected with water energy as was suggested by TRAMMER (1983), and/or sedimentation rate as
postulated by KRAUTTER (1995). The average tendency of lithistid sponges to be more common in marls,
as already mentioned (see Sponge assemblage, and Fig . 8), while hexactinellids dominate in bioherms of
the same age, points to some control of sediment type in general lithistid and hexactinellid ecology.
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Hexactinosa
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35.7%

61.2

Indeterm.

Indeterm.

2.4%
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Marls

1.5%

Bioherm

(--35>
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I

Fig. 8
Composition of sponge assemblagesin strictly coeval marls and bioherms fromHochwang:
A - Kimmeridgian (Lower Delta); B - Kimmeridgian (Upper Delta).

In the Swabian Alb Cylindrophyma milleporata is among most common sponges and present in all
levels, and it very common or dominating is in the uppermost Kimmeridgian (see Fig. 4). LEINFELDER et
at. (1993) suggested that Cylindrophyma millepo rata, which is common in Portugal microbial mounds,
may be adapted to high nutrient/low oxygen conditions, allowing for development of microbial constructions. This is difficult to accept for this species is the most common sponge in the coral facies in Germany,
and present in all stratigraphic levels and types of sediment that could have developed, as well , in high
oxygen and low nutrient conditions. It seems, rather, that this sponge is a very eurytopic one , able to
survive in even adverse environments, being best adapted to relatively shallow depth (tens of meters) and
most probably liking semicryptic and cryptic environments, which are common in coral bioherms.
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The other common lithi stid Platychonia spp., parallel s the distribution pattern of Cylindrophyma
milleporata , and may serve as another example of opp osite morphological types occ urring in the same
enviro nment, as was the case with hexactin ellids described above.
If lychni sco san and lithi stid sponges, and especi ally hexactinosan sponges, were reall y deep- water (l OO
meters and more) dwellers in the Upper Jur assic, then how does one explain their occurrences, ho wever
rare in comparison with oth er biota and calcareou s sponges, with hermatypic coral fauna (Gers tetten,
Gussenstadt, Arn egg)? First of all, one mu st remember that these reefs or biostromes are not analog ues
of the mod ern shallow water coral ree fs and grew also at some depth. Today, depend ing upon locality,
prolifi c hermatypic corals occ ur at dep ths of 60-70 meters, and may be less abunda ntly found as deep as
90-100 meters (JAMES and GINSBURG 1979). Siliceous sponges (espec ially hexactinosan spo nges), on the
other hand , could be a part of cry ptic faun as; such occ urre nce of various deep- water orga nisms, including
lithistid spo nges (see VACELET and VASS EUR 1971 ) and hexactin ell id spo nges (BOURY-EsNAULT and
VACELET 1994), is well known tod ay. Also, the upp ermost Kimmeridgian coral fac ies with siliceous
sponges may be of relatively dee p-water origin, i.e. at least 60-70 meters deep , but perhaps eve n 100
meters deep.
Sedimen ta tion rate has an important influence on sponges (see above and KRAUTTER 1995). Con siderations about relationships between canal size in sponges and character of sed imentation (LEINFELDER et
at. 1994) (no t withstan ding fine gra ined sedimentation) are baseles s, for even in the case of large
hexactinellid canals they have nothing to do with sizes of particles entering the interior of a sponge whic h
are limited by ostia , that are several time s smaller. In reality openings of the se canal s are not ostia, which
are several time s smaller and occur on (not pre served) dermal membrane of sponge . Common occurrence
of sponges in muddy sediments, i.e. marl s of the Upper Oxfordian of Plettenberg or Kimmeridgian marls
of Erkenbrechtsweiler, may be exp lained first by supposing that they are not preci sely contemporaneous
with mar l sedimentation and/or that in some ca ses sponges could have been living on ele vated parts of
the bottom (bioherms) and onl y washed into the area s of muddy bottom. Thi s last supposition should be
rejected, at least in cases wh ere a clear difference in frequ ency of lithistid versus hexactinellid sponges
in marl s and bioherms from strictly coeval sediments has been found.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING OF THE SPONGE BIOFACIES
The bathymetry of the sponge biofac ies from the Upper Jurassic of Europe is a hotly disputed matter,
and no agr eem ent has been found so far between classi cal interpretation sugges ting depths of 100-200
meters (see ZIEGLER 1967, 1977 ; GWINNER 1976; GYGI 1981, 1986; GYGI and PERSOZ 1987 ; T RAMMER
1982; MATYJA and PISERA 1991 ) and some more rece nt shallow water hypoth eses spea king abo ut ten s of
meters maximum (SCHORR and KOCH 1985 ; AUR ELL 1990, 1991) . Less co mmon are discu ssions about
other env iro nme ntal factors such as sedi men tatio n rate and nutrie nt leve ls; these will be discu ssed here
later.
There are two possible approac hes to answering the question of bathymetr ic setting : the first is ana lysis
of the sponge- bearing sequence (including the co ndensed Call ovian/Oxfordian boundary horizon), the
seco nd is analysis based on eco logy of spo nges and ass ociated biot a.
SED IMENTOLOGI CAL ARG UMENTS
To solve the pro blem of bathymetric position of the spo nge biofacies, one has to consider the whole
sequence of sedime nts composing it, as well as the underl ying and overlying rock s. The first step should
be an analysis of the strongly condensed sedimentary sequence wit h numerous gap s and iron oo lites in a
mudd y matr ix (see above), that underlie the sponge biofacies nearly universally (Fig . 9) . Genet ic links
exist between the Up per Jurassic sponge facie s and those facies directly underlying it, which in mos t cases
is the conden sed horizon with stratigraphic gaps of various duration. They belong to the same sedimentary
sequence . One must also note that the co ndensed horizon with iron oolites , when not followed by the
sponge fac ies, as it is in the case of Nepal (GRADSTEI N and VON RAD 199 1; GRADSTEIN et al. 199 1, 1992 ),
is followed by organi c-rich shales interpreted as a deep-water, con tinenta l slope deposits. The geo log ica l
event giving birth to this hori zon must be of glob al charac ter and significa nce . It is know n fro m such
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distantly separated regions as Argentina (Nequen Basin - LEGARRETA 1991), all over Europe (MATYJA and
PISERA 1991), India (FORslcH et al. 1991, 1992), Nepal (Tahakkola - where ferruginous oolite dated as
Callovian is interpreted as a product of a major transgression resulting in reduced sediment supply, without
any traces of subaerial exposure), Wombat Plateau and Exmouth Plateau on the Indian Ocean (where the
gap spans the whole Jurassic and is interpreted either as a result of uplift and erosion or drowning and
extreme condensation, or nondeposition caused by a global transgressive event associated with accelerated
sea-floor spreading) (GRADSTEIN and VON RAD 1991; GRADSTEIN et al. 1991, 1992) .
The stratigraphic hiatus observed below the sponge biofacies is of various duration, depending upon
local factors. Locally the whole Callovian may be missing, with Middle Oxfordian resting directly on
shallow-water Bathonian oolites (for example in Switzerland - GYGI and MARCHAND 1982; or in Spain personal observation). The gap clearly depends on how much sediment was removed by submarine erosion
and/or corrosion, and also on its duration, i.e. when it started. The top of the hiatus is more or less
synchronous on a regional scale, and usually the Middle Oxfordian deposits were already present. In
Poland however, where the Lower Oxfordian has been recognised, it is missing only its lowermost part
(MATYJA and GrZEJEWSKA 1979; MATYJA and TARKOWSKI 1981). This can be easily explained by the fact
that the Polish basin was located far inland, in an inner shelf area where the effects of events postulated
below were active for a shorter time.
In places like southern Tibet, where iron-oolites have not been found, the CallovianlOxfordian boundary is associated with a deepening event, which continued until the end of Kimmeridgian when a rapid
and important drop in sea-level occurred (LI XIAOCHI and GRANT-MACKIE 1993).
In many places above this hiatus and/or iron oolites starts carbonate sedimentation, described in the
literature as the Upper Jurassic Sponge Megafacies. A different situation occurs in Nepal where thick
clastics follow above UJSM. The area was clearly with too high a sedimentation rate and too high a clastic
input to allow sponge development (so far bodily preserved sponges are not known from Jurassic clastic
rocks).
Currently there are two competing models for genesis of the condensed horizon with iron oolites and
the underlying stratigraphic gap. One model suggests that the facies originated during a low-stand sea
level, or even emergence that followed the resultant shallowing Callovian sequences. The iron crust
covering some erosional surfaces of the Dogger is then treated as continental in origin, while the beds
with iron oolites and numerous ammonites are interpreted as deposited in an extremely shallow water,
only centimetres (AuRELL and MELENDEZ 1990; FERNANDEZ-LoPEZ and MELENDEZ 1994, 1995,) to few
meters deep (see AURELL 1990, 1991; AURELL and MELENDEZ 1993) . Then, followed the transgressive
event of the sponge facies , which must be everywhere of shallow depth of tens of meters at most (AURELL
1990) .
The other explanation (here supported) of origin of the iron oolite facies postulates in deep-water,
where condensed deposits and hiatuses are results of high sea level (maximum flooding) resulting in basin
stravation (GYGI 1981, 1986; GYGI and PERSOZ 1987; MATYJA and PISERA 1991; NORRIS and HALLAM
1995) . In places, erosion to various depths could have happened, followed by deposition of the iron crust
in most distal areas , above which accumulated condensed deposits with traces of several smaller erosional
events . Finally sedimentation caught up and sponges became established in the relatively deep water (up
to hundreds of meters, perhaps more shallow in the case of Poland where lithistid sponges dominate, and
more deep in the case of Spain or Germany where hexactinellid sponges dominate). This hypothesis has
been supported by discovery of Recent deep water (119 and 141 m deep) iron hardgrounds with glauconitic
ironstones forming at the shelf-break swept by marine currents causing sediment starvation. The associated
biota includes planktic forams, sponges spicules and echinoderm remains (CORS ELLI et al. 1994), an
assemblage identical with those known from the Upper Jurassic sponge biofacies.
If one accepts the shallow water hypothesis of the condensed horizon, then severe problems immediately appear (unless one considers sponge facies as deposited in tens of meters of water, which is rejected
here). One should expect transitory shallow-water deposits between the condensed horizon (centimetres
to meters of water) and sponge facies (80-100 and more meters), which were never observed. The removal
of such an intermediate facies would be difficult to explain. The transition between iron oolites and sponge
facies is very abrupt, but iron ooids may be still dispersed in the lower part of sponge facies , suggesting
a transitional character of the boundary between the beds. On the other hand , in a deep-water model these
difficulties may be avoided for the beginning of the sponge facies must have been in the deep water, with
hexactinellid or lithistid sponges dominating depending upon local differences in bathymetry and other
environmental parameters.
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Global distribution of the Upper lu rassic siliceous sponge biofacies and condensed CallovianlOxfordian boundary horizon
(Paleogeograpgy after SCOTESE 1992, distribution of siliceous sponge biofacies and condensed horizon with iron ooids from
BEHMEL 1970; BARIA et al. 1982; GAILLARD 1983, CREVELLO and HARRIS 1984; AURELL 1990; LANG and STEIGER 1984;
FORSICH et al. 1991, 1992; GRADSTEI N and VON RAD 1991, GRADSTEIN et al. 1991, 1992, LEGARRETA 199 1 and references
therein).

Global sea level curves (see HAQ et al. 1988) so far publi shed show only gradual deepenin g across
the CallovianlOxfordian boundary. HALLAM (1988), in a critique of the Exxon curve presented a clear-cut
regressive event in this interval, only recentl y chan ging opinions in favour of sea-level rise produ cing
condensed depo sits at this bound ary (HALLAM 1992, 1993).
The global distribution of iron ooids (Fig. 9) indicates also that some global iron source must be sought,
to explain the situation. Local sources simply seem incompatible with global distributi on. Anywa y, in the
case of Spain for exampl e, the postulated sources of iron are two small emerged areas - islands (AURELL
1990), and the sourc e is clearly too small to explain even Spani sh iron oolite s. It is also difficult to accep t
the ooids being dispersed over vast shallow water area from these two small sources . One can look to the
Meseta as another possible source but it seems incompatible with the facts. In other areas, like Poland for
example, local sources are totally absent. A global source of iron may be volcanic activity invigorated by
accelerated spreading rates of the sea floor which produced a very rapid and imp ortant sea level rise of
eustatic characters caused by the increased volume of newly produced ocea nic crust. Such an acceleration
event was indi cated for the period under consideration (see HAQ 1988; ZIEGLER 1990).
In fact, the presence of iron can be also explained without lookin g for a special source. If one considers
that the deposits under discussion are very condensed then the high percentage of iron in these rock simply
may be result of a very slow sedimentation rate of carbon ate, while iron was present in the environment
at more or less norm al conc entra tion.
There are also other problems produced by the shallow water hypothesis. The very striking fact is that
similar gaps, usuall y of unknown duration, but clearl y associated with erosi ve events (the Oxfordian often
rests directl y on the Bathoni an or even Lower Jur assic depo sits), are known from the Mediterranean
Ammonitico Rosso facie s (see for example SEYFRIED 1978). In shallow water hypothesis one would expect
the gap s to be smallest in locations that were situated in distal areas and in deeper water, or to see
introduction of shallow water facies atop the Ammonitico Rosso. Instead there are larger gaps and
non-sedimentation or even erosion . Such sequences can be easily explained, on the other hand, by a
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deep-water hypothesis as a result of even more intense sediment starvation, which may be expected in
more distal and deeper areas.
A different situation has been observed in the Lusitanian Basin and part of the Algarve, Portugal
(LEINFELDER et al. 1993) , where a clear regression occurred at this boundary, while eastern and southern
parts of the Meseta display transgressive cycle as indicated by the deepening at the CallovianlOxfordian
boundary. This apparent contradiction may be solved by a different polarity of the same event, caused by
the fact that the eastern part of Iberia underwent convergence, while the western part was under an
extensional regime (as the result of the motion of the Iberian Plate toward NE), thus resulting in sea-level
drop in agreement with the mechanism proposed by JANSA (1991) .
When speculating about genesis one must also remember that the condensed horizon with ferruginou s
ooides is not a true oolite rock - it is composed mostly of micritic matrix with abundant ferruginous ooids
and oncoids distributed very irregularly in the matrix. Often they are concentrated in patches, suggesting
that they infilled some kind of burrows. The matrix usually contains mostly pelagic fossils - numerous
protoglobigerinid forams , belemnites and ammonites, as well as isocrinid crinoids ossicles. Most of the
fauna is of reworked character. In effect, any comparison with shallow water classical oolites seems
inappropriate. Thu s the only plausible hypothesis of the origin of the condensed CallovianlOxfordian
boundary horizon is a deep-water one. As a result the siliceous sponge biofacies which follows is also
rather deep-water in genesis from its beginning .
Numerous sedimentological arguments in favour of shallow water origin of the sponge-rich rocks have
been also offered. One of the strongest such arguments in favour of shallowness of some sponge bioherms
is the presence of carbonate-coated (ooid-like) grains in these buildups (MATYSZKIEWICZ 1989; MATYSZKIEWICZ and FELISIAK 1992 ; KOCH et al. 1994). This argument is loosing its weight with the discovery of
identical Recent ooid-like grains with micritic cortices which are widespread in a deep (below 215 meters)
hardgrounds around Barbados (STENTOFT 1994), in the same area where a rich fauna of clearly autochtonou s lithistid sponges is known (VAN SOEST and STENTOFT 1988) .
Similar is the case with arguments that peloidal to coated grains facies (grainstones) within some
sponge reefs indicate shallow water deposition (KOCH et al. 1994) - grain stone facie s occur today on the
Nicaraguan Rise at depths of 10 to 40 meters on the top of tectonic high s that are swept by currents
(TRIFFLEMAN et al. 1992) and thu s those grains can be easily transported downslope to much greater depths
(HINE et al. 1994) . Without doubts , similar mechanism could have been working at the top s of sponge
bioherms that formed pronounced topographic highs that were the under the influence of currents, which
may have been respon sible (regardless of depth ) for production of grain-rich deposits. An absence of any
shallow water faunal elements (which are known from the Nicaraguan Rise), especially reef corals (except
of some KimmeridgianlTithonian reefs) point to the depths greater than in the Recent examples. Another
Recent example undermining the argumentation of KOCH et al. (1994 ), is the presence of large area s of
well winnowed coarse sediments (forming also sand waves and with some hexactinellid sponges, to make
the analogy closer) at the depth of 200- 550 meters on the carbonate ramp of central-west Florida, forming
there as a result of Loop Current acti vity (MULLINS et al. 1988 ; IVANY et al. 1994). Similar grainstone
lithologies of Recent carbonate sediments are known from depths of 400-600 metres on the New Caledonia slope (RIO et al. 1991). Sand fraction (mostly pelagic grain s, but occasionally also including grains
of very shallow origin such as Halimeda and ooids) occurs in lithoherms in the straits of Florida at depths
of 600-700 meters (NEUMANN et al. 1977). These lithoherms contain rich faunas of siliceous sponges, as
well as stalked crinoids, and ma y be directly comparable to the Jurassic fossil sponge bioherms. The UJSM
occurred in a similar environmental setting along the northern Tethyan shelf, which could have been under
the influence of Tethyan currents flowing toward the west , thu s producing similar sediments.
Another difficulty in accepting a deep-water genesis for the sponge biofacies was the fact that we did
not know examples of Recent deep-water carbonate deposition. Recently, however, several areas of the
deep-water carbonate sedimentation have been described from the Florida Shelf (MULLINS et al. 1988;
IVANY et al. 1994) representing a ramp setting . Even earlier, deep water lithoherms rich in sponges were
discovered on the Bahamas slope at depths of several hundreds meters (NEUMANN et al. 1977; MESSING
et al. 1990) . More recently extensive carbonate deposition associated with rich lithistid faunas (associated
with hard bottoms) has been also very well documented from the slopes of New Caledonia (LE-VI and LE-VI
1983, 1988; LEvI 1991; Ro ux et al. 1991) at the depths of 300-600 meters. The similarity concerns not
only sponges but also other faunal elements, especially stalked crinoids, which are of the same type as
those known from the UJSM.
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One of the causes of disagreement about the bathymetry of the siliceous sponge biofacies is most
probably the heterogeneity of the facies itself. Most of the recent papers deal mainly, if not exclusively,
with sponge-microbial mounds or reefs (see for example GAILLARD 1983; SCHORR and KOCH 1985;
LEINFELDER 1993; BRUNTON and DIXON 1994; LEINFELDER et al. 1994). If one considers that the tops of
these mounds (being still below the hermatypic coral growth zone) were up to 200 meters (or even more
if there was pre-mound relief on which they started) above the surrounding sea-floor where sponges
thrived (GWINNER 1976; TRAMMER 1982; MATYJA and WIERZBOWSKI 1994), then it becomes clear that
both shallow (100 m) areas and deep-water basins (200 m) may exist at the same moment. When I speak
about deep-water setting, I mean in first place, bedded (biostromal) sediments that have been deposited
between more shallow mound tops, and which contain more sponges than the mounds themselves .
A simple geometrical exercise may be added here to support my reasoning - if one supposes that the
shelf was sloping at 1°, and that sponge biofacies developed about 50 km from the shore (which is a very
conservative estimate in many cases), then the depth at this distance could be 875 meters. If we assume
a shelf sloping only 0.5 °, we still reach a depth of 475 meters . Assuming the existence at this time of an
extremely vast, entirely flat shelf not deeping toward the basin seems entirely untenable, and there is a
general agreement that the shelf had a character of a ramp .
In light of the above discussions there is no reason to reject the hypothesis of deep-water (100 meters
at least, but perhaps as deep as 300-600 meters in the case of some inter-mound muds rich in hexactinellid
sponges) setting of the UJSM.
ECOLOGICAL ARGUMENTS
When speaking about bathymetric requirements of any organisms one must keep in mind, however,
that depth per se is not a controlling factor - it simply acts by pressure, water energy, light conditions,
food availability, competition etc. In the case of hexactinosan and lychniscosan sponges a low water energy
(associated usually with greater depths), and perhaps also lack of competition of other sessile animals,
especially corals , seems to be the most important. Also temperature clearly plays a considerable role,
especially in lithistid sponges . The only known Recent example of very shallow (20-30 meters) occurrence
of hexactinosan sponges is from British Columbia fjords (REISWIG in MEHL 1992), which are explained
by the very low water-energy environments in a protected setting, but perhaps also by low temperatures.
Applying actualistic data to the fossil siliceous sponges one should, however, speak about smaller groups
than the Hexactinellida: one should consider rather Hexactinosa, Lychniscosa and Lyssacinosa which
generally live today in clearly different conditions (REID 1968a ; VACELET 1988). A more simple situation
concerns lithistid demosponges. We know that it is not a uniform group from the point of view of
phylogeny, but it can be treated as morphofunctional group and as such more suitable for paleoecological
analysis than a phylogenetic one.
Recent relatively shallow-water communities, rich in hexasterophoran sponges, are known from depths
of 30-60 meters from Antarctica (DAYTON et al. 1974), but they are composed exclu sively of sponges
with unfused skeleton. They contribute considerably to the bottom sediments, and may form sponge
spicules mat up to 2 meters thick. Hexactinosan-rich Recent communities are typical of tropical and
usually deep-water habitats. Recently, however, deep-water (150-240 m deep) large bioherms dominated
by hexactinosan sponges have been described from the British Columbia Shelf (CONWAY et al. 1991)
where the bioherm grows over the glacimarine sediments. As such they cannot serve as a good analogue
for the Upper Jurassic occurrences, which are associated with carbonate and warm-water sedimentation.
Important is the fact, however, that their occurrence is also controlled by a low sedimentation rate and
the presence of a hard substrate.
One can easily accept the supposition that the most shallow deposits under study are those with
abundant corals, in our case those from Arnegg, Gussenstadt and Gerstetten. Both hexactinosan, lychniscosan and lithistid sponges do occur in these rocks, but lithistids strongly dominate over hexactinellids.
This points to the shallower water preferences of lithistid sponges, which are usually very rare or absent
in thrombolite reefs that are regarded as the deepest deposits (LEINFELDER et al. 1993, 1994) of the sponge
megafacies.
Recent hexactinellid sponges, from groups having dictyonal skeleton and known from the Upper
Jurassic, live in modern warm seas in profusion only at depths of 200-800 meters (but may be found
exceptionally as shallow as 37 meters - REID 1968a; VACELET 1988) and there is no reason to postulate
changes in their environmental requirements. The constructional morphology of these sponges, which is
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identical in both Recent and fossil sponges, displays adaptations for deep water environments (see
TABACHNICK 1991) and excludes the possibility that they inhabited areas of a high energy usually
associated with shallow depths. They can live only under conditions of calm water (that does not exclude
the presence of currents). Some Jurassic forms, such as Verrucocoelia ETALLON, are identical in morphology with some Recent sponges such as Farrea BOWERBANK and Pleurochorium SCHRAMMEN, typical
inhabitants of deep (at least several hundred meters) water. The way of feeding of hexactinellids is mainly
on colloidal matter (REISWIG 1990) , and they are ineffective in using the cellular part of suspended organic
matter, making them well adapted to deep-water habitats where cellular matter is rare. In Recent Pacific
waters the amount of phytoplankton drops considerably below 50 meters, reaching a low level only below
100 meters (RHEINHEIMER 1980) . Hexactinellids are also not adapted to shallow water habitats for they
lack a defense system to protect them from competition for space (but see BRUNTON and DIXON 1994 :
p.379).
Another reason for not being adapted to shallow water is their non- specific cell aggregation propensity
which excludes hexactinellids from waters rich in living cellular matter (TABACHNICK 1991). There is no
reason to believe that these features were different in fos sil hexactinellid sponges, thus we should regard
them as inhabiting, both today and in the past, similar environments.
Similar conclusion s ha ve been reached by BRUNTON and DIXON (1994) who suggested that the mu taually exclusive nature of coral s (which inhabit shallow water) and siliceous sponges is most likely due
to differences in nutrient requirements and constraints associated with water turbulence (depth associated).
On the other hand, Recent hex actinosan sponges inh abit deep water settings not only because of lower
water energy, but also because they are cold-water cre atures, which prefer water temperatures about 10°C
(LEVI ill ALLOUC 1990), and it seems that similar adaptation was working in the past, as they are unknown
from the Boreal Jurassic.
Lychniscosan sponges, which also live under similar habitats, are kno wn only from tropical deep
waters, and are absent among modern cold water faunas which contain hex actinosan sponges . Similarly
lithi stid sponges occur tod ay abundantly between 100 and 700 meters, depending upon local condition,
and temp eratures around 10-15 °C and occur nearl y exclusively in tropical and warm region s (LEVI and
LEVI 1983 ; V ACELET 1988; VAN SOEST and STENTOFT 1988). There are , however, lithi stid genera such as
Theonella GRAY and Discodermia DU BOCAGE which support an environme ntal interpretation of much
higher temperatures and depth for they occur al so in very shallow water in coral reefs (V ACELET 1988 ;
VAN So EST 1990 ). Such spec ies tend to show a redu ction of desma fusion that results in a "soft" character
of the sponge. No such skeletons have been ob ser ved , ho wever, among the Upper Jurassic fauna from the
Swabian Alb. It seems reasonable to suppose that their distribution in the UJSM was also controlled by
water temperature as indic ated by their paleogeographical se tting, and occurrence in more shallow settings
than hexactinellid sponges.
An interestin g hypothesis conce rning bath ym etric distribution of siliceous sponges in the past and
today, bearing on our understand ing of the UJSM, was recentl y put forward by MALI VA et al. ( 1989). They
spec ulate d that presum ed decline of siliceo us sponges in the platfo rm environme nt resulted from decreased
silica content in sea -wa ter in a shallow-water environme nt related to ex pans ion of planktic diatom s. Thi s
would be true if really such sponges decline were observe d in rock s younge r than Cretaceou s, and if the y
really inh abited shallo w environme nts in profusion gre ater than deep -water. In fact this observation is
rather an artifact produ ced by lack of studies of spo nge faun as younger than Cr etaceou s. MALI VA et af.
(198 9) themselves cited sha llo w water Eocene spic ulites from Austr ali a, and Palaeocene and Oligocene
from Bu lgaria. There are at least two large spo nge faunas of Eocene age: in northern Spain and southern
Franc e (BUSQUET et al. 1995), Italy (MENIN 1972 ), and in the USA (FINKS 1983; RIGBY 1983). Two others
of Miocene age occ ur in Spain (BRIMA UD and V ACHARD 1986) and Algeria (POMEL 1872 , MORET 1924 ).
On the other hand , MALI VA'S et al. (1989) suppos itio n is based on the observation of cherts, not sponges
them selves, thu s abse nce of cher ts may be explained by the same mech ani sm s (i.e. Iow silica content in
the shallow wa ter ca use d by diatom s) ca using rapid dissolution of sponge spicules, not by ab senc e of
sponges themse lves. A most imp ort ant observatio n in thi s contex t is that in Recent seas silica is not a
limiting factor for sponge development (V ACELET 1988).
In the case of the Pol ish Upper Jurassic siliceo us sponge biofacies, T RAMMER (19 82) reach ed the
co nclusio n that sponges thrived at the depth s not shallo wer than 150-200 m (in accorda nce with pre viou s
authors, i.e. ZIEGLER 1967, GWINNER 197 6 estima tion for the Swabian Alb). Thi s suggests that in the
Swabi an Alb sponges lived in more shallow depths (or exceptionally clear water) for the y are co mmonly
ass ociated there wi th so calle d algal crus ts, thu s sho uld be within the photic zon e. Thi s argument is
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weakened for today we know that these crusts are cyanobacterial rather than algal in origin and their
relations with visible light cannot be proved, especially as cyanobacteria often use red spectrum of light
and can thrive even in darkness as chemosynthetic creatures. Very similar crusts are known to occur today
even at depths 100-200 meters (JAMES and GINSBURG 1979).
A somewhat similar, but more strict approach has been recently used by GLAUB (1994) who used
evidence of trace fossils produced by endolithic organisms living in various calcareous skeletons. She
compared the morphology of fossil forms with the same morphological forms known in Recent. As a
result she was able to ascribe environmental range for the fossil forms. Among Upper Jurassic examples
she studied also some of the sections which were also studied in the present paper, i.e. Plettenberg and
Hochwang. In the case of Plettenberg, interpretation of the bathymetric position of the Oxfordian marls
from the lower part of the section, as deposited in water up to 150-200 m deep (cf. ZIEGLER 1967 model)
agrees with the results of GLAUB (1994) . The upper part of the section (Oxfordian limestones) traditionally
has been interpreted as deposited in slightly shallower water, about 100 m in the case of bioherms
(HASKELL 1986), and is in agreement with borings analysis, or 150-200 meters in the case of the bedded
facies (Bank-fazies), which contradicts analysis of borings that suggests water not more than 100-110
meters (GLAUB 1994).
In the case of the Hochwang section (Kimmeridgian) GLA UB 'S results agree with WIRSING 'S (1988)
reconstructions, and suggest generally smaller depths than envisaged by ZIEGLER's (1967) model. Similar
rather shallow water (20-40 meters depth) is suggested by GLAUB in the case of Oxfordian sponge facies
from Spain. These very low depth values causes serious doubts as they stand in total contradiction,
especially in the case of Spain , with all other available faunistic (very rich in ammonites, isocrinid crinoids,
planktic forams and lack of hermatypic corals) and sedimentological data (condensed deposits without
influence of waves , lacking shallow-water grains). GLAUB'S analysis (1994), however, depends heavily
on rather simple morphological comparisons of the Recent and Upper Jurassic microborings, and is based
on similarity ascribing the fossils to the same organisms; this may be severely biased.
The Upper Jurassic was the time of warm climate with ocean temperatures reaching 27°C (FRAKES et
al. 1992), and high sea-level, which means that large epicontinental areas were flooded, and that large
areas of the outer shelf became relatively deep , with a limited supply of sediment from the land, but also
(as an effect of depth) with very slow carbonate sedimentation (starvation effect). Such areas today are
also ideal places for sponge colonization. The belt of Tethyan sponge biofacies was located in a tropical
climate, as indicated by its paleogeographic position and the pre sence of coral reefs. This also points to
considerable depth of sponge biofacies for Recent lithi stids and lychniscosans are temperature limited and
thus occur in tropical and warm water zones.
In accordance with the above discussion a rather deep-water setting is here supported for the siliceous
sponge biofacies of the Swabian Alb . The lower value is difficult to estimate, but may be as deep as several
hundred meters (600-700 meter s) in the extreme, while in the case of the most shallow sediments, i.e.
those from the Upper Kimmeridgian containing coral s, depth could still range 60-100 meters.

GENESIS OF THE UPPER JURASSIC SILICEOUS SPONGE BIOFACIES
Whereas most recent papers on sponges and rock s of the region deal with so called sponge reefs and
focus on facies studies to answer the question of their gene sis, this study focu ses on the siliceous sponges,
i.e. the main biotic element of some bedded rocks (marl s and lime stones) and reefs. I considered also the
general aspects of the Upper Juras sic Sponge Megafacies (its position within sedimentary sequences, and
its paleogeographic position), to answer the que stion why sponges were so common and widely distributed
during deposition of these rocks. It is worth recalling that the UJSM is a heterogeneous assemblage of
facies and, as such , originated under heterogeneous conditions, which can be placed, however, in a wider
environmental context.
One of the possibilities is that sponge facie s originated as the result of evolutionary process, i.e. a result
of a sudden radiation of siliceous sponges which colonised new habitats, i.e. shallow water environments.
This must be rejected in light of occurrences of very similar sponge biofacies in the Middle Jurassic of
Spain (SCHEER 1988, WILDE 1988; FRIEBE 1995) and Hungary (POCTA 1886; PISERA 1993), and well known
occurrences of siliceous (mostly hexactinellid) sponges in the Middle Jurassic of Great Britain (SOLLAS
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1883; HINDE 1893), which con sist of more or less of the same genera of sponges as in the Upper Jurassic.
Even older is the fauna of siliceous sponges reported by NUTSUBIDZE (1965 ) from Georgia. He reported
rich and diversified faunas composed mostly of genera known from the Swabian Alb (even if some generic
and specific attributions seem dubious - see above).
Thu s we are left with ecolo gical control of the sponge distribution. Because the siliceous sponges under
consideration are rather deep- water creatur es, our knowledge of their ecology is rather limited. It is clear,
however, that all investigated groups (lithi stid dem osponges, hexactinosan and lychni scosan hexactinellid
sponges) are today nearl y exclusively deep-water trop ical (but cold water) dwellers. Some 1ithistid sponges
known from very shallow water are cryptic animals - a common case among generally deep-w ater groups.
Thu s a scenario very similar to the present occurrences of such sponges can be envisaged for the time
before the spreading of the UJSM . Sponges that colonised vast areas in the Upper Jurassic were present
much earli er but in refugia along the continental slopes, as is the case toda y with the New Caledonia
slopes, that harbour not only sponges but also echinoderm s of clear Mesozoic affinities . Following the
Oxfordian transgression , sponges were able to colonise new extensive relatively deep-water areas from
which shallow-water competitors such as corals were excluded. Thu s the origin of the siliceous sponge
biofacies is of ecological character, althought some evo lutionary effect at the spec ies level is possible and
very probable . To check this conclusion we need more data about earli er, Low er and Middle Jurassic
sponges.
LEINFELDER et al. (199 3) envisaged dysaerobi c to anaerobi c waters in depth s shallower than tod ay
durin g the Upp er Jurassic, thanks to more sluggish water exchange sys tem caused by equilibrated climate
and absence of ice-caps. Such conditions were indicated already by carbon isotopes inves tigations pointing
to the pred ominantl y stag nant and stratified ocean (PISERA et al. 1992). These conditions may have
influ enced produ ctivity, allow ing these dense sponge popul ations to develop . This scenario is furth er
supported by the observed transition of the Swabian Alb sponge biofacies to the south into dark bituminous
marls and limestones of the so called Helvetic Facies (MEYER and SCHMIDT-KALER 1990), as well as in
Centr al Poland , where sponge bioherm s pass into black marl s and clays of the surro unding basin (MATYJA
and WIERZBOWSKI 1985 ; personal observation).
Althoug h the sponge biofacies in the Swabian Alb spans nearl y the entire Upper Jur assic, it is most
widespread in Europe, from Portugal to Romania, during Oxfordian time (TRAMMER 1982; GAILLARD
1983), which is also a time of an impor tant transgres sion. In this respect an interes ting coincidence with
the distribut ion of radiolarites occ urs in the Tethys. They are widely known from vario us regions starting
from the Middle Jurassic (simi lar to the sponge biofacies) and reac hed maximum developm ent during
Oxfordi an time (BAUMGARTNER 1987; LEFELD 1988; DE WEVER 1989) when they spread widely in the
Tethys (bu t such a spread is most prob ably a globa l feat ure) . What is more , the disapp earance of both
facies is also more or less simultaneous in the Tethys. Because high radiolaria n productivity is asso ciated
with high productivity (and thus high nutrient concentration), this may be also one of the reasons for rich
siliceo us sponge popul ations occ urring along shallower (than radiolarites) and closer to the shore areas
of the Tethy s that were characterized by higher sedimentation rates. One of the mechanism s leading to
such nutrient ava ilabi lity may have been broad equatorial convergence zones, as proposed by BAUMGARTNER (1987), or/and regio nall y widespread, but much weaker, upwellings along the shelves, as postulated
by LEINFELDER (1993) or DE WEVER (1989) . Thi s last mechanism finds some confirmation in isotopic
studies (PISERA et at. 1992). Still another possibility may be delivery of dissolved nutri ent s fro m former
land areas new ly covered by sea as result of transgre ssio n. Disappearan ce of the silice ous sponge facies
in this area resulted, most probably, from regre ssio n duri ng the Tithonian and changes in ocea n circ ulation,
which red uced upwellings (cl DE W EVER 1989) and thus high productivity . Such a regression also cut off
or reduced nutrient delivery from the land.
In concl uding , the Upper Jurassic siliceous sponge biofacies appears not as an unusual feat ure res ulti ng
from operating of some non-actualistic factor s, such as high silica concentration in sea water, but rather
it was a product of coincidence of several common fac tors : (i) a high sea level making vast areas of
relative ly deep-water, (to which hexactinellid and lithi stid sponges were and are adapted) , avai lable for
colonisation by hexactinosan, lychniscosan and lithistid sponges, which were otherwise confined to deep
and narrow areas on the outermost shelf and upper slope. Such a situation res ulted also in very low
sedimentation rates (as a result of distances from the shore and thus abse nce of clas tic input, as well as
starvation of the carbonate sedimentation) and occ urrence of hard substrate s which are prerequisite for
sponge colonisation and deve lopment; (ii) high nutrient avai lability resulted from the oceanog raphic
situation in the Tethys, which helped to sustain large sponge popu lations.
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SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

Class

Hexactinellida SCHMIDT, 1870

Remarks. - Names co mmonly used in paleontological studies such as Triaxonia or Hyalo spongea,
cannot be regarded as valid sy nony ms of Hexactinellida, and should be abandoned (see REID 1963 c ;
REISWIG and M ACKI E 198 3).

Hexasterophora SCHULZE, 1887
Order Lyssacinosa ZITTEL, 1877

Subclass

Genu s Stauract inella ZITTEL, 1877
Remarks. - This genus has been described fro m the Upper Jurassic, but HINDE (188 3: pp . 149-150,
pI. 31 : 6) attributed here cylindri ca l sponges from the Upp er Cret aceou s of England di spl ayin g on their
surface large (3 mm) loose hexactines and diactines. Thi s finding need s verification. It is not clear if thi s
ge nus belongs to Hexasterophora, or Amphidiscophora.

Stauractinella jurassi ca Z ITTEL, 1877
(PI. 14: 7)
1983. Baccispongia cidariformis Q UENSTEDT; GAILLARD, p. 194, pI. 9: 4.
1989. Staurac tinella j urassica Z ITT EL ; TRAMM ER, p. 67, pI. 7: 4 (c um sy n.).
1992. Staura ctinella jurassica Z ITT EL ; M EHL , pp . 97-98, fig . 22.

Material. Remarks. aro und osc ulum
Occurrence.

On e spec ime n.
Th e investigated specime n is identical with QUENSTEDT' S origina ls except that the collar
is not ?preserved. Th e size of hexactines are up to 15 mm .
- Oxfordian marl s (A lfa) : Plett enberg.
Genu s Polygonatium SCHRAMMEN, 1937

Remarks. - Reinvestigation of SCHRAMMEN'S original specimens revealed that the choanoso ma l
ske leto n co nsis ts not only of hexactines bu t also of rhabd odiactines. Th ey are irregul arl y fused with the
help of sy napticulae often for mi ng ladd er-like structures (see PI. 47: l) typical of lyssacin osan spo nges,
and showing no dictyonal strands at all, and as such be long to the Lyssacinosa. Recentl y, RIGBY et at.
(1993) attributed this ge nus to the Ca merospongiidae SCHRAMMEN, 19 12, whic h are lychn iscosan sponges .
This is clearly a mi stake.

Polygonatium sphaeroides SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 2 1: 7; PI. 47: I)
1937. Polygonatium sphaeroides sp. n.; SCHR AM M EN, p. 56, pI. 13: 6, 7.
non 1989. Polygonatium sphaeroides SCHRA MM EN; TRAM M ER, p. 77, pI. 14: 1, 2.

Material. - Two poo rly preserved specimens and SCHRAMMEN'S originals, one in Tu bingen and one
in Munchen.
Description. - Clumpy sponge abo ut 55 mm high and 45 mm wide with 20 mm wide osc ulum located
at the top. Surface covered with nu merous rugosities several mm high and wide . Ca na l openings visible
as irregularl y distributed ro und to elongated holes 1.5 to 3.0 mm wide. Ske leton fused co nsists of
hexactin es and their deri vatives (mostly diactines) with numerous syna pticu lar bridges .
Remarks. - Th e specimens illustra ted by T RAMMER (1989) dis play a hexactinosan type of the ske leton
and as such ca nnot belon g to th is ge nus; most prob abl y they represent a new genus; the same co nce rns
spec ime ns describ ed by T RAMMER (1989: pI. 14: 3) as Polygonatium sp .
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Hoch wang, Baren thal.
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Genus Feifelia SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Rem a r k s. - This genus had been assigned by SCHRAMMEN (1937) to Hexactinosa. Reinvestigation of
the original material in SEM (PI. 47 : 7) suggests that fusion of spicules is of irregular type closely
resembling fusion in Lyssacinosa; following this observation the genus is included here in the Lyssacinosa.

Order Hexactinosa SCHRAMMEN, 1903
Remarks. - Only sponges with fused choanosomal skeleton composed of dictyonal strands are included here. Those having partly or entirely fused choanosomal skeletons of irregularly fused hexactines,
or hexactines and their derivatives are included into Lyssacinosa.

Family Euretidae

ZITTEL,

1877

Genus Verrucocoelia ETALLON, 1859
Remarks. - According to REID (1969) Verrucocoelia ETALLON cannot be distinguished morphologically from the Recent Periphra gella MARSHALL. He recommended, however, in paleontology to retain the
name Verru cocoelia for without a complete set of spicules in fossil forms the problem of identity of the
genera cannot be sati sfactory solved .

Verru cocoelia verru cosa (GOLDFUSS, 1829)
(PI. 6: 2 ; PI. 21 : 1,2,5; PI. 36: 4, 5)
1829. Scyphia verrucosa nobi s; G OLDFUSS, p. 51, pI. 33: 8a-c.
1878. Mastospongia verrucosa; Q UENSTEDT, p. 147, pI. 122: 3-5.
1878. Mastospon gia grega ria; Q UENSTEDT, pp. 148-150, pI. 122: 8-10.
1910 . Yerrucocoelia verrucosa G OLDFUSS; K OLB, p. 175.
1910 . Verru cocoelia gregaria Q UENSTEDT; K OLB, p. 175.
1989. Verr ucocoelia gregaria (Q UENSTEDT); T RAMMER, p. 76, pI. 14: 4.

Material. - Eight specimens.
Remarks. - Contrary to theoretical considerations concerning lists of sy nony ms by M EHL (1992:
p. 15), she included into synony my within thi s species (see M EHL 1992 : p. 68 ) such forms as Mastospon gia
coniformis (QUENSTEDT 1878: pI. 122: 13). Th at spo nge di splays Iychniscs, which are clearly illustrated
by QUENSTEDT (a fact also recognized by ZITTEL 1878a and KOLB 1910), and the sponge represents a
different genus with the name Phlyctaenium proposed by ZITTEL (1877). According to KOLB (1910), and
my own investigations, anoth er form de scribed as Scyphia verrucosa (GOLDFUSS 1826 : pI. 2: 11, not pI.
33: 8) was included in Verru cocoelia by M EHL (1992). It is in reality Phlyctaenium coniforme (Q UENSTEDT). The onl y differences bet ween V. gregaria (Q UENSTEDT) and V. verrucos a (GOLDFUSS ) are size and
degree of narrowing of the openings of the tubular outgrowths ; both these features show a continuous
gradient, so I have synony mized the two species.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg ; cru mpled marl y limestones (Alfa) : Barenthal ;
Oxfordian lim eston es (Be ta) : Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma) : Barenthal.

Verrucocoelia bipartita (Q UENSTEDT, 1858 )
1878. Scyph ia bipa rtita; Q UENSTEDT, p. 149, pI. 122: 11.
19 10. Verrucoco elia bipart ita Q UENSTEDT; K OLB, p. 175 (cum syn.).

Material. - On e spec imen.
Remarks. - Thi s species is very similar to V. verrucosa (GOLDFUSS), wh ich often shows bifurcation
of particul ar tub es, and perh ap s represe nts only an early stage of de velopment of the latt er species. Small
number of specime ns does not allow for solution of thi s problem .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plett enb erg.
Genus Aulodomus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Remarks . - This genu s is clo se to Verru cocoelia from which it differ s in having solid wall composed
of interwined tubes, whil e Verrucocoelia has long tubul ar outgrowths sprea ding from the main axi s ; both
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genera are very similar in skelet al struc ture. REID (1963b) regarded it as a junior synony m of Recent
Eurete SEMPER, 1868 but gave no ju stification for such an opinion.

Aulodomou s farreides (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 33: 8)
1937. Aulodomus farreides n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 76, pI. 14: 4.

Material. - One specimen.
Remarks. - Thi ck walled sponges with walls composed of tubes 3-6 mm in diam eter are included
here. Wall thicknesses of these tubes are 1.2- 2.0 mm . Tubes open on the surface with wide openings of
that same diameter. The wall of the sponge reac hes 1.5 mm in thickn ess. Skeleton regular with meshe s
0.3 x 0.3 mm. Thi s spec ies is so similar to Phlyctaenium coniforme (QUENSTEDT) in general morphology
that without study of spiculation they cannot be separated.
Occurrence. - Kimm erid gian limestones (Delta) : Hochwang.

Family Craticulariidae R Au FF, 1893
emended R EID 1964, emend ed M EHL 1992
Emended diagnosis. - Dictyonal framework euretoid showi ng primary canaliza tion in the form of
diplorh ysis with epi- and aporhyses in quadrunx arra ngement. Derm al skeleton if observed developed as
pentactin es with distal ray abse nt, ofte n fused with the prox imal one to the choa noso mal skeleton and
forming tange ntial veil.
Remarks. - Thi s family is here understood as defined by REID (1963b, 1964), including th~ Recent
spec ies described as Laoco etis perion (LEVI 1986) . The reason for emendation is that REID ( 1964) incl uded
in the family Recent genus Leptoplzragmella REID, 1963, which in effect modified the diagnosis. Th at
genus was found by MEHL (1992) to display diarhysis, and as such should be excl uded from the family.
MEHL (1992) followi ng the old mistake by MORET (1924), considered this family as having a radially
folded wall, which is a mistake, and she repeated also an erroneous name of the genus, Laocaetis instead
of the original Laocoetis POMEL (see also below).
Genu s Laocoetis POMEL, 1872
1872. Laocoetis P OMEL.
1877. Craticularia ZITIEL.
1936. Paracrati cularia S CHRAMMEN.
1955. Thyridium L AUBENFELS (= Thyroidium S CHRAMMEN, 1937).
1992 . Laocaetis M EHL (nom . error.).

Remarks. - Oxfordian and Kimmeridgia n specimens of this genu s show no special attac hment struc tures, eve n in the most well preserved specimens . On the other hand, num erous spec ime ns fro m the coral
facies (uppermos t Kimm eridgian) are loboph ytal. It seems that such a struc ture is related to the type of
a substrate occupied and water energy . In coral facies one may ex pect common occurrences of hard
bottoms, as well higher water energy than in clearly deeper environme nts where Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian marls and limes tones have been deposited. It seems that in the latter case these sponges could live
partl y buried in the sediment, for they show no traces of larger attachment scars , as was postul ated by
TRAMMER(1982). Thi s genus has been usually cited from the Upper Juras sic upward, but in fact undoubtful
laocoetid species are know n from the Bajocian of the Mecsek Mo untains , (Hungary) (POCTA 1886) and
most probably also Liassic of Georgia (N UTS UBIDZE 1965), but poor illustration in this latte r case causes
some uncert ainti es.

Laocoetis para llela (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 7: 1-3 ; PI. 8: 4, 8; PI. 34: 5, 6; Fig. 10)
1989. Craticularia para llela (GOLDFUSS) ; T RAMMER, pp. 67-68, pI. 8: 3 (cum syn.).
1992. Craticularia para llela (GOLDFUSS) ; M EIIL, p. 73.

Material. - 53 speci mens.
Remarks. - The holot ype of the species L. parallela was subsequently design ated by HINDE ( 1893)
as GOLD FUSS' specimen (1826: pI. 3: 3), but SCHRAMMEN (1937) indicated QUENSTEDT specimens (1878:
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Fig. 10
Shape variability of Laocoetis parallela (GOLDFUSS).

pI. 116: IS, 19,20). KOL B (1910) and others, synonymized among others, the GOLDFUSS species Scyphia
parallela, with numerou s forms described by Q UENSTEDT (1878) as Textispongia intertexta, T. clavitexta
and T. coarctata (Q UENSTEDT 1878: pI. 116: 15, 19-22). Later on these were used as representing typical
morphology of this species (see S CHRAMMEN 1937), despite the fact that they are very different from the
holotype. Additionally K OLB (19 10) included into synonymy also the forms which were described as
Scyphia pro cumbens (GOLD FUSS) , later assigned by S CHRAMM EN (1937) to his new genus Paracraticularia.
KOLB also has included a specimen illustrated by Q UENSTEDT (1878: pl. 117: 3) as Scyphia Schweigerii,
both in synonymy of Crati cularia parallela and C. sc hweigerii (see KO LB 1910) thus forming a total
taxonomical confusion.
Reinvestigations of the original G OLDFUSS' specimen, hou sed in the Bonn University, shows that
Q UENSTEDT ' S forms are very different from the holotype (PI. 8: 1) in term s of wall thickness and number
of ostia per cm 2 (similarly as forms described by S CHRAMMEN (1937)), which are features differentiating
species of the genu s Lao coetis (see S CHRAMMEN 1937; ZI EGLER 1962). On the other hand, forms described
as L. pro cumbens ( GOLDFUSS) agree well with the holot ype of the species Laocoetis parallela. Thi s fits
well with the opinion of ZI EGLER (1962). On the other hand , the species L. parallela and L. pro cumbens
differ very slightly in numb er of ostia (25- 30/cm 2 in parallela and about 36 in pro cumbens) and wall
thickness leaving some doubts about their separation as different species - in fact M EHL (1992) synonymi zed both specie s. When well preserved, one may find that L. parallela is always narrow conical
(while L. pro cumbens is rather tubul ar), and has a narrowed osculum with a rounded edge, sometimes
supplied with a low narro w chimney (see Q UENSTEDT 1878: pl, 116: 20). L. procumbens has an entirely
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open osculum without any additional structures. These differences resulted in the decision to keep them
as separate species. In material that is incompletely preserved and calcified separating these two species
is often impossible. In effect, in quantitative analysis both of these species are treated as one complex L.
parallela-L. procumbens.
The studied well-preserved specimens that are undoubtedly L. parallela sensu SCHRAMMEN (1937) are
conical in shape and show a high variability in this respect (Fig . 10). They have a very strong, smooth
cortex pierced by 1.0 to 1.2 mm wide round canal openings, which are separated by skeletal bridges 0.8
to 1.2 mm wide . The dictyonal skeleton is very regular inside the wall , with rectangular meshes measuring
from 0.25 x 0.18 up to 0.3 x 0.2 mm. On the dermal side occurs a thin veil of dermal skeleton composed
of delicate pentactines fused into a regular net with square meshes measuring 0.20-0.25 mm in size.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal;
Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Plettenberg, Tieringen; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marly crumpled limestones (Delta) : Hettingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta):
Blaubeuren; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Genkingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta): Blaustein.

Laocoetis procumbens (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 6: 4; PI. 8: 7; Fig. 11)
1937. Para craticularia pro cumb ens G OLDFUSS; SCHRAMM EN, pp . 28-29 (cum syn.).
1989. Para crati cularia pro cumb ens (GO LDFUSS); TRAMMER, p. 69, pI. 9: 5.

Material. - 14 specimens.
Remarks. - Holotype of this specie s, here reillustrated (PI. 6: 4), is a very poorly preserved colonial
sponge in the block of rock showing no details of surface (canal openings) or skeleton. As a result any
comparisons must be made to the very well pre served QUENSTEDT material, as is the case with many other
Upper Jurassic sponges described and illustrated originally by GOLDFUSS (1826-1833). The species differs
from L. parallela in being tubular in shape (Fig. 11) and having canal openings of a different size. For
more see remarks for L. parallela.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian lime stone s (Delta) : Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta) : Genkingen, Hochwang .

Fig. 11
Shape variability of Laocoetis p rocumb ens (G OLDFUSS).
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Laocoetis striatopunctata (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 8: 5)
1937. Paracraticu laria striato-punctata n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, p. 30, pI. 13: 4.

Material. - Three ca lcifi ed specime ns.
Remarks. - M y mat er ial agree s we ll with SCHRAMMEN' S description and shows up to 100 "o stia"
(cana l open ingsj/cm / : they are onl y 0.5 mm wid e and se parated with skeletal band s about 0.8 mm wide.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Ga mma) : Hoch wan g, Erkenbrechtsweiler.

Laocoetis paradoxa (M ONSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 6: 8; PI. 7: 7; PI. 34: 7-9; Fi g. 12)
1989. Craticu laria para doxa (MONSTER ill GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, p. 68, pI. 8: 2, pI. 9: 4, pI. 18: 4, 5 (cum syn.).

Material. - Two spec ime ns .

3cm

Fig. 12

Shape variability of Laocoetis paradoxa (MONSTER ill GOLDFUSS).

Remarks. - I have on ly two rat her poorl y preser ved specime n, but the size of canal openings as well
as their number per sq uare cm, agree we ll with SCHRAMMEN' S (1937) de finition of this species. On the
other hand , there is a differen ce between my spec imens (see PI. 6: 8 which is the GOLDFUSS hol ot ype of
L. paradoxa) and Q UENSTEDT'S, and any spec ime ns later described . It is a co mmo n problem encountere d,
i.e. discrepan cy between GOLDFUSS holotyp es (us ua lly designated as holot ypes m uc h lat er and only on
the base of hi s very inaccura te illustra tio ns) and the present und erstand ing of the species, which is usu all y
based on QUENSTEDT' S illus trations (w hic h are usuall y rath er accurate) . The in vestigated mu seum collections of this species display low morpho log ica l variabi lity (Fig. 12).
Occurrence . - Kimmeridgian limestones (Ze ta): Asselfingen, Heuch stetten.
Lao coetis sp. n.
(PI. 9: I, 8)

Material. - Seven specimens wit h calcified ske leton.
Description. - The sponge is represe nted by large platy fragments whic h ca me from a wide ly co nica l
or plate-like spo nge and has wa lls up to 5 mm thick . O ne (most pro bably in ner) side wit h large oval ca nal
ope nings fro m 1.4 x 2.0 mm in size in a craticularid pattern . They are sepa rated by very regul ar
lon gitudinal skeletal bands (1.5 mm wide) giving an impression that they are organized in lon gitudinal
rows. The other side (most proba bly outer) with smaller (1.0 to 1.2 mm wide) ca nal ope nings in less
reg ular cratic ularid pattern, and more densel y spaced. Dictyon al ske leton with cortex on the surface, wi th
reg ular rectang ular mes hes measuring 0.2-0.3 x 0.4 mm . Dict yonal stra nds di verging toward both sur faces,
tran sver se ac tines at the same level and arched toward the outer margin.
Remarks. - This species differs fro m L. schweiggeri in having much larger ca nal ope nings on the
?gas tra l side, that are also separated by wi der ske leta l band s. In size of "ostia" it resembles L. pa radoxa
which has, however, much thicker wa ll and more de nse ly spaced canal ope nings , as we ll as usuall y narrow
co nica l sha pes.
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Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled marl y lime stones (Alfa) and limestones (Beta): Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler.

Laocoetis clathrata (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 6: 5; PI. 7: 8; Fig . 13)
1989. Craticularia clathrata (GOLDFUSS) ;

TR AMM ER,

p. 68, pI. 8: I , pI. 18: 6 (cum syn.).

Material. - Fi ve specimens.
Remarks. - Meshes regular, as in other Laocoetis species , but mea suring up to 0.3 x 0.4 mm. My
specimens are from vase-shaped to nearly tubular and up to 14 cm high. Other feature s like size of "ostia"
are identical to these in the holotype. The mu seum collections of this species reveal little shape variability
(Fig. 13).

3cm

Fig. 13
Shape variability of Laocoetis clathrata (GOLDFUSS).

Occurrence. - Kimm erid gian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang; Kimmerid gian lim eston es
(Delta) : Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgi an marl s (De lta) : Hochwang.

Laocoetis arborescens (SCHRAMM EN, 1937)
(PI. 7: 4-6)
1937. Craticularia arborescens n. sp.;

SCHRAMM EN,

p. 29, pI. I : 9, ID; pI. 3: 15-17 ; pI. 4: 2; pI. 13: 3.

Material. - Three specimens.
Remarks. - No specimens in groups have been found , but the numb er of ca nal openings (60 to
70/cm 2 ) , thin wall and tubul ar forms agree well with SCHRAMMEN' S description. Skeletal meshes are very
regul ar, rec tangular, and measuring 0.25 x 0.20 mm ; dictyonal stran ds bend towar d the derm al surface.
Occurrence. - Oxfordi an limestones (Beta): Barenth al, Plettenberg; Kimmer idgian marls (Ga mma):
Barenth al.
Laocoetis tubifera (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 8: 2, 3)
1937. Paracraticularia tubifera n. sp.; S CHR AMM EN, p. 30, pI. I: 8, pI. 3: 3, pI. IS: 3.
1987. Craticularia paradoxa (G OLDFUSS); M EYER et al., pI. 3: 12, 13.
?I989. Paracraticularia tubifera SCHRAMM EN ; T RAMM ER, p. 69, pI. 9: 7.

Material. - Three spec imens with very well-preserved spiculation.
Remarks. - Thi s small laocoetid spo nge differs from other species by having very narrow skeletal
brid ges bet ween canal openings on the dermal surface of the dictyonal skeleton; in effect dermal surfaces
sho w eve n more reg ular pattern s than in other laocoetid species which have these openings separated by
wider skeletal band s. Canal openings are 0.5 to 0.6 mm wide, while skeletal band between them are only
0.4 to 0.5 mm wide . Mes hes of the dictyonal skeleton are very regu lar and measure 0 .2 x 0 .3 mm , dictyonal
strands bend toward the outer surface.
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma): Erke nbrec htsw eiler and (Delta): Hochwang.
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Lao coetis schweiggeri (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 6: 1,6,7 ; PI. 8: 9; PI. 9: 4, 7; PI. 13: 8)
1937. Thyridium Schweiggeri GOLDFUSS; S CHRAMMEN, p. 31, pI. 9: 4, pI. 2 1: I (cum syn.).
1937. Thyr idium /eptophyl/um Q UENSTEDT ; S CHR AMMEN, p. 32 (cum syn .).
1962. Thyroidium cf, schwe iggeri (GOLDFUSS) ; L AGNEAU-HERENGER, pp. 53-54.
1982. Thyroidium schweiggeri ( GOLD FUSS) ; TRAMM ER, pp. 30-3 1, pI. 11: 10 (cum syn.)
1989. Thyroidium schweigg eri ( G OLDFUSS) ; TRAMM ER, p. 69, pI. 10: 3, 4 (cum syn.).

Diagnosis. - Large, broadl y coni cal to widely tubular laocoetid with relatively thin walls from 0.5 to
0.7 cm thick . Organi zation of canal openings very similar on both sides, can als mea sure from 0.6 to
1.0 mm in diam eters. Dicty onal skeleton very regular inside the wall , but irregul ar and with cortex on the
surface.
Material. - 30 specime ns.
Description. - Thi s spec ies is usually preserved as large plate-like fragm ent s which belong to a
broadly conical or tubul ar (with large diam eter) sponge having relati vely thin (if compared to diameter)
wall which is usuall y only 0.5-0.7 mm thick . Canal openin gs on both sides are organi zed in a very regular
craticularid pattern , and meas ure on dermal side between 0.6 and 1.0 mm ; they are slightly smaller on
gastral side where they measure 0.6 to 0.8 mm in diam eter. Dictyonal skeleton very regul ar inside the
wall, irregul ar and with cortex at the surface. Dictyonal stra nds di verge toward both surfaces, transverse
actines at the same level form tran sverse " strands" which are arched toward the outer margin . Skeletal
meshes fro m 0.2 x 0.3 to 0.4 x 0.6 mm .
Remarks. - There is no difference between Thyroidium schwe igge ri and T. lept ophyllum as differentiated by SCHRAMMEN (1937). Charac ters on whic h they were base d, i.e. wall thickn ess and "os tia" size,
show a cont inu ous gra dat ion not allowi ng for delimi tation of these two spec ies; "e ndless " variation has
been also noted by KOLB (19 10). The problem is eve n more complicated by the fact that numerous
specime ns describ ed by vario us aut hors as T. schweiggeri, if treated in SCHRAMMEN'S terms (i.e. ostia
size), are in fact T. leptophyllum. As a result both of these species are here considere d as synonymous.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa) : Barenthal; Oxfordian limestone s (Beta) :
Barenth al, Plettenberg, Tieri ngen; Kimme ridgia n marls (Gamma) : Barenthal; Kimmeridgian crumpled
marly limestones (Delta): Hetti nge n; Kimm eridgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrecht sweiler, Hochwang;
Kimm eridgian marls (Delta): Ge nki nge n; Kimmeridgia n limestones (Zeta): Gerstetten , Asse lfinge n.
Laocoetis lineata (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 9: 3,5,6, PI. 36: 7, 8)
1989. Thyroidium lineatum (SC HRAMMEN); T RAMMER, pp. 69-70, pI. 10: 1,2,5 (cum syn.).

Material. - 20 specimens.
Diagno sis. - Craticularid sponges wit h shapes rangi ng from very wide conical to nearly tubular, and
having thin walls . On the inner (gastral) side are low and rounded longitudi nal skele tal ridges; outer
(dermal) side supp lied with thin veil of dermal stauractines fused into reg ular square net. Dictyonal strands
bend toward the gastral side.
Description. - The pre served studied material is fragmentary, but wit hout doub t co mes from tubular
and conica l sponges with thin wall not exceeding 4-5 mm in thickness . Dermal surface of the dict yonal
skele ton is pierced by rounded canal ope nings , measuring in various specimens from 0.4 to 0.9 mm in
diameter organized in a typical craticularid pattern ; cortex well devel oped . Above the cortex and canal
openings a veil of stauractines occurs, which are fused into regu lar net with square meshes measuring 0.3
x 0.3 mm. Gastral surface of dictyonal skeleton with well deve loped cortex and orga nize d into low,
rounded ske letal ridges about 0.8 to 1.0 mm wide, and separated by furrows 0.6 to 0.1 mm wide in which
ova l (0.4 to 0.8 mm wide and 0.8 to 1.2 mm long) canal openings are situated in a cratic ularid pattern.
Dictyonal stran ds diverging toward gastral side, transverse rays located at the same level forming
transverse "strands" arched in the growth direction ; ske leta l meshes of varyi ng size , usuall y rectangular
in longitudinal sec tion and meas ure fro m 0.16 x 0.20 mm up to 0.2 x 0.4 mm .
Remarks. - One of the characters used by SCHRAMMEN ( 1937) to differenti ate various spec ies of his
ge nus Thyridium, is the size of "os tia" (= canal openings); unfortun ately this may vary with wide limits,
and spec ime ns displaying longitud inal ridges on the gas tra l side typical of L. lineata may have "ostia"
size falling into the range of L. schwe iggeri. Thu s deli mitation of the discusse d spec ies on the size of
"ostia" alone is doubtful.
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Occurrence. - Oxfordian marly crumpled limestones (Alfa) : Barenthal; Oxfordian limestones (Beta) :
Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang, Erk enb echtsweiler, Wilmand ingen;
Kimmeridgian marl y crumpled limestones (Delta): Hettingen ; Kimmeridgian marl s (De lta) : Hochwang.
Genu s Pachyascus SCHRAMMEN, 1937

Remarks. - Th is ge nus differs from Laocoetis (= Cra ticularia) only in having irregul ar canal opening s instead of rounded to rectangul ar ones and most probabl y it should be synonymized with Laocoetis
(cf REm 1963b) but my material is too limi ted and too poorly preser ved to solve the probl em .
Pachyascus formos us SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 34 : 4)
1937. Pachyascus f ormosus n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 35, pI. 3: 6, pI. 5: 1, 10, pI. 9: 2, 3, pI. 11: 2, pI. 14: 2-5 .

Material. - Fo ur entirely ca lcified speci mens.
Remarks. - M y spec imens generally well agree with SCHRAMMEN'S speci me ns ; they have ca nal
openings 0.8-1.2 mm wide on the dermal surface and meshes of the dictyonal ske lton (inside the wall)
0.20-0.25 x 0.25-0.30 mm in size and less regul ar (PI. 34: 4) than in L. parallela . Dictyonal stra nds are
parallel to the gastral surface through most of the wall and strongly bend toward the derm al surface in
the out er part .
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian marl s (Ga mma) : Hoch wang, Barenthal.
Genu s Pycnocalypt ra SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Pycnocalyptra sp .

Material. - Two poorly preserved frag men ts.
Remarks. - Charac ter of canal open ings, de nse cortex and ske leto n pattern point to Pycnocalyp tra
as described by SCHRAMMEN (193 7) ; both my speci mens are , however, too poorl y preserved for any more
precise attributio n.
Occurrence . - Limestones of the Kimmer idgian (Delta): Hochwang; lime sto nes of the Kimmerid gian
(Zeta): B1austein.
Gen us Sphenaulax ZI1TEL, 1877
Sp henaulax costata (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 10: 1,2,7-9 ; PI. 35 : 3-5 ; Fig . 14)
1915. Sph enaul ax costata G OLDFUSS; QpPLIGER, p. 28.
1992. Sp henau/ax costata ( GOLDFUSS); M EHL, pp. 8 1-82, pI. 14: 1,2 (cum syn.).

Material. - 14 specimens, some with siliceous spicules pre ser ved.
Description. - Narrow to wide ly conical sponges (Fig. 14) with walls up to I cm thick, bearing wide
(up to 3.2 mm ) ske letal ridges separated by more narrow (up to 2 mm wid e), deep (up to 3.5 mm) furrows
in which canal openings are situated in a regular craticularid pattern. These openings are rounded to oval
and measure up to 2.5 mm in length and 1 mm in width. Inner surface displays similar structure but with
more narrow ridges and furrows . Dermal skeleton well deve loped and composed of a veil of pentactines
and stauractines (there is continuous range betw een these two type s of spicules) . Those spicules which
are close to ridges are pentactines , and tho se in the midd le of furrow s and above ridges are stauractines
attac hed directly to the ?synapticular bridges extending over furrows and attached to the sides of skeletal
bridges . Dermal spicules are organized in square meshe s whic h have various orientation, and measure 0.4
x 0.4 mm on average. A similar veil occurs on the gastral surface but meshes have various shapes and
size . Cortex medium de veloped on dermal side. Dictyon al skeleton very regular with meshe s 0.3 x 0.4 mm
and strands bend toward the dermal surface.
Remarks. - This species shows great morphological variability from narrow to wide cones (see
Fig . 14) and accordingly varies also in wall thickness. It differs from Sphenaulax progeni s SCHRAMM EN
in having a less developed cortex, more narrow and less regu larly developed skele tal ridges and furrow s
and less scu lptured dermal spic ules .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian limestones (Beta) : Plettenberg ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal,
Erke nbrec htsweiler, Hochwang, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta) : Het-
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Fig. 14
Shape variability of Sphenaulax costata (GOLDFUSS).

tingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta):
Genkingen.

Sphenaulax progenis SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 10: 4; PI. 35: 1,2)
1937. Sphenaulax progenis n. sp.; SCHRAMM EN, p. 45 , pI. 27 : 2.

Material. - One specimen from SMNS and the holotype have been investigated.
Remarks. - This rare species differs from S. costata (GOLDFUSS) in having wider and more regular
skeletal ridges, better developed cortex and dermal spicules sculptured with numerous tubercles on the
surface and numerous synapticular spines .
Occurrence. - The illu strated specimen from SMNS has no localit y or age indicated, SCHRAMMEN'S
(1937 ) holotype is from the Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon) from Sin abronn .
Sphenaulax irregula ris sp. n.
(PI. 10: 5, 6; PI. 38: 4, 5)
?1893. Craticularia clathrata GOLDFUSS; HINDE, pp. 198-199, pI. 11: 5.
Holot ype: PI. 10: 5, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/205 .
Type horizon: Kimm eridgian limestones (Delta), Upper Ju rassic.
Type localit y: Erkenbrechtsweiler, Swabia, Ger many.
Derivation of the name: Fro m Latin irregularis - irregular, referring to irreg ulari ty of skeletal ridges on the surface .

Material. - Three specimens with preserv ed siliceous skeleton.
Diagnosis. - Sphenaulax with very irr egular (not continuous) skeletal ridg es composed of shorter
elements which are con vex in cro ss section, and with a hea vy cortex of dictyonal skel eton.
Description. - Tubular to narrow conical sponge up to 10 cm high (I have only fragments) with walls
about 1 cm thick and with 2.5-3.0 cm wide paragaster. Entire outer surface of dictyonal skeleton sculptured
with ver y irregular vertical, rounded skeletal ridges which are several mm high. They are not continuous
but broken by passes and thu s composed of shorter segments; these ridges ma y branch or join each other.
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At the top of these ridges are located small and randomly distributed (about 0.5 mm in diameter) rounded
openings leading to much larger canals which run from the opposite surface and end below the ridges .
The ridges are 2-3 mm wide and separated by furrows 1-2 mm wide in which canal openings are situated.
Canal openings elongated up to 3.2 mm long and 1.6-2.0 mm wide. Dermal surface of dictyonal skeleton
with very heavy cortex. Dictyonal skeleton regular inside the wall with meshes up to 0 .3 x 0.4 mm.
Canalization in irregularly craticularid pattern.
Remarks. - This species most closely resembles S. cos tata (GOLDFUSS), from which it differs in
having much more irregular skeletal ridges (convex in cross section) that are not continuous, and in having
a very heavy cortex. HINDE (1893) illustrated a sponge from the Middle Jurassic of Great Britain, under
the name Craticularia clathrata GOLDFUSS, a sponge which clo sely re sembles Sphenaulax irregularis sp .
n. as here de scribed (and which definitely cannot be attributed to L. clathrata) , but nothing about the
detail s of spiculation is known , thu s there is uncertainity in attribution.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta):
Hochwang; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Genus Leptolacis SCHRAMMEN, 1937

Remarks. - Thi s genu s has been established on material from the Upper Jurassic (Kimm eridgian),
but recently range of the genus has been extended to the Upper Bajocian (see FRANZ and MULLER 1988 ).
Leptolacis striata SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 38: 1-3)
1937 . Leptolacis striata n. sp.; SCH RAM M EN, p. 6 1, pI. 3: 11.
1988. Leptolacis aff. striata SCHRAM M EN ; F RA NZ and M UL L ER, pp. 220-224, pI. 2: 3,4; pI. 3: 1- 3.

Material. - Two specime ns in author 's collection, and SCHRAMMEN' S (1937) holotype (Tubingen).
Description. - Thin wall ed plates onl y 2-3 mm thick. Outer(?) surface covered with low lon gitudinal
skeletal rid ge s about 1 to 2 mm wide, separated with narrow, I mm wide, furrow s in which oval cana l
openings, 1 x 2 mm in diameter, are located in a quadrangular org an izati on. Th ese furrows are often
co vered with skeletal bridges originating fro m the cortex. On the other (inner?) surfa ce openings are round
and avera ge 1.0 to 1.2 mm in diameter, and irregularly distributed . Cort ex develop ed on both sides, but
not very thick. Skeleton regul ar inside the wall with me shes 0 .20-0.24 x 0 .30 mm in size .
Remarks. - Th is species is clo se to Laocoetis lineata (SCHRAMMEN) in morphology, the main differe nce bein g in org ani zati on of ca nal openings which are in a laocoetid patt ern on both sides in Laocoeti s
lineata , whil e in Leptolacis striata they are irregularly distributed on the inn er side . L. striata also has a
thinner wall and less we ll developed cortex . The specimens illu str ated by FRANz and M ULLER (1988: pl . 3:
4, 5) as Leptola cis cf. striata from the Kimmeridgian of the Swabian Alb, belon g rat her to Laocoetis
lineata (SCHRAMMEN).
Occurrence. - My speci me ns come from the lim estones of the Kimmeridgi an (Ze ta) in Asselfinge n
and Kimmeridgian marls (Ga mma) fro m Barenth al.

Family Cribrospongiidae R OEMER, 1864
Genu s Cribrospongia D' ORBIGNY, 1849 (= Tremadictyo n ZITTEL, 1877 )
Remarks. - The nomenclatorical problems concerning this genus have bee n explained by RElD (1963 b)
and more recentl y by SALOMON (1990 ) and MEHL (1992). There is, however, another serious problem
concerning the genus; Scyphia reticulata GOLDFUSS was selecte d subseq uently by HINDE (1893) as the type
species, and with a lectotype designated later by SCHRAMM EN (1936), the specimen illu strated by GOLDFUSS
(182 6: pl. 4: l e - other pictures of fig. I on this plate represe nt different speci mens). Th at is how the situation
has been recentl y explained by SALOMON(1990) in her revisio n of the genu s Cribrospo ngia (= Tremadictyoni.
My own investigations of GOLDFUSS' origi nals revealed that his drawing is extremely schema tic and differs
strongly fro m the orig inal specimen; actually the upper (inner) surface is no t visible, while on the figure it
is clearl y marked as identical with the lower surface . Furtherm ore, the general shape, architecture of
choano somal skeleton, the thick (up to 1.5 cm) wall, as well as the presence of cavaedia on the upper surface
(visible on the cross section of the specime n) clearly indica te that this partic ular speci men corresponds to
the species Stauroderma lochensis (QUENSTEDT). Th is situation, when a type species is a hybr id one, explains
the common difficulties in determination of the species Tremad ictyon reticulatum ; perhaps it is why it is one
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of the most commonly cited hexactinellid species in the whole Mesozoic. This genus badly needs revision
based on well preserved specimens displaying spiculation to give sound diagno ses of particular species; I
was able to do this only in one case, i.e. T. cucullatum (QUENSTEDT).
Contrary to MEHL 'S (1992) diagnosis, root clods are not characteristic features of this genus but may
be present, however, in some situations; mo st of the investigated specimens had no specialized attachement
structures.

Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 3: 1-3,6; PI. 13: 5, 6; PI. 33: 6, 7; Fig. 15)
1826 . Scyphia neesi nobi s; GOLDFUSS, p. 93, pI. 34: 2.
1937. Tremadictyon reticulatum GOLDFUSS; SCHRAMMEN, p. 23.
non 1982. Tremadictyon reticulatum (GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, pI. 11: 5, pI. 12: 7.
1989. Tremadictyon reticulatum (GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, pp . 70-71 , pI. 11, pI. 14: 5- 7.
1990. Cribrospongia reticulata ; SALOMON, pp . 35-4 1, pI. 1.
1991. Tremadictyon radicatum (Q UENSTEDT); MULLER, pp . 36- 39, figs 1, 2, 3a, b, 4 (cum syn.).
1992. Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS); MEHL, pp . 82-83, pI. 14: 5, 6.

Material. - 78 specimens.
Remarks. - For the discussion of the specimen usually indicated as a holotype see remarks to the
genu s. Thi s specie s, being among the mo st commonly cited in the Upper Jurassic sponges in Europe is
very poorly defined, and has man y characters in common with Stauroderma lochense (QUENSTEDT) (see
below ). In effect, it has been often mistaken with the latte r species. On the other hand , narrow conical
form s resembl e Walcotella pertusa (GOLDFUSS), and yo ung form s may be eas ily mistaken . I am including
into this species forms which have narrow to wide conical or tubul ar shapes only (Fig. 15), thu s this
species is treated in a similar way as was done by SCHRAMMEN (1937). Tho se which are triangular-compressed , and earli er synonymized as Scyph ia polyomma ta GOLDFUSS and S. reticulata GOLDFUSS, but
recentl y included by MEHL (1992) in Cribrospong ia reticulata, are excluded and attributed to C. cuccullata
(QUENSTEDT, 1878). The speci men illustrated by GOLDFUSS (1826: pI. 34: 2), and reillu strated here on PI.
13: 6, under the name S. neesi nobis, is identical with C. reticulata as here understood. On the other hand,
there are no difference between C. reticulata and C. radicata (QUENSTEDT), beyond preservation state
(usually silicified) and the fac t that C. radicata has roo t clods, the fac t noted also by MULLER (1991). As
a result the species are here synonymized.
My specimens have walls up to 1.5 cm thick, with canal openings up to 3-4 mm long , that are often
round ed in the lower portion of the sponge and elo ngated in the upper portion, and are separated by skeletal
band s 1.0-1. 2 mm wide . Both sides with well developed and rather smoo th cortex . Dictyonal skeleton
irregular, with canal surfaces having strongly narrowed meshes, normal meshes up to 0.6 x 0.4 mm , usually
only 0.3 x 0.4 mm .

3cm

Fig. 15
Shape variability of Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS).

Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa) : Plettenberg; Oxfordian cru mpled marl y limestones (Alfa):
Barenth al; Oxfordi an lim estones (Beta) : Plettenb erg, Barenthal, Beuron ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma) :
Barenthal, Hochwang; Kimm eridgian marls (De lta) : Hochwang; Kimmeridgian lim eston es (Delta): Hochwang.
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Cribro spongia? tessela ta (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 2: 1, 2; PI. 11: 9)

1878. Retispongia tesselata ; Q UENSTEDT, p. 48, pI. 116: 7.
non 1878. Retispongia crateriformis Q UENSTEDT, p. 50 , pI. 116: 1.

1907 . Tremadictyon crateriformis ETALLON;
1991. Tremadictyon sp.; PISERA, fig. 8A.

Q pPLlG ER,

pp. 5-6, pI. 2: 2.

Material. - 44 spec imens, all calcified .
Diagnosis. - Plate-lik e, medium sized sponge with characteris tic rh omb ohedrallumps sculpturing the
surface that are organ ized in a regular altern atin g pattern on the inner side, and oval canal op enin gs in
vertical row s and alterna ting on the lower (outer) side .
Description. - Plate-like to shallow vase-shaped spo nges with wall s 0.5 to 1.0 cm thick and reaching
the size of sev eral cm (according to OPPLIGER (1907) 30 cm , I have only frag me nts) . Inner (upper) side
covered with very charac teristic rhombohedr al low lump s clearl y altern atin g and measuring in size up to
3 x 5 mm (but there is a stro ng variation of size in various spec imens and reg ions of the same spec ime n).
Lump s are separated by furrows 0.8-1.2 mm wide and about 1 mm deep . These lump s are form ed over
canal openings which are located at the top of low skeleta l chimneys; the ope nings are not free but
overgro wn entire ly with a one-layer veil of seco ndary skeleton. On the outer (lower) side, ca nal openings
are ova l and not eleva ted. Th ey measur e 2 x 1 mm across and are separated by skele tal band s 1.2 mm
wide and are arra nged in very regul ar ver tica l rows in alterna ting position . Meshes of the dictyonal
skeleton, which are not very reg ular, measure up to 0.4 mm across .
Remarks. - In OPPLIGER'S (1907) synonymy, ETALLON (186 0) and FROM ENTAL (1859) are indica ted
as authors of this species; in fac t both papers contain neith er description , nor illu stration , or eve n reference
to such nam e as crateriformis. On the other hand , OPPLIGER'S (1907) materi al is identica l with the sponge
described as R. tesse/ata by QUENSTEDT (18 78) and, in effect, OPPLIGER' S species must be consi dered as
a younge r synonym . Assignment of this species to the genus Cribrospongia (= Tremadictyon) may be
questioned for it has canal openings at the top of the low chimneys and, as we ll, they are entire ly covered
by the vei l of seco ndary skeleton. In the genus Crib rospo ngia such openings may be covered by a vei l of
staurac tines instead, whic h are rather of dermal origin. Better preserved material is needed to solve this
problem. It is not a rare species in German y, but has not been wide ly reported because it wa s earlier
incl uded into C. reticulata, and is very common in Spai n (PISERA 1991, and unpublis hed) .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa ):
Barenth al; Oxfordia n limestones (Beta): Beuron; Kimmeri dgian marls (Gamma) : Baren thal, Hoch wang,
Erkenbrech tsweiler.
Cribrospongia 'l rugata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. I: 4, 5)
1878. Retispongia rugata; Q UENSTEDT, pp. 46--47, pI. 116: 2--4.
1989. Tremadictyon rugatum (Q UENSTEDT); T RAMMER, p. 71, pI. 12: 8 (cum syn.).

Diagnosis. - Very large , up to 1 m in diameter, shallow vase-like sponges with walls co vered by
concentric folds. Can al openings on the outer side in a regular alternating pattern and protruding over the
surface (coverd with skeletal veil ?).
Material. - Two calcified specimens.
Desc ription. - Very large sponges rea chin g to I m in diameter with wall s 1.5 cm thick, folded into
horizontal, concentric folds. Outer (low er) side covered with rhombohedral lumps, up to 4 mm in height
and 2-3 mm wid e, separated by furrow s about I mm wide, with rounded upp er surface, and organized in
regu lar alternating row s. These lumps are, in fact, elevated canal openings which are mo st probably
covered with skeletal veil s [as is the ca se with similar lump s in C.? tesselata (QUENSTEDT)], but not visible
in poorl y pre ser ved calcified material.
Inner side (not visible in my material, but illustrated by QUENSTEDT) shows a cl ear striation. Dictyonal
skeleton very irregular with meshes up to 0.4 mm in size .
Remarks. - Thi s species resembles C.? tesselata (QUENSTEDT) in protruding areas where canal
ope nings are located; it differs by its very large size, fold ed wall and convex character of the surface of
these protrudings, which is flat in C.? tesselata . One cannot exclude, how ever, that they are simply
extremely large specimens of C.? tesselata (QUENSTEDT). To solve the problem material with well
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preserved skeletons of both species is needed, but all my specimens are calcitized. For the discussion of
generic assignment see remarks to C.? tesselata .
Occur rence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa) and limestones (Beta): Plettenberg.

Cribrospongia elegans (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 2: 3, 5)
1937. Tremadictyon elegans n. sp.; SCHRAMM EN, p. 25: pl. 7: 1,2.
1987. Tremadictyon elegan s SCHR AMMEN; M EY ER et al., p. 68, pl. 5: 2.

Material. - 67 calcified specimens.
Diagnosis. - Plate-like Cribrospongia with thin wall and small , rounded canal openings organized in
a regular alternating pattern on the lower side and a less regular one on the upper side.
Description. - This is a plate-like sponge reaching 30 cm in diameter and having rather thin walls
5-8 mm thick . Both sides of the dictyonal skeleton with medium developed cortex; upper side supplied
with dermal skeleton of ?pentactines. Canal openings on the lower side 1.6 to 2.0 mm long and 1.2-1 .6 mm
wide separated by skeletal bands 0.8-1.0 mm wide and in regular alternating pattern. Canal openings on
the inner (upper) side slightly smaller, irregularly rounded and measure about 1.2 mm in diameter,
distributed in irregular alternating pattern. Meshe s of the medium regular dictyonal skeleton from 0.25 x
0.30 mm up to 0.3 x 0.4 mm .
Remarks. - In my material I have fragments which come from specimens about 30 cm in diameter,
i.e. twice as large as reported by SCHRAMM EN (1937). The rest of characters are identical with the holotype.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa) : Plettenberg ; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa):
Barenthal; Oxfordian lime stone s (Beta): Plett enberg, Barenthal ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamm a): Barenthai , Hochwang ; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hoch wang.

Cribrospon gia cucullata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 1: 2, 3; PI. 2: 4; PI. 33: 1-5 ; Fig s 16, 17)
1826. Scyphia po lyommata; GOLDFUSS, p. 8, pl. 2: 16.
1878. Scyphia reticulata cucullata; Q UENSTEDT , pp. 36-38, pI. 115: 9, 10, 22.
1937. Tremadictyon cucullatum Q UENSTEDT ; SCHRAMM EN, p. 24, pI. 6: 4.

Material. - Twelve specimens some with well-preserved siliceous spicules.
Diagnosis. - Trian gular in shape, compressed Cribrospongia, with fissure-like paragastral ca vity; on
the gastral side canal openings cove red with delicate cupolas comp osed of fuse d stauractines attached to
the dictyonal skeleton. Derm al side and upper edge covered with a dermal skeleton composed of irregularly
arran ged stout pentactines.
Description. - Thi s medium-s ized, up to about 15 cm high, sponge is triangular in shape and compressed, with a very narrow , fiss ure-like par agaster (Fig. 16). Walls up to 8 mm thick, show diplorhysal
canalization with a typical cribrospongid pattern. Canal openings on both sides arranged in an alterna ting
pattern and range from rounded to ova l or irreg ular in shape. On the derm al side they measur e 2.0 x
1.5 mm. The entire dermal side and upper edge are covered by derm al skeleton composed of stout
pentactines (Fig. 17b) with thick unpaired rays attached to the dic tyonal skeleton, and fused into the
irreg ular net with the help of synapticulae on the upper edge, and into the regular net with more or less
square meshes on the dermal side. Th ese pentacti nes measure 0.6 mm in size . On the gastral side, canal
openings are slightly larger and measure up to 2.8 x 3.6 mm, but usually 2.8 x 2.0 mm, and above them
are delicate cupo las of the skeleton composed of delicate fused stauractines (Fig . 17a) attac hed to the
skeletal band s of dictyonal skeleton betwe en them . These stauracti nes form a regular net with square
meshes mea suring 0.20 to 0.25 mm in size. On both sides the dictyonal skeleton is supplied with a very
strong cortex, which has a very rough surface as a result of numerou s high and irreg ular outgrowths. Canal
surfaces show plate -like thickening of hexactine rays and strong narrowing of meshe s. Skeleton is rather
irreg ular with mes hes about 0.3 mm in size.
Remarks. - Man y authors attr ibuted specimens of this species to C. reticulata (GOLDFUSS), considering its flat shape as prob able effect of compaction. Clear differences in the dermal skeleton, and
persistence of flat specimens in layer which have other sponges otherwise preserved and not compressed,
indicate that this shape is the primary one , and we dea l with it as a separate species . Dermal spiculation
as here described has been earlier reported by KOLB (1910: pI. 11 : 3, 5, 6) from Tremadictyon reticu latum
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Fig. 16
Shape variability of Cribrospongia cucullata (QUENSTEDT).

(GOLDFUSS), and was most probably derived from C. cucullata, as here defined, because he included into
his synonymy various species that are here differentiated.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian limestones (Beta) : Beuron; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal,
Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Genus Tremaplzorus SCHRAMM EN, 1937

Remar ks. - This genus has been synonymized with Xeno schrammenum DE LAUBENFELS (= Amphiblestrum SCHRAMMEN) by TRAMMER (1982) because W AGNER (1963 ) indicated very slight differences between them. Unfortunately, both W AGNER and TRAMMER had only very poorly pre served specimens, and
were not able to investigate spiculation, which is lychnisco san in Xeno sch ramm enum , while Tremaphorus
clearly ha s hexactinosan spiculation. As a result the genus Tremaplzorus is re vived here. On the other
hand, several species described by OPPLI GER (1897 , 1915 , 1926) as belonging to Sporadopyle ZITTEL,
and showing hexactinosan spiculation, are assigned to thi s genus, based on canalization character and
stru cture of the dictyonal skeleton.
Tremaphorus apertu s (OPPLIGER, 1915)
(PI. 12: 6, 7 ; PI. 36 : 6)
1915. Sporadopy/e aperta n. sp.; OPPLl GER, p. 24, pI. 2: 4.
1937 . Tremaphorus pun ctatus n. sp.; SCHRA MMEN, p. 62, pI. 15: 8, pI. 24: 2.
1989 . Xenos chrammenum punctatum ( SCHRA M M EN); TR AMMER, pp . 72-73, pI. 12: 4, 5.

Material. - 39 specimens, all calcified.
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Fig. 17
Cribrospo ngi a cuc ullata (QUENSTEDT), ZPAL Pf.VIIU327 , Erkenbrecht sweiler, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta);
a veil of gastral stauractines, x 30 ; b dermal skelton of strong pentactine s, x 40 .

Descrip tion. - Plate-like to broadly conical sponge with thin wall not exceeding 3-4 mm . Inner
surface covered with oval canal openings, arranged in alternating pattern, that measure 0 .8 x 0.6 mm and
are separated by skeletal bands about 0.4 mm wide . The other, lower surface with round, slightly smaller
(0.6 mm in diameter) can al openings al so in alternating pattern. Both surfaces of dictyonal skeleton with
cortex and having very regular meshe s 0.20 x 0.10-0.15 mm in size inside the wall. Dictyonal strands
diverge toward both surfaces.
Remarks. - Overall morphology, size and distribution of canal openings agree very well in T. pun ctatus SCHRAMMEN and S. aperta OPPLIGER; the onl y difference is that OPPLIGER 'S (1915) specimens are
small and intact, while SCHRAMMEN' S (1937 ) only one is fragmentary. As a result both species are
synonymized here , with the specific name aperta having priority. On the other hand, because Sporadopyle
is a lychniscos an genus, SCHRAMMEN' S (1937) generic name Tremaphorus is used .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled marly lime ston es (Alfa): Barenthal ; Oxfordian lime stones (Beta):
Plettenberg, Bar enthal, Lochen Nordwand, Beuron; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen ; Kimmeridgian limeston es (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler, Genkingen.
Tremaphorus favrei (OPPLIGER, 1907)
(PI. 8: 6)
1907. Spo radopy le Fa rrei ETALLON; O PPLlGER, pp. 7- 8, pI. 2: 3.
191 5. Sporadopyle Fav rei (ET .) O PPLlGER; O PPLlGER, p. 26 , pl . 2: 6.
192 6 . Sporadopyle fav rei O PPLlGER; O PI'L1 GER, p . 14 .

Material. - One calcified specimen.
Description. - My specimen is onl y a fragment seve ral cm acro ss of a plate-like sponge with a wall
5 mm thick . One side (upper on e) is co vered with the system of more or less longitudinal to irregularl y
orient ed round ed ske letal ridges about 1 mm wide which may merge with one another. In furrow s between
them are situated canal op enings about 2-3 mm long and onl y 0.6 mm wid e; and between them there are
other much smaller openings as well. These furrow s are not continuous but divided from tim e to time by
coalescense of rid ge s. Th e other side (low er one ) with sunke n rounded canal openings which are on ly
0.8 mm in diameter, and den sel y but irregul arl y distributed . On both sides a well developed cortex is
observed . Dictyonal skeleton is not very regul ar, with meshe s about 0.3 x 0.3 mm .
Remarks. - My spec ime n is identi cal with OPPLI GER' S ( 1907) material that he attributed to the
lychnisco san genu s Sp oradopyl e. It shows , however, chara cter which allows its attribution to the hexactino san genus Tremaph oru s.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenb erg.
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Tremaphorus? tenuis (OPPLIGER, 1915)
(PI. 21: 6)
1915. Sporadopyle tenuis sp. n.; O PPLI GER, p. 27, pI. 2: 7.

Material. -

Two calcified spe cime ns with well preser ved ske leton.

Description. - Widel y conical to plate-like sponge which could be seve ral cm in diameter (I have only
fragment of larger specimen), with walls 4-5 mm thick. Out er side with alternating round canal opening s
arranged in regular longitudinal rows; these openings measure 0.6 mm in diameter and are separated with
skeletal bands of the same width. The other (inner) side has canal ope nings of the same size and character
but irregularly and very den sely distributed ; skeletal bands separati ng them are only 0.2-0.4 mm wide . Cortex
is very poorly developed on both sides . Dictyonal skeleton very regular, with dict yon al strands divergin g
toward both surfaces, meshes usuall y square 0.2 x 0.2 mm (but may be 0.15 x 0.20 to 0.2 x 0.3 mm ) in size .
Remarks. - Th is species was ass igne d originall y to the genus Spora dopy le, but in fac t it is hexactino san , not a Iychnisco san sponge . It resembles Tremap horus , but too sca rce materi al precludes decisive
generic ass ig nment.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (A lfa): Plettenberg; Oxford ian lim eston es (Be ta): Barenthal.
Genu s Walcotella DE LAUBENFELS, 1955
Walcotella pertusa (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 4: 1-5, 7,8; PI. 34: 1- 3)
1937. Rhopalicus cingula tus sp. n.; SCHR AMM EN, p. 37 .
1982. Walcotella pertusa ( G OLDFUSS); TR AM M ER, p. 31, pI. 11: 2 (cum syn.).
non 1982. Walcotella p ertusa (GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, pI. 11: I.

Material. - 114 speci me ns .
Remarks. - Th is is a very varia ble species; variability co ncerns bo th gross mo rp ho logical fea ture s
such as shape (fro m tubul ar to co nica l) size, th ickness of th e wa ll (from 5 to 15 mm), size of can al ope nings
(from 0.8 to 1.5 mm ) and their organizatio n and densit y on the surface, but wha t is more impo rta nt also
ske leta l features such as regular ity of the meshes (from very reg ular square to rec tangular) and mesh es
size (fro m 0.24 to 0.35 mm). All these may indicate that 2 or more closely related species may be incl uded
und er th is spec ific name. Better preserved ma terial (i .e. with siliceous spicules preserved) is needed to
establis h the criteria for different iation. On the other hand , the species Walcotella cingu lata SCHRAMMEN
differs only slightly in shape and as such is incl uded here into synonymy of W pertusa . Th e speci me n
illu strated by TRAMMER (1982: pl. 11 : 1) as W pertusa displ ays Iychniscs and most prob abl y re presents
a new lych niscosan species.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg, Lochen, Nusplingen; Oxfordian crumpled m arly
lim estones (A lfa): Barenthal ; Oxfordian limesto nes (Beta) : Baren thal , Plettenberg ; Kim meridgian marl s
(Ga mma): Barenth al, Hoc hwang, Erkenbrecht sweiler , Wilmandi ngen ; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta):
Hoch wang, Baren thal; Kimmeridgian marls (De lta): Genkingen.

Walcotella sp. n.
(PI. 21: 3)
Material. - Fi ve specimens .
Description. - Narrow conical sponge up to 9 cm high and 7 cm in diameter; paragaster 4.5 cm wide
and wa ll 1.0- 1.2 cm thic k. Th e entire outer surface is covered with a dermal layer co mposed of sma ll
irregularly organize d ?pentactines formi ng rectangul ar or sq uare mes hes 0.4-0.6 mm in size. Ca na liza tio n
dipl orh ysal. Ca nal openings on the dermal surface irregularly ro unded and abo ut 1.0-1.5 mm in diam et er.
Dictyonal stra nds bend toward both surfaces; meshes of the dict yon al skeleton 0.4 x 0.4- 0.5 mm , but may
be as sm all as 0.4 x 0.2 mm.
Remarks. - In character of the ske leton and genera l morphol ogy it resembles W pe rtusa (GOLDFUSS),
but thi s species has no dermal skeleto n of pen tactines, and it has smaller mes hes of dict yonal skele ton as
well.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) and lim eston es (Be ta) : Plett enberg; Oxfordian cru mpled m arl y
lim estones (A lfa) : Barenthal .
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Genus Ordinatus DE LAUBENFELS, 1955
Ordinatus texturatus (v. SCHLOTHEIM, 1820)
(PI. 4: 6,9, 10)
1833. Scyphia texturata v. SCHLOTHEIM; GOLDFUSS, p. 6, pI. 2: 9.
1878 . Scyphia texturata v. SCHLOTHEIM; QUENSTEDT, p. 126, pI. 120: 6l.
1989. Ordinatus texturatus (v . SCHLOTH EIM); TRAMMER, p. 73, pI. 12: 1- 3 (cum syn.).
non 1991. Ordinatus texturatu s (v . SCHLOTHEIM); SCHMALZRIED, p. 68, pI. 11: 9.

Material. - 39 specimens.
Remarks. - My specimens have only very slightly thickened dermal surface of dictyonal skeleton
which is pierced by canal openings 0.6 to 0.8 mm wide, rounded or oval in shape. Dictyonal skeleton is
very regular inside the wall, with rectangular to square meshes measuring 0.18-0.20 x 0.20-0.25 mm.
Dictyonal strands diverge toward the outer surface of the wall.
The specimen illu strated by SCHMALZRIED (1991), as I have found during examination of the collection
in Tubingen, is an Upper Cretaceous sponge (exactly from Opole, as indicated by the original label still
in place, and as one can conclude considering the lithology of the attached rock), and has nothing in
common with O. texturatus which is an Upper Jurassic species.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa) : Barenthal; Oxfordian limestones (Beta):
Plettenberg, Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta) : Hettingen; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Genus Erineum SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Erineum minutum SCHRAMMEN, 1937
1937. Erineum minutum n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, p. 39, pI. 10: 6.
1989. Erineum minutum SCHRAMMEN; TRAMMER, p. 73, pI. 7: 6.

Material. - Twelve poorly preserved specimens.
Remarks. - All my specimens are poorly preserved, but the shape, character of the dictyonal skeleton
and canalization agree with SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) de scription and the holotype, as well as with TRAMMER'S
(1989) specimen . Canal openings (up to 0.8 mm wide) are irregularly distributed over the dermal surface.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang, Wilmandingen .
Genus Ramispongia Q UENSTEDT, 1878; emended SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Ramisp ongia ramosa QUENSTEDT, 1878
(PI. 3: 7 ; PI. 11: 4, 5; PI. 47 : 8)
1989. Ramispongia ramosa QUENSTEDT; TRAMMER, p. 76, pI. 13: 1-5 (cum syn.).

Material. - 53 specimens .
Remarks. - Morphology of thi s species has be en de scribed in detail by SCHRAMMEN (1937), he did
not ob serve , however, a dermal skeleton. In my material several well preserved specimens show such a
specialized dermal layer consisting of small fused pentactines up to 0.3 mm in size; they were al so
observed by KOLB (1910).
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (A lfa) : Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa) :
Barenthal ; Oxfordian lim estones (Beta): Barenthal, Plettenberg, Lochen Nordwand; Kimmeridgian marls
(Gam ma) : Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta):
Hettingen; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang, Blaubeuren, Barenthal.

Ramispongia? nodosa (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
1878. Ramispongia nodosa; QUENSTEDT, p. 142, pl. 121: 13, 14.
1897. Sporadop yle nodosa Q pPLlGER; Q pPLlGER, p. 30, pl. 5: l.

Material. - One specimen.
Description. - Small branching sponge with branches not exceeding 1.5 cm in diameter and 10 cm
long. Oscula single at top of branch and much narrower than the branch diameter measuring only 4 mm.
There is a dermal layer of pentactines organized in a regular manner forming rectangular to square meshes
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reaching up to 0.6 x 0.6 mm. Smaller meshes origi nate by inse tting smaller spicules in between the larger
ones. No cortex or canal openings visible below. Dictyon al skeleto n regular with very large meshes
reaching up to l A x 1.0 mm, ave rage 1.0 x 0.8 mm. Dictyonal strands diverge toward the outer surface .
Remarks. - In a character of dict yonal skeleton, as well as in the abse nce of canalization thi s species
strongly resembles Porospongia marginata (MUNSTER in GOLDFUSS); but its shape, and charac ter of derm al
spic ulation is very different. One cannot exclude the possibility that it sho uld be attributed to the genus
Porospongia, but limited and not very well preserved material preclud es such action.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) : Plettenb erg.

Family Staurodermatidae

ZITTEL ,

1877

Genu s Stauroderma ZITTEL, 1877
Staurode rma lochense (QUENSTEDT, 1858)
(PI. 3: 4; PI. 5: 2, 6; PI. 8: 10, 11; PI. 41 : 7-10; Fig. 18)
1878. Spongites lochensis; Q UENSTEDT, pp. 35, 44, pI. 115: 4, 28.
1878. Retispongia discifonnis; Q UENSTEDT, pp. 42, 44, pI. 115: 26,27.
1977 . Stauroderma lochense (Q UENSTEDT); ZI EGLER, pI. 8: 1.
1982. Stauroderma lochense (QU ENSTEDT) ; TRAMM ER, pp. 28-29, pI. 11 : 9, pI. 12: 3 (cum syn.).
1987. Stauroderma lochensis (Q UENSTEDT) ; M EYER et al., p. 68, pI. 2: 2.
1989. Stauroderma lochense ( QUENS TEDT); TR AMMER, p. 72, pI. 12: 9 (cum syn.).

Material. - 181 variously preserved spec imens .
Remarks. - If inner surface of this sponge can be exa mined then its recogn ition is easy ; outer surfa ce
is, however, practically identi cal to that in Cribrospongia (= Tremadictyo n), which makes identification
base d solely on the outer surface, virtually impossi ble (see SCHRAMMEN 1937). Th at is the reason why
some specimens in the collection have been determ ined as Cribrospo ngia or Sta uroderma, especially in

3cm

Fig. 18
Shape variability of Stauroderma lochense (Q UENSTEDT).
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cases where the skeleton is poorly preserved. It was usually thought that this species is a wide cone or
flat plate-like sponge. In effect all narrow conical sponges with inner surface inaccessible are usually
included into Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS). As it was found here by sectioning, this species of
Stauroderma also may be of narrow conical shape (Fig . 18), thus some determinations based only on
general shape and character of ostia can be erroneous. As a result of complex canalization (see description
in REID 1958-1964) dictyonal skeleton is irregular with meshes of various shapes and sizes up to 0.4 mm
in diameter. Dictyonal strands, where observed, bend toward the upper surface. Canal openings on the
outer (lower surafce) up to 4-5 mm in length and 2 mm wide, in alternating rows and separated by skeletal
bands 1.6 mm wide ; there is, however, large variability in this respect among specimens from various
samples. Canal openings on the upper (inner) surface are much smaller and measuring 1.2-1.5 x 2.0 mm ;
they are densely and irregularly distributed.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg ; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa):
Barenthal, Lochen, Nusplingen; Oxfordian lime stones (Beta): Plettenberg, Barenthal, Beuron; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang ; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang ; Kimmeridgian
limestones (Delta) : Hochwang.

Hexactinosa incertae sedis
Genus Cas earia QUENSTEDT, 1858
Remarks. - Thi s Upper Jurassic genus has been described from the Triassic of Germany by FREYB ERG
(1928), but because no spiculation was seen it could as well be a calcareous sponge. Recently KEUPP et
al. (1989) reported it (with a question mark) from the Lower Carnian of Italy, but the illustration given
shows the spiculation clearly different from that known of the type species, and in fact fits with other
hexactinosan sponges , so this occurrence must be also rejected . The only probably case of occurrence of
this species in the Tria ssic has been reported by WENDT et al. (1989) from China, but the photograph
shows too few characters for unquestionable attribution of the specimen to C. articulata (SCHMIDEL) as
was done by MEH L (1992).
Casearia art iculata (SCHMIDEL, 1780)
(PI. 11: 3; PI. 35: 6-9)
1974. Casea ria articulata
1987. Casear ia articulata
1992. Casearia articulata

pp. 1-19, pis 1--4.
pI. 7: 2.
p. 78, pI. 13: 2 (but not her synonymy !).

(S CHMIDEL); M OLLER,

( BO URQUET) ; Z IEGLER,
(S CHMIDEL); M EHL,

Material. - One specimen.
Remarks. - The studi ed materi al, which includes one specimen with the outer part of the original
siliceous spicules preserved, is identical with earlier described material, which was thoroughly reviewed
by M ULLER (1974). He interpreted presence of very sparse hexactines in aporhysal zone as primary, while
it seems to be only diagenti c effec t - very delicate hexactines from this zone underwent preferential
dissolution, while more stout ones in the subdermal zone, and thickened ones around the canals, are
prefe rentially preserved; suc h an effect has been noted among num erou s sponges . Contrary to the schemes
presen ted by M ULLER (1974), hexactin es in subdermal layer are much more stout and less regularly
arranged (PI. 35: 6) and com mo nly display pseud olychni sc node s (PI. 35: 6, 8, 9); the ir true nature can
be easily recognize d only in SEM. In thin sec tion or light micro scop e they can be mistaken for genuine
octahedral node s. These pseud olychniscs, however, never show 4 openings in one plane, as expected in
a genuine lychni sc, but rather 3 holes; often they are developed only in one plane (PI. 35: 9), while
octahedral nodes are three-dim ensional struc tures .
There is a question of the genesis of the very regul ar dermal layer, with meshe s 0.12 to 0.30 mm acro ss
(PI. 35: 7), that differ s strongly from the spicules underlying it, and which define meshes from 0.3 x
0.6 mm to 0.6 x 1.0 mm (mos t common 0.5 x 0.6 mm ). Despite these differences it seems that the layer
is a part of the dictyon al skeleton but form ed by thickened actines of dict yonal hexactines, with reduction
of their distal ray s and narrowing of the meshe s as a result of adding the smaller spicules into the meshes,
but it is not a genu ine dermal skeleton composed of specialized ind ependent spicules, as in the genus
Sphenaul ax ZITTEL, for exa mple.
Contrary to the MEHL' S (1992) opinion, difference between the species C. articulata (SCHM lDEL) and
C. depressa KOLB, as redescribed by M ULLER (1990), when compared with Recent hexactinosan sponges ,
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allows for considering them as two distinct species . She also included into her synonymy several Triassic
hexactinosan sponges that show in thin section a structure similar to the discussed species - but in all
these cases there are definitely not enough characters to substantiate such action; those sponges can be
determined only as Hexactinosa.
Occur r ence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Genus Porospongia D'ORBIGNY, 1849; emended ZITIEL, 1877
Remarks. - This genus was grouped by MEHL (1992) together with Cribrospongia and Sphenaulax
based on supposed homology of dermal pentactines. In fact, spicules forming the dermal layer of Porospongia are a part of the dictyonal skeleton (i.e. dictyonalia with outer ray reduced), contrary to MEHL's
(1992) opinion, and are undoubted pentactines contrary to REID'S (1963b) opinion . Thus they are not
homologous with those of Cribrospongia and Sphenaulax. REID (1963b), on the other hand, assigned (with
a question mark) Porospongia to Tretodictyidae F. E. SCHULZE 1886, which are characterized by schizorhysal canalization. I disagree with his opinion, for Porospongia shows no skeletal canalar structures at
all, and most probably canals passed among the very large meshes .
Porospongia marginata (MUNSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1829)
(PI. 12: 3-5; PI. 36: 1-3)
1878. Textispongia mammillata; Q UENSTEDT, p. 65, pI. 117: 8.
1962. Porospongia marginata (MONSTER) var. micropora Q UENSTEDT; L AGNEAU-HERENGER, p. 72.
1989 . Porospongia marginata (MONSTER in G OLDFUSS); TRAMM ER, p. 74, pI. 7: 3 (cum syn.).
1992 . Porospongia marginata (GOLDFUSS); M EHL, p. 81, pI. 13: 4-6.

Material. - 37 specimens.
Remarks. - The form described by QUENSTEDT (1878: pI. 117: 8) as Textispongia mammillata is
undoubtedly P. marginata; the illustration shows the organization of dictyonal strands and what is left of
oscula after removal of the dermal layer of pentactines embedded in siliceous membrane. Porospongia
marginata shows great variability in all its morphological features, i.e. shape which may be from plate-like
to club-like; sizes of openings in the ?gastral siliceous membrane (which may be from 2 to 5 mm in
diameter) and their distribution on the surface (from 10 to 20-30 mm apart) . Also wall thickness varies
from 4 to 9 mm. Dictyonal strands, on the other hand, are alway s very regular and diverge toward the
gastral and dermal surfaces approaching the latter at a narrow angle (PI. 36: 3). The skeletal net also is
always very regular with very large meshes with spicular centers 0.4 to 0.6 mm apart (PI. 36: 3). Hexactines
are covered with low tubercles . Dermal pentactines are in continuity with the dictyonal skeleton and are
clearly of dictyonal origin. They bear a small knob in place of outer ray. No canals are visible, and most
probably passed between large meshes .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa): Barenthal; Oxfordian marls (Alfa) :
Plettenberg; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Barenthal, Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian marls
(Delta) : Hochwang.
Genus Multi/oqua DE LA UB ENFELS, 1955 (= Polyphemus SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
Multiloqua fungulus (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 22: 1, 2; PI. 32: 4; Fig. 19)
1878 . Spongites fungulu s; Q UENSTEDT, p. 337, pI. 131: 34.
?l937 . Pol yph emus strombiformis n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 48.

Material. - Two specimens in the author's collection, and numerous specimens in MULLER'S collection in SMNS.
Diagnosis. - Mushroom-like to conical (Fig. 19) hexactinosan sponge with convex upper surface
covered with siliceous membrane and single osculum.
Description. - The sponge is mushroom-like to conical (Fig. 19). The investigated specimens are
small, 18 to 23 mm high and up to 30 mm wide at the top each, with a single osculum 5-8 mm wide .
Upper surface convex to hemispherical and smooth, suggesting that it was covered with a siliceous
membrane. Lower conical part (stem) shows large (1-2 mm) irregularly distributed canal openings.
Dictyonal skeleton with square meshes 0.2-0.3 mm wide. The specimens from SMNS are several cen-
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Fig. 19
Shape variability of Multiloquafungulus (QUENSTEDT).

timeters in diameter, and show large variability from typical mushroom-like to double-conical or discoidal
shape and have a well developed thick ledge around the osculum.
Remarks. - SCHRAMMEN (1937) did not illu strate his new species, and I was not able to locate his
specimens in collections in Tubingen and Mlinchen. A very short description by him fits well the specimen
illustrated by QUENSTEDT (1878) as Spon gitesfungulus, which is also identical with the studied specimens
in my collection; the onl y difference is that SCHRAMMEN'S specimen is much larger, as are also specimens
in SMNS . Thi s species differs from Multiloqua f ung iformis in its mushroom-like shape.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal. Specimens in SMNS came from the White
Jurassic Gamma and Delt a from various localities (mainly Obernheim and Wilmandingen).
Genus Megalodictyon OPPLIGER, 1926

Remarks. - In character of the dictyonal skeleton this genu s resembles Porospongia ; it lacks other
typical features of the latt er, how ever.
Megalodi ctyon fr etreulensis OPPLIGER, 1926
1926. Mega lodictyo n fre treulens is sp. n.; OPPLIGER, pp. 35-36, pI. 2: 7, fig. 1.

Material. - Fiv e poorly preserved specimens.
Diagnosis. - Cup- shaped and seve ral cm large hexactinosan sponges with thick wall s and very coarse
and regular dictyonal skeletons .
Remarks. - In character of the skeleton this spec ies resembles Porospongia marginata (MONSTER in
GOLDFUSS) but it differ s in lacking numerous oscul a on the gastral surface and any traces of pentactins
embedded in the siliceous membrane. It also differs in wall thickness and general shape. Dictyonal strands
diverge toward both surfaces and reach them at narrow angles. Tran sver se beams at the same level form
a ver y regular pattern. Spi cular ce nters 0.7-1.0 mm apart. Walls about 15 mm thick. No canalization has
been observed , as canal s were clearly passing throu gh the very large meshes of the dictyonal skeleton.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenb erg ; Oxfordian crumpled marly limeston es (Alfa) :
Barenthal.
Genus Polypyge SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Polypyge pu silla SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 10: 3)
1937. Polypyge pu silla n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, pp. 61-62, pI. 11: 9. :

Material. - One specimen.
Description. - Small lumpy sponge, 25 x 13 mm across and about 15 mm high (attached to platy
Cribrospongia sp.), with several oscules located at the top of short tube s. The rest of the surface covered
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with irregular outgrowths. Walls of oscular tube s 0.4-0.5 mm thick and 1.0- 2.2 mm in di am eter. Dictyon al
skeleton regular with square meshes 0 .2 x 0 .2 mm.
Remarks. - Thi s very rar e sponge is so character istic that it ca nnot be mistaken for any othe r Jurassic
species. Contrary to SCHRAMMEN' S ( 1937) description , this spec ies has a regul ar dictyon al net inside the
wall; mo st probabl y he had see n onl y dermal and subdermal parts of the skeleton, whi ch are always
complica ted.
Occurrence. - Oxfordi an crumpled marl y limeston es (Alfa): Barenthal.
Genu s Linonema DE LAUBENFELS, 1955 (= Linosoma SCHRAMMEN, 1937 )

Remarks. - Thi s ge nus orig ina lly incl uded two species, L. calyx SCHRAMMEN and L. infundibuliformis SCHRAMMEN. Investi gation of the holotype ske leton of L. infundibuliformis revealed that it co nsis ts
of lyc hniscs which ca n be partly occl ude d (PI. 33: 9, 10); in effect this species mu st be exclude d fro m the
genus Linonema, and most prob abl y attri buted to Trochobolus ZITIEL.
Linonema calyx (SCHRAMMEN, 1937 )
(PI. 14: 2, 5, 6 ; PI. 33: 11; Fig. 20)
1937. Linosoma calyx n. sp.; SCHRAI\1M EN, pp . 55-56, pI. 6: 3; pl. 15: 2.

Material. - 40 specimens.
Description. - Narrow co nica l to tubular sponge (Fig . 20) reach ing 15 cm in lengt h and 7 cm in
width, having 1.5- 2.0 cm thick walls. Outer surface covered with irregu lar low outgrowths of the dictyon al
skeleton that are 2-4 mm long and 2 mm high. In furrows between these outgrowths , are 2-4 mm lon g
and 2 mm wide ova l to elonga ted ca na l ope nings. Su ch canal openings have also been observed, but never
co mmo nly, on the sides and tops of sma ll ske leta l outgrowths. Paragaster surface, as far as seen on po lished
sec tions, has the same character. Th e wa ll is pierced wi th curved canals that are oval in tran sver se sec tio n
and 2 mm wide, and that run fro m both surfaces but never entirely pierce the wa ll. Skeletal net relatively
regul ar usuall y with rectangul ar meshes measur ing 0.25 x 0.40 mm; square mes hes within the sa me size
range are also present. Dict yon al stra nds parallel to the gas tral surface thro ugh most of the wa ll, only near
the derm al surface they are incli ned toward it at a very narrow angles. Me shes of the dictyon al ske leto n
are only slightly thicke ned on the derm al surface.

3 cI11

Fig. 20
Shape variabi lity of Linonema calyx (SCHRAMMEN).

Remarks. - Th e speci me ns in SCHRAMMEN'S (193 7) co llection are sometimes mu ch larger. He also
thought that this sponge has a fold ed wall; in fac t only surficia l parts of the dictyon al skeleton di spl ay
irregul ar outgro wths, but inside the wa ll there are no traces of foldi ng.
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This species has been reported only by SCHRAMMEN (1937) and is common in the Swabian Alb, being
unknown in other areas of the UJSM development. Having in mind that it can be easily mistaken for
Trochobolus and Pachyrhachis, and when the outer surfaces are not well preserved also for Cypellia
rugosa, one may suspect that occurrences in areas other than Swabian Alb could be hiding under those
names, especially in more general papers.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa) : Plettenberg ; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa):
Barenthal ; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Barenthal, Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Hochwang.
Genus Nitidu s DE LAUB ENFELS, 1955 (= Epaphroditus SCHRAMM EN, 1937)

Remarks. - According to REID (I 963b ) Nitidus does not seem distinguishable from the living Psilocalyx IJlMA; having no material for comparison I was not able to decide about this problem.

Nitidus nitidus (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 38 : 8)
1937. Epaphroditus nitidu s sp. nov.;

SCHR AMM EN ,

p. 62, pI. 10: I.

Material. - Only SCHRAMMEN'S holotype in Ttibingen has been investigated.
Remarks. - Only the skeleton from the holotype of this poorly known species is here illustrated,
because it has never been shown before.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian (Alfa): Streitberg.
Genus Rhabdium SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Rhabdium angustatum SCHRAMMEN, 1937
1937. Rhabdium angustatum n. sp.;

SCHRAM M EN,

pp. 63-64, pI. 12: 7.

Material. - Five specimens.
Remarks. - M y material is very poorly preserved and alwa ys with calcified spicules. This small
sponge is 5-6 cm high and about 1.0 to 1.5 cm wide , with thin walls , 5 to 6 mm thick. Canal openings
round and irregularly distributed on the dermal surface, and measure about 1 mm in diameter. Skeletal
meshes are square inside the wall and measure from 0.25 to 0.40 mm ; near the surface they are irregularly
arranged because of adding new hexactines in different orientations. Dictyonal strands diverge toward
both surfaces. No cortex has been ob served. All these characters agree with the description of R. angustatum by SCHRAMMEN (1937 ).
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta): Hochwang.
Hexactinosa gen . et sp. n.
(PI. 37: 1-5)

Material. - Four specimens, two of which have partly pre ser ved original silic eou s choanosomal and
dermal skelton.
Description. - Narrow conical sponge up to several cm high and wall s up to 1 cm thick, with a
morphology resembling Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS). Outer surface with canal openings rounded and
mea suring 0.7 mm in size, and distributed without any order over the entire surface. Canalization ?diplorhysal. Choanosomal skeleton with well developed cortex, irregular in subdermal region, inside the wall
regular with meshes measuring 0.2 x 0.3 mm . Dictyonal strands diverge toward both surfaces. Dermal
layer composed of hexactines with very short distal rays with proximal rays longer than the rest and fused
with the dictyonal skeleton. Hexactines measure 0.7 mm acrosss and are arranged irregularly, often with
tangential rays fused by synapticulae.
Remarks. - This species externally very much re sembles the lychni sco san Cypellia rugosa, and
without studying spiculation cannot be differentiated from it. None of the Jurassic or younger genera of
hexactinosan sponges known to me, have a dermal layer con sisting of hexactines, although a similar
dermal layer is known in the Tria ssic Hexactinoderma PISERA and BODZIOCH, 1990 , but it is an undoubted
lyssacinosan sponge. My Jurassic material is, however, ver y limited, thus doe s not allow for detailed
description and establishment of a new taxon.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hochwang.
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Order Lychniscosa

SCHRAMMEN,

1903

Remarks. - A common problem in attributing some forms to Lychniscosa or Hexactinosa (see for
example the case of Xenoschrammenum) are frequent cases of parallel morphological evolution (or
homeomorphy) occurring in both groups . The only way to recognise the true position of a sponge is to
study the spiculation - without that study one suspects that numerous mistaken assignments have been
made and synonymization of some specimens known only morphologically is an extremely dangerous
practise. Additionally, occlusion of lychniscs in the subdermal region is a common case.
According to the most recent diagnosis of Lychniscosa by FINKS (1983) these are hexasterophoran sponges
with dictyonal strands in which central crossing of each hexactine bears struts that outline the edges of
octahedron. This means, and is often observed in practise in both Recent and fossil examples (see below),
that not all spicules in this group of sponges are lychniscs. Secondary spicules occurring in canals and
subdermal spaces, as well as dermal spicules, are usually genuine hexactines, and not lychniscs. It clearly
demonstrates also that dictyonal skeletons and secondary or dermal skeletons are not homologous.

Family Cypellidae

SCHRAMMEN,

1937

Emended diagnosis. - Lychniscosan sponges with well developed epi- and aporhyses variously
organized. Dictyonal skeleton irregular near surface with numerous synapticulae. Dermal skeleton composed of irregularly organized pentactines fused with dictyonal skeleton and with their tangential rays.
Genus Cypellia POMEL, 1872
1872. Cypellia POMEL.
1936. Paracypellia S CHRAMMEN.
1936. Phanerochidenna SCHRAMMEN .
1936. Cryptochidenna SCHR AMM EN.
1937. Sporadop yge SCHRAMMEN .
1937. Rhombedonium SCHRAMMEN.

Emended diagnosis. - Tubular, conical to plate-like lychniscosan sponges, usually with thick wall .
Dermal skeleton always fused into more or less irregular net, composed of coarse pentactines. Choanosomal skeleton irregular with numerous synapticular bridges, especially in subdermal region, but regular
inside the wall . Canals branched and interconnected. May be solitary or multiindividuaI.
Remarks. - Genus Sporadopyge shows all the features typical of the genus Cypellia, as here understood, so it is regarded as its synonym. On the other hand, the genus Rhombedonium was assigned by
SCHRAMMEN (1937) to the Hexactinosa incertae sedis. Reinvestigations of the holotype of R. cypelliaeforme (PI. 18: 3, PI. 43: 12) revealed that, in fact, it consists of lychniscs with octahedral nodes
occluded in the subdermal region . Other features agree with the diagnosis of the genus Cypellia. The
genus Paracypellia differs mostly in forming multi-tubed groups, but it does not seem to substantiate
a separate genus.
Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 16: 1; PI. 20: 7, 8; PI. 39: 1-6; Fig. 21)
1989. Cypellia rugosa (G OLDFUSS); TRAMM ER, pp . 77-78, pI. 15: 4-8 (cum syn.).
1992. Cypellia rugosa (G OLDFUSS); M EHL, pp . 133-135 .

Material. - 281 specimens.
Remarks. - Recently MEHL (1992) synonymized with Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS) (based clearly
only on appearances) several species which fall outside the variability range generally accepted for
lychniscosan sponges , of concern especially are such forms as Sporadopyge speciosa SCHRAMMEN and
Cypellia trabeculata (QUENSTEDT). On the other hand, Spongites bidolosus QUENSTEDT (1878 : pI. 130:
4), sometimes included here, displays schizorhysal canalization, a regular skeleton and an irregular surface
suggesting that it represents the genus Trochobolus.
Contrary to the MEHL'S (1992) opinion, concentric folds of the outer sponge surface are not characteristic feature of this species, but such folds are only an expression of ecological conditions, for both
smooth and folded surfaces are observed. Also the thickness of the wall in this species is much greater
than indicated by MEHL (who probably measured it on Sporadopyge speciosa, which I exclude from the
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Fig. 2 1
Sh ape v ariabili ty of Cypellia

rugosa (Q UENSTEDT).

synonymy of C. ru gosa ) and in adult indi viduals amounts to 13-18 mm . Canals piercing the wall from
both direction s are 1.5-2.0 mm in diameter and branching. Th ey open on the outer surface of the main
skeleton below the dermal skeleton, with irregul arl y round op enin gs. Dictyon al skeleton is regular inside
the wall and parallel to wall surfaces , but only clo se to the m diverge toward the outs ide. Subdermal
skeleton very irr egul ar, with num erous supporting elem ents and sy napticulae , very dense. Sk elet al net
covered den sely with low spines and tuber cles; meshes rectang ular 0.3 x 0.4 mm in size . Dermal skeleton
composed of large pentactines bearin g the sa me sculpture as dict yonal skeleton. Some spec imens ma y be
rather large and may reac h up to 20 cm high. This spec ies is known so far onl y fro m the Upper Jurassic,
but it clearly occ urs also in the Baj oci an of Spain (PISERA unpubli shed ).
Occurrence. - Oxfordia n marl s (Alfa) : Plett enberg, Loch en , Nu splingen ; Oxfordi an crumpled marl y
limestones (Alfa) : Barenth al ; Oxfordia n limestones (Be ta): Plett enb erg, Barenthal, Beuron, Loch en Nordwan d, Tieringen ; Kimmeridg ian marls (Ga mma) : Barenthal, Wilm and ingen ; Kimmer idgian crumpled
marl y limestones (De lta): Hettinge n; Kim meri dgia n limestones (De lta) : Blaub euren , Erke nbrechtsweiler,
Hochwang; Kimm eridgian marls (De lta ): Genkingen; Kimm eridgian limestones (Epsilon): Blaustein .

Cype llia inberb is (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 11: 6; PI. 13: 4 ; PI. 39: 7, 8)
1937. Cryptochiderma inberbis Q UENSTEDT ; SCHRAMM EN,
1989. Cypellia inberbis Q UENSTEDT; T RAMMER, p . 78.

pp .

14-1 5, pI. 4: 8.

Material. - Fo ur specimens entire ly calcified.
Remar ks. - M y specimens are identi cal with the QUENSTEDT holotype; SCHRAMMEN (1937) also
described larger and wid ely conical speci me ns, whi ch mo st prob abl y belong to other species. In my
material, specime ns are only up to 6 cm long and 2.0-2.5 cm wid e, with wall 5 mm thick. Meshes of the
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dictyonal skeleton measure 0.4 x 0.4-0.5 mm , while pentactines in the dermal skeleton form square mes he s
about 0.4 mm in size.
O ccurren ce. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marl s (Ga mma): Barenthal,

Cyp ellia cali ciformis OPPLIGER, 1907
(PI. 3: 8; PI. 5: 1)
1907. Cype llia calicifor mis sp. nov.; O PPLl GER, p. 10, pl, 4 : 2.
?l91 3. Cype llia aspera ZITIEL ; SI EMI RA DZ KI , p. 27 .
1937 . Sporadopyge spec iosa n. sp.; SCHR AMM EN, p. 16, pI. 6: 2.
1989. Sporadopyge speciosa SCHRAM M EN ; T RAM M ER, pp. 79-80, pI. 18: 7.
non 1991. Spora dopyge spec iosa SCHRAMMEN; SC HMALZR IED, p. 57, pI. 10: 8.

Material. - 42 spec imens, all calcified.
Remarks. - Th e sponge illu strated as Spo radopyge speciosa by SCHMALZRI ED (199 1) is an Upper
Cretaceous spon ge from Opole (as is ev idenced even by the lithology of attached rock). The locality is
also shown on the original label still present in the collection in Tubingen,
There is no difference whatever between S. speciosa and C. caliciformis as descr ibed and illu strated
by OPPLIGER (1907 ). SCHRAMMEN (1937 ), for some unknown rea son totally disregarded OPPLIGER' S
publications, but in effect his species must be regarded as a younge r synonym. In a later paper OPPLIGER
( 1926) synonymized this species with C. aspera ZITTEL. Thi s deci sion cannot be accepted for ZITTEL
(1877 ) only illu strated the dermal layer of (as then supposed) stauractines (which may belong to any other
spec ies as well), and no description or other detail s. SIEMIRADZKI (1913 ) described a sponge identical with
this discussed under the nam e C. aspera (but gave no illu stration ), but OPPLIGER 'S (1907 ) name C.
calicifo rmis ha s priority.
Thi s widel y conical to plat e-like species is up to 9 cm in diameter, and 6 cm high , but fragm ent s
ind icate tha t it may be also much larger, with walls 0.5-1.3 cm thick. Can als extend from the oppos ite
sides and commonly branch and interconnect. Canal openings on the lower (o uter) surface are oval,
mea suring 1 x 2 mm, or rounded and I mm in size; openings on the upp er side are altern atin g and of
similar size. Outer surface displays dermal layer co mpose d of large (up to 2 mm in size) pent actines
irregul arly organ ized . Dictyonal strands generally parall el to the surface; skeletal net irregular and complicated in the subdermal region s by addition of num erou s supporting eleme nts and synapticulae . Deeper
subdermal skeleton regular with meshes 0.40 x 0.25 mm .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled marly limestones (Alfa):
Barenthal ; Oxfordian limestones (Beta) : Barenth al, Plettenb erg; Kimm erid gian marls (Ga mma): Barenth al.

Cyp ellia prolifera (ZITTEL, 1877)
(PI. 6: 3; PI. 20: 4-6, 10; PI. 40: 1- 6; Fig. 22)
1937 . Paracypellia pro lifera ZITIEL ; SCHRAM M EN, pp. 13-14, pI. 1: 1, pI. 2: 7, pl. 10: 7.
1937. Paracypellia minor n. sp. ; SCHRAMM EN, p. 14, pl. 1: 2, pI. 4: 7.
1989. Paracypellia prolifera (Z ITIEL); TRAMM ER, p. 78, pI. 15: 1.

Material. - 71 spec imens, partl y with preser ved original siliceous spicules .
Diagnosis. - Tubular Cyp ellia with relatively thin walls and each with wide paraga ster ; often in
group s. Dermal skel eton of irregularly organized pent actines.
Description . - Tubular Iychni scosan spon ges (Fig . 22) reaching 10 cm in height and 3 cm in diameter ;
often occurring in groups. Wall relati vely thin , 5-6 mm thick, pierced by diplorhysal irregular canals about
1 mm in diameter. Osculum wide, simple . Dermal surface wit h dermal layer of irregularly organi zed
pentactines of various sizes to 2 mm in diameter. In some spec imens or eve n region s of the same speci men,
pent actines may be embedded in a siliceo us memb rane. Som e part s of the cho anosomal skeleton include
isolated pentactin es identical with tho se from the dermal layer, suggesting a previou s position of the
dermal surface . Subdermal dict yonal skeleton irreg ular and only slightly thickened with curved rays and
synapticular brid ges, insid e the wall quite regul ar with dictyonal strands runn ing towa rds both surfaces.
Dict yonal meshes rec tangular 0.4 x 0.2-0.4 mm wide. On the derm al side dictyonal skeleton bears strong
thick, spine-like outgrow ths surro unding canal openings (PI. 40: 5, 6) .
Remarks. - Th e occurrence of isolated pent actines, identi cal with derm al pent actines, within the
cho ano somal dictyon al skeleton is interesting and they may mark some former positions of the sponge
surface. It suggests also a possibility that these sponges were able to resorb earlie r deposit ed spicules
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Fig. 22
Shape variability of Cypellia prolifera ( Z ITIEL).

during their growth and thus to thick en the wall . Similar pent actines within dictyonal skeleton were also
observed in Cypellia rugosa .
Occurren ce. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Nusplin gen; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang; crumpled marl y limestones of the Kimmeridgian (Delta): Hettingen.
Cyp ellia trabeculata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 20: 9)
1982. Tremadictyon reticulatum ZITIEL; TR AM MER, p. 29 (partim), pI. 11: 5, pI. 12: 7.
1989. Cypellia trabeculata (Q UENSTEDT) ; TR AMM ER, p. 78 (cum syn.).

Material. - 13 calcified speci me ns.
Description. - Broadly co nical to conical sponge with thick walls (up to 1.8 cm thic k) which may
be 8-10 cm high and abo ut 6 cm wide at the osculum. Outer surface covered with ova l to irregular and
densely space d canal openings up to 2-3 mm in size. Skeletal band s se parating them narro w and not
exceeding 1 mm ; can als exte nd from opp osite sides of the wall, and branch. Choanosom al spiculation
regul ar with meshes 0.3 x 0.2 mm to 0.4 x 0.3 mm; dictyonal strands diverge slightly toward both surfaces .
Remarks. - Thi s species has been attributed to the genus Cypelli a on the basis of general shape,
canaliza tion type and charac ter of canal openings. No dermal spiculation has been observe d, which make s
this attribution tent ative. From C. rugosa it differs in having very densely spaced canal openings on the
outer surface and in a much more reg ular dictyon al skeleton.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) : Plettenb erg; crumpled marl y limestones of the Oxfordian
(Alfa) : Barenth al ; Oxford ian limestones (Beta) : Barenthal, Plettenb erg; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma):
Barenthal, Erke nbrec htswe iler.
Cypellia? sp. n.
(PI. 40: 7-1 0)

Ma terial. - 29 specimens, all except one poorly preserved, and entirely calc ifie d.
Rem arks. - In general shape this species is identical with C. rugo sa, but has less den sely distributed
canal openings on the dermal surface; the most important difference, however, is in the character of the
dictyonal skeleton, which in the new species is extremely com plicated by development of numerous
synapticules and prod uction of very irregular meshe s. Mo st of my materia l is very poorly preserved,
however, and entire ly calcified. Only one frag mentary specimen has the ske leto n preserved and it is highl y
irregular, with numerous syna pticu lae and seco ndary gen uine hexactin es attac hed to the lychn iscosan
skeleton . The most important are dermal spic ules developed as smoo th pentactin es 1 mm in size. Canalization cons ists of irregul ar tubes and cav ities which are interconnected . The species is very similar to
Rhopalicus parvulus, as described by SCHRAMMEN ( 1937), who insisted , however, that his spec ies has no
lychniscs; I was not able to verify that.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenb erg; crumpled marl y lim eston es of the Ox fordian
(Alfa): Barenthal.
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Genus Placotelia OPPLIGER, 1907

1907. Placotelia OPPLIGER.
19 15. Discophyma OPPLIG ER.

Remarks. - For discussion of identity of Placotelia and Dis cophyma see TRAMMER (1982). I place
this genus together with Cypellia POMEL, 1872 into one extinct family, the Cypellidae SCHRAMMEN, 1937 ,
based on their similarity in skeletal structure (irregular dictyonal skeleton with synapticulae, dense dermal
layer of pentactines) and canalization type .
Placotelia marcoui (ETALLON, 1860)
(PI. 5: 5; PI. 21: 8)
1860. Cribrocoelia marcou; E TALLON, p. 141.
1878. Retispongia disciformis; Q UENSTEDT, p. 49 , pI. 116: 12.
1907. Placotelia marcou E TALLON; O PPLIGER, p. 14, pl. 5: 3 (cum syn.).
1915. Placotelia Marcoui OPPLIGER; OPPLI GER, p. 41, pl. 5: 2.
1926. Discophyma marcoui OPPLI GER; O PPLIGER, p. 22.
1926. Discophyma cribratum sp. n.; O PPLIGER, p. 24, pI. 1: 7.
1982. Placotelia marcoui (FROMENTAL) ; T RAMMER, p. 34, pI. 16.

Material. - 22 fragmentary specimens with calcified spicules .
Descrip tion . - Plate-like sponge with wall s up to 1.2-1 .5 cm thick and reaching (as ma y be judged
from fragments) up to 50 cm in diameter. On the upper surface canal openings are rounded to oval and
mea sure up to 6 x 4 mm (average 2-3 x 4 mm ) acro ss. They are separated by skeletal band s 3-10 mm
wide . These openings are arranged in more or less concentric and radial pattern s. On the low er surface
canal openings are rounded to irre gularly oval in shape and distributed without any order ; the y measure
up to 2 mm in size but ma y be as small as 0.3 mm. On the lower sur face pentactines up to 1 mm in
diameter compose a dermal layer. Dictyonal skeleton irregular inside the wall, with strands more or less
parallel to both surfac es . There are common synaptic ular bridges, and meshes of the skeleton measure
from 0.4 x 0.3 mm up to 0.6 x 0.5 mm .
Remarks. - There is a great variability in shape, size and reg ularity of canal openings on the upper
(gas tral) surface, but they are always in con centric pattern s. P. cribratum (OPPLIGER) differs only in having
more irre gular and/or elon gated canal openings on some part s of the upper surface. In my coll ection there
is a complete spec trum of struc tures between typical P. marcoui and P. cribratum , and thu s they are
synonymized here.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) : Plettenberg, Nuspl ingen ; crump led marl y limestones of the
Oxfordian (Alfa) : Barenth al; Oxfordi an limestones (Beta): Barenth al, Plettenb erg; Kimm erid gian marl s
(Gamma) : Barenthal.
Placo telia laciniata (OPPLIG ER, 1926)
(PI. 5: 4)
1926. Discophyma laciniata
1987. Discophyma laciniata

p. 23, pl. I: 6.
fig. 28 .

OPPLlGER; OPPLl GER,
OPPLlGER; ZI EGLER,

Material. - Two fragmentary specimens.
Diagnosis. - Large, plate-like Placote lia with elevated ledge surrounding the sponge periphery and
with radia lly oriented low and irreg ular, convex skeletal ridges on the rest of the upper (inner) surface.
Description. - This plate-like sponge can be up to 30 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm thick ; around the edge
of the upper (inner) surface occurs a wide (18 mm) ledge; the rest of this surface is covered with low skele tal
ridges (3-4 mm wide) in radial orientation, separated by deep furrows 2.0-2.5 mm wide. At the bottom of
the furrows large (up to 2-4 mm long and strongly varying in size) oval canal openings (?cavaedia) occur.
Lower (outer) surface covered with a dermal skeleton composed of stout, irregularly organized pentactines
1-2 mm in diameter. Dictyonal skeleton composed of large and irregular meshes up to 0.2-0.5 mm large.
Remarks. - OPPLIGER (1926) included the species Stauroderma dis ciformis OPPLIGER, 1897 , as a
syno nym. However, in the earlier paper no illu stration of the sponge wa s given, only a poor drawing of
the skeleton, and the description presented there does not fit the morphology of later described Discophyma
laciniata. For this reason I am not including S. disciformis here as a synonym.
Oc curren ce. - Oxfordian limes tones (Beta) and Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal .
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Placotelia? sp. n.
(Fig. 23)

Material. - Three frag ments with calcified but well preserved spicules .
Diagno sis. - Thin-walled, plate -like lychniscosan with pecu liar dermal pentactines having tangential
ray s enlarged into vertical massive plate s (Fig. 23).
Description. - Plate-like spo nge with thin (0.5 cm thick ) wall, reac hing sizes over 20 cm. No canal
openings visible on either surface; most probabl y canalization was realize d through large skeleta l meshes
which are 0.2 x 0.4 mm to 0.4 x 0.7 mm in size. Dictyonal skeleton poorly regu lar with numerous
triangular meshes and curved rays of lychniscs; dictyonal strands more or less parallel to both surfaces.
Outer? surface covered with large (up to I mm in diameter), massive, peculiar pentactines with tange ntial
ray s enlarge d vertically into thick plates.

Fig. 23
Placotelia? sp. n.; ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ56, Barenthal, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); a x 3; b x 10.

Remarks. - The attri bution of this species to Placotelia is only tentati ve for it shows no charac teristi c
large canal openings or cavaedia on the gastral surface, which are typica l of this genus, but the general
shape and thick layer of pentact ines does suggest a relationship with this genus. The most peculi ar fea ture,
i.e. massive derm al pentactines of thi s shape, are neither know n in other species of Placotelia nor in any
other fossi l hexactinellid sponge, so perhaps it may be a new genus, but limit ed material precludes mor e
precise determination . Thi s species is close in morph ology to Discophyma levigatum OPPLIGER, but differs
from it in having the peculiar dermal pentact ines and no knots on the lower side .
Occurrence . - Oxford ian limestones (Beta): Barenthal.
Placotelia dolata OPPLIGER, 1907
(PI. 21: 9)
1907. Placotelia dolata E TA L L sp.; OPPLlGER, p. 14, pl . 5: 3.
1926. Discophyma dolata O PPLlGER; O PPLlGER, p. 22.

Material. - One fragmentary specimen.
Description. - Th in walled (about 6 mm thick ) plate-like sponge, whic h may reach 15 cm in diameter.
Its upper surface covered with numerous rounded (1.5 to 2.0 mm in size) canal openings which are
irreg ularly distributed over the entire surface. These openings are separate d by skeleta l band s of the same
width. Dictyonal strands are more or less parallel to both surfaces, with dictyonal ske leton irregular in
the wall interior, with numerous synaptic ulae.
Remarks. - Contrary to TRAMMER'S(1982) opinion, P. dolata see ms to be a separate species. It differs
from P. marco ui in having sma ller canal openings, which are also rounded , not elonga ted, and in their
completely irregular distribution ove r the surface .
Occurrence. - Oxford ian limestones (Be ta): Lochen Nordwand .
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Lyc hniscosa sp. n.
(PI. 19: 12- 14)

Material. - Fi ve calcified speci me ns.
Description . - Small (up to 5 cm ta ll), narro w to wide ly conica l (up to 4 cm in di am eter) sponge
with deep paragas ter and 4-5 mm th ick wa ll. Canal openings on the outer sur face , (which are 0.6 to
1.0 mm in di am eter) irregularly oval to rounde d and very den sel y and eve nly distributed , separated by
very narr ow ske letal bands about 0.2 mm wide . Dict yonal skeleton very irr egul ar with numerous synapticul ae.

Remarks. - Thi s is definitely a new species , but material is too limited and po orl y preser ved for
mor e precise description and attribution . It rese mbles Cypellia sp. n., but it is smaller and differently
shaped, as well as havin g much mor e den sel y ora gnized canal o pening s, resulting in a more loose dictyon al
ske leton and thinner wall. In both cases there are numerous sy naptic ulae enfo rc ing the dict yon al ske leton
and making it very irregular.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barentha l.

Family Sporadoscinidae

SCH RAMMEN,

1912

Genu s Sp oradopyl e ZITTEL, 1877
Sporadopy le obliqua (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 19: 1-6, 8-10; PI. 42: 1- 3)
1937. Spo radopy le
1937. Sporadop yle
1962. Spo radopy le
1982. Spo radopy le
1987. Sporadopyl e

obliqua (GOLDFUSS) ; S CHRAMMEN, pp . 17-1 8, pI. 2: 6, pI. 11: I.
consorbina n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 18.
obliqua (GOLDFUSS) ; L AGNEAU- H ERENGER, p. 9 1, pI. I : 9, fig. 13: 3.
obliqua (GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, pp . 32-3 3, pI. 14.
obliqua (GOLDF USS) ; M EYER er al., p. 67. pI. 3: 2- 5.

Material. - 3 1 spec imens , so me wit h we ll preserved silice ous spicules .
Description. - Sm all , only few cm tall , co nica l to elonga ted coni ca l spo nge with canal openings that
measure fro m 1.0 x 0.6 mm to 1.6 x 1.0 mm and are organized in mor e or less reg ular vertica l columns,
in an alternating patt ern s. Canals straight. Dictyon al skele ton near derm al surface co mplicated, in side the
wall very reg ular with mostl y square meshes measur ing from 0.12 x 0.20 mm to 0.2 x 0.2 mm , covere d
with sho rt spiny rugositi es. Dict yon al stra nds diverge toward both surfaces. In ma ny places inside the
lychniscosan -type ske leton one ca n find attac hed ge nuine hexact ines with the sa me sculpture as lychniscs.
Remarks. - Th e only difference, ac cor ding to SCHRAMMEN ( 1937), between S. obliqua and his new
speci es S. conso rbina is the size and number of "os tia" (= ca nal opening s) on the dermal surface; I have
fo und co ntinuity of thi s character, as well as spiculation, in my material that poin ts to co ns pecifity of
these form s. T he studied mater ial co ntai ns also some speci me ns which are slig htly larger than SCHRAMMEN' S specime ns and measur e up to 4 cm in heigh t. O ne must treat with some ca utio n such determin ati on
of this genus which are not based on investigations of spiculation; the re are morp ho log ica lly identical
spo nges having clear ly hexactinosan nature of dictyon al ske leto n (PI. 11: 2) .
Occurrence. - Ox for dian marl s (A lfa) : Plettenberg, Lochen ; Oxford ian limestone s (Be ta) : Barenthal;
Kimmeridgian ma rls (Ga mma) : Barenthal, Erkenbrec htsw eiler; Kimmeridgian marl s (De lta): Hochwang,
Hett ingen ; lim estones of the Kimmeridgian (Delta): Erk enbrec htswei ler.

Sporadopyle pu si/l a SCHRAMM EN, 1937
(P I. 19: 7; PI. 42: 4, 5 )
1937. Sporadopyle pusilla n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 18, pI. 12: 4 .

Material. - 58 spec imens , so me with si lice ous spic ules .
Description. - Conical to elonga ted co nical sponge, up to 8 cm tall and 2.5 cm wi de at the osc ulum,
with a wall 3-5 mm thi ck.
Canal openings o n the dermal surface rounded and irregul arl y and densel y distributed over the wh ole
surface, measuring up to 1.6 x 0.8 mm across . Dictyonal ske leton co mpl icated near the dermal surface
and slig htly thickened, but regular in the int eri or that mostl y quadrate meshes whic h me asure from 0.16
x 0.16 mm to 0.24 x 0.24 mm , smooth.
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Remarks. - This species differs from S. obliqua (G OLDFUSS) in being larger, having nearly round and
irregularly distributed canal openings and smooth dict yonal skeleton, which has generally larger meshes.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg: Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal ; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Barenthal, Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler, Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Ho chwang, Barenthal ; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta):
Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Sporadopyle sp. n.
(PI. 19: 11)

Material. - One specimen with partly preserved siliceous skeleto n.
Description. - It is a tubular sponge about 10 cm tall and 3 cm in diameter, with wall 5 mm thick
around a wide paragaster. Outer surface displays canal openings which alternate and form poorly de fined
vertical rows; the y are rounded , about 2 mm in diameter, or oval and 2.8 x 2.0 mm in size and se pa rated
by skeletal band s 1.2 mm wid e. Th ese openings are slig htly sunken, resulting in a rough appearance of
the sponge surface . Dict yon al ske leton with regular meshes 0.25 x 0.20 mm in size, and with poorly
de veloped co rtex.
Remarks. - This sponge resembles Sporadopyl e pusilla SCHRAMMEN in org ani zation of canal openings (w hich are, ho wev er, mu ch larger ) and in general shape, but bein g mu ch larger and having a relativel y
thick wa ll. Also dictyon al ske lton is less regular. All thi s suggests tha t it is a new species, but limited
materi al pr ecludes a forma l erection of a new taxon.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (De lta) : Hoch wang.

Family Ventriculitidae

SMITH ,

1848, emended

ZIH EL ,

1877

Genu s Pacltytei cliisma ZITTEL, 1877

Emended diagnosis. - Co nical to double-con ic al, or plate-like Iychniscosan spo nges with thick wall s
that are covered on both sides with radi all y oriented skeletal ridges. Can al op enings large, located in
furrow s between ridges; cana ls ex tend radi all y from both sides but end blindly und er the op po sit e surface;
dict yonal skeleto n very regular with sq uare mes hes .
Remar ks. - Co ntrary to ZITTEL' S (1877) opinion , as well as to the more recent o ne ex pressed by
M EHL (1992) Pacliyteichi sma dis plays no fold ed wa ll, and thi s is the main reason for eme ndation of the
dia gnosis.
Pachyteichisma lamellosa (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 3: 5; PI. 14: 3; PI. 16: 3-5; PI. 43: 10, 11; Fig. 24)
non 1833. Cnemidi um lam ellosum; G OLD FUSS, p. 15 . pI. 6: I.
1833. Scyp hia empleura M UNSTER; G OLD FUSS, p. 87, pI. 32: I.
1878. Lancispongia lam ell osa tumu losa ; Q UENSTEDT, p. 92, pl. 119: I .
1878. Lan cispong ia acuminata; Q UENSTEDT, p. 97, pI. 11 9: 7.
1910 . Pach vteichisma lamellosum GOLDFUSS; K OLIl. pp. 198- 199.
1937. Pachyteich isma lamellosa G OLDFUSS; S CHRAMMEN, pp . 3--4.
1937. Pachyteichisma lam ellosa var. turbinatu; S CHRAMME N, pp. 4-5 .
1972 . Pach yteichismu lamellosum (GOLDFUSS); M ULLER, pp. 3-9, pis 1-3.
1989. Pac hyteichisma lamellosa (GO LDFUSS); TRAMMER, p. 80, pI. 16: I.
1992. Pachyteichisma lamellosa (GO LDFUSS); M EHL, p. 122.

Material. - 19 spec imens, so me with silice ous spicules preserv ed .
Emended diagnosis. - Low to high co nic al Pachyteichisma with thick wall s and wide and deep
paraga ster (Fig. 24) , and thick irreg ular, radi ally oriented ske letal ridg es on both sides. Canalization
dipl orhysal.

Remarks. - KOLB (1910 ), and following him also SCHRAMMEN (1937), erroneou sly sy nony mized the
species Cnemidium lam ellosum GOLDFUSS, 1826 (see GOLDFUSS 1826: pl. 6: I, the specimen reillustrated
here on the PI. 16: 2) with Lan cispon gia lam ell osa Q UENSTEDT (see Q UENSTEDT 1878: pI. 119: I ,
reillustrated here on the PI. 16: 5) . This mi stake ha s been repeated by all subseque nt authors including
M ULLER (1972 ); who not ed , how ever, that thi s spec imen, which is ver y flat, is at the mar gi n of variability
of P lam ello sa. M ULLER'S conclusion cause d furthe r mistakes, such as the suggestion of M EHL (1992)
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Fig. 24
Shape variability of Pachyteichisma lamellosa (QUENSTEDT).

that there is no difference between such species as P. lamellosa (GOLDFUSS) , P. lopas (Q UENSTEDT), P.
microstoma (QUENSTEDT) and P. gresslyi (ETALLON). M EHL'S (1992) opinion was based on an extremely
simplified assumption (see M EHL 1992: fig. 31) that simple morphological measurements are sufficient
for species differentiation in sponges, but that assumption is difficult to sustain. On the other hand,
SCHRAMMEN (1937) indicated as a typical specimen, not the GOLDFUSS' (1826) specimen, but that of
QUENSTEDT (1878: pI. 119: 1), and in effect all the latter synonymization have been done in comparisons
with "Lan cispongia lamellosa tumulo sa" Q UENSTEDT rather than Cnemidium lamellosum GOLDFUS S.
I follow the practise of excluding the GOLDFUS S' specimen, which is synonyrnized with the species
Pachyt eichisma microstoma (QUENSTEDT) (see also remarks under P. microstoma) . There is a great
variability in the shape of thi s species (Fig. 24) expressed mostly in widths of paragasters (which may be
narrow in young individuals) and wall thicknesses (which is smaller in large specim ens); but also in the
expression of radial skeletal ridges. A very detailed description of this species was given by M ULLER
(1972), but no formal diagnosis was provided to differentiate it from other species. M EHL (1992), on the
other hand, defined it as having a radially folded wall , which is erroneous - these are the reasons for
emending the diagnosis.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Lochen Nordwand; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma):
Barenthal, Hochwang, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hettingen, Hochwang, Genkingen.

Pachytei chisma lopas (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 5: 3; PI. 15: 5; Fig . 25)
1878. Lancispongia lopas; Q UENSTEDT, p . 95, pI. 119: 3,4.
1910. Pachyteichisma lopa s Q UENSTEDT; K OLB, p . 199.
1937. Pachytei chisma lopas Q UENSTEDT; S CHRAMMEN, p. 5.
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Fig. 25
Shape variability of Pachyteichisma lopas ( Q UENSTEDT).

Material. - Six specimens with calcified, but well preserved spiculation.
Emended diagnosis. - Very large, widely conical or discoidal (when young) to plate-like (when adult)
Pachyteichisma with narrow and very regular radially oriented skeletal ridges, which may branch, on both
sides.
Description. - These are large, up to 30 cm in diameter, spo nges having a plate-like shape when adult
but being very low discoidal when young and small (Fig. 25) . Wall very thick up to 3 cm, and cove red
with rounded (when well preserved) radially oriented, ske letal ridges which are 3-4 mm wide, and may
bifurca te. Canals openings meas ure 2 x 3 mm acro ss (somet ime up to 5 mm) are located in slightly more
narrow furrows .
Remarks. - Small individuals of this species, which are also discoidal, slightly resemble P. microstoma , but they always have a wide paragaster and more regular skeletal ridges.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian cru mpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal; Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma) :
Barenth al; Kimm erid gian marl s (Delta): Hettingen, Genkingen .

Pachyteichisma microstoma (Q UENSTEDT, 187 8)
(PI. IS: 2-4; PI. 16: 2; Fig . 26)
1833. Cnemidium lamello sum ; G OLDFUSS, p. IS, pI. 6: 1.
1878. Lancispongia microstoma; Q UENSTEDT, p. 98, pI. 119: 8.
Holotype: The speci men in Q UENSTEDT (1878: pI. 119: 8).

Diagnosis. - Small discoidal Pachyteichisma with widely conica l lower part and convex upper one ,
with very narro w osculum.
Material. - Twel ve specimens, with calci fied but very well preserved spiculation.
Description. - Relatively small discoidal spo nges, up to 7 cm in diam eter and 4 .5 cm high , with
low-conical lower part and very low conical or convex upper part (Fig. 26). Osculum very narrow, about
I cm in diameter, walls up to 3 cm wide . Surface of the sponge cove red with irreg ular and broken, radially
oriented, narrow skeletal ridges , 2-4 mm wide, that commonly bifurcate on the upper part. Simil ar, but

Fig. 26
Shape variabil ity of Pachyteichisma microstoma (Q UENSTEDT).
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slightly narrower ridg es occur on the para gaster surface. Narrow cana ls openings occur in slightly
narrower furrows between ridges, and are 3 mm long and 2 mm wide. Skel eton very regul ar with square
meshes 0.2-0.3 x 0.3 mm , which become irregular near the surface where the cortex is formed. Dictyonal
strands diverge toward the outer surface .
Remarks. - Th ere was never a form al diagno sis give n by QUENSTEDT (1878) or MULLER (1972), who
only menti oned this species more recently. P mi crostoma differs fro m P gresslyi (ETALLON) in having
a very low upper part of the sponge, and more regular and narrower ridges, especially on the upper part
of the sponge .
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian marl s (Ga mma): Barenth al; Kimm erid gian marls (Delta) : Hettingen .
Pachyt eichism a gress lyi (ETALLON, 1858)
(PI. IS : l)
1858.
1860.
1907 .
1915.
1926.
1972 .
1972 .
1983.

Cepha /ocoe lia gresslyi; ETALLON, p. 536.
Cepha /ocoe lia gressi yi; ETALLON, p. 145, pI. I: 1I.
Pachyteichisma gresslyi ETALLON; O PPLl GER, p. 9, pI. 4: I.
Pachyteichisma gresslyi E TALLON; OPPLl GER, p. 49, pI. 8: 4.
Pachyteichisma cf. gress ly (ETAL LON) ; OPPLl GER, p. 31.
Pachyteichisma gress lyi; M ULLER, pI. 9: I.
Pachyteichisma gresslyi (ETAL LON); G AILLARD , p. 126, pI. 2: 11-1 4.
Pachyteichisma gresslyi (E TA L LON ) ; GAIl.LARD, p. 188, pI. 9: I, 2.

Material. - Two specimens in my collec tion and seve ral specimens fro m the coll ection of SMNS .
Diagnosis. - Small, dou ble-conical sponge with very narrow osc ulum and very wide, irreg ular,
radially organize d ske letal ridges on both sides. Skeleton as in P microstoma (QUENSTEDT).
Remarks. - Thi s species is very close to P microstoma and more material may prove that they are
conspecific. Th e main difference is in morphological charac ters such as osc ulum size , width and regularit y
of ridges on the surface , and a more narrow shape.
Occurrence. - Oxford ian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Genkin gen .
Genus Desmoderm a SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Desmod erma eves tigata SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 38: 9)
1937. Desmoderma evestigata n. sp.;

SCHRAMM EN,

p. 19, pI. 16: 3,4.

Material. - Two poorly preserved spec imens in author's collection and SCHRAMMEN'S original (Tubingen).

Diagnosis. - Thin walled platy lychn iscosan sponge with both surfaces bearing longitudinal skeletal
ridges separated by furrows; ca nal openings in furrows, rounded on one side and ova l on the oppos ite,
canalization diplorh ysal.
Description. - The inves tigate d material is all frag mentary, represe nted by plates several centimeters
large, which may have come from platy or widely conica l spo nges. The wall is thin, only 2-3 mm thick;
both surfaces show longitudinal, low ske leta l ridges abo ut 1.8- 2.0 mm wide , separa ted by furrows abo ut
0.6- 0.8 mm wide . Canal openi ngs are situated in these furrows and are circular on one side and to ova l
on the other, in a cra ticularid pattern. Dictyonal ske leton with a cortex res ulting fro m thickenings of rays
and narrowin g of meshes. Skeleton is very reg ular inside the wall, compose d of smooth lychniscs fused
into a very regular net with mostly square meshes (PI. 38: 9) abou t 0.2 x 0.2 mm (up to 0.24 x 0.30 mm) ,
with dictyonal stra nds nearl y para llel to the surface and followi ng the ridges on the surface.
Remarks. - Contrary to SCHRAMM EN'S ( 1937) opinion the sponge has no radially folded wall, but a
sculpture of longitudinal rid ges. This, and the fac t that SCHRAMMEN (1837) did not present a for mal
diagn osis, is the rea son for presentin g the diagnosis here. There are no other lychni scosan species in the
Jurassic resembling Desm oderma eves tiga ta; those which have some morphological similarities belong
to Hexactinosa.
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian marls (Delta) : Hochwang, Barenth al.
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Family Diapleuridae IJIMA, 1927
Genus Trochobolus ZITIEL, 1877
1877. Trochobolus ZITIEL.
1937. Pachyrha chis SCHRAMMEN.

Remarks. - Both Trochobolus and Pachyrhachis have been described as having labyrinthically folded
wall s. The only difference between them, according to SCHRAMMEN (1937), is size (but even in his
collection one can find large Trochobolu s specimens which are well within the size range of Pachyrhachis)
and character and size of folds on the outer surface. These are only morphological characters, not underlain
by any skeletal differences. In effect, both genera are here synonyrnized, under Trochobolus ZITTEL, 1877,
which has priority over Pachyrhachis. On the other hand, one cannot agree that thi s genus has a folded
wall - it simply has schizorhysal canalization and large irregular outgrowths of the dictyonal skeleton on
the dermal surface. Contrary to the SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) diagnosis of Trochobolu s, which states that it
has smooth lychniscs , different species of Trochobolus (from hi s original collection) have smooth or
rugose lychniscs.
The genus Trochobolus is very clo se to the Recent genus Diapl eura IJIMA, 1927, both in general
structure (compare M EHL 1992), and in some peculiarities of spiculation (see remarks to T. texatus below),
and Trochobolus SCHRAMM EN, 1937 may in fact be a younger synonym of Diapleura IJIMA, 1927.

Trochobolu s texatus (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 17: 1, 2, 4-6; PI. 41: 4-6; PI. 42: 6; Fig. 27)
1962. Trochobolu s texatu s (GOLDFUSS); LAGNEAU-HERENGER, p. 89, fig. 13: 9.
1989. Trochobolus texatus (GOLDFUSS); TRAMMER, p. 81, pi. 15: 3, pi. 17: 3 (cum syn.).
1992. Trochobolus texatus GOLDFUSS; MEHL, p. 131.

Material. -

18 specimens, some with original skeleton pre served.

3cm
Fig. 27

Shape variability of Trochob olus texatus (GOLDFUSS).

Remarks. - Meshes of dictyonal skeleton are very regular, usually square and measure 0.2 mm up
to 0.3 mm in siz e, being sma ller near the surface. Canal openings on the dermal sur face are elongate to
oval, large and measure 1.6 to 2.0 mm in length. Dictyon al strands strongly bent toward the dermal surface
from mid-wall , and nearly parallel to the gastral sur face in 1/3 of the wall. Transverse ray s occur at the
same level producing a very regular appeara nce of the skeleto n. Canalization schizo rhys aI. Portions of
the skeleton near the can al surfaces are composed of genuine hexactines, not lychniscs. In some specimens,
insid e the choanosomal ske leton and without disrupting its course, occur small (2- 3 mm in diameter)
spheric al skeletal bodies composed of irregularly fused hexactines with me sh es much smaller than those
in the main skeleton. Th ey re semble skeleto ns of young buds, illu strated by IJIMA (1901) in Rhabdocalyptus SCHULZE and by M EHL (1992) in Staurocalyptus SCHULZE (see also above) . Similar single true
hexactines and spherical ske letal bodies composed of fused hexactines are known to occur in the Recent
lychnisco san sponge Diapl eura maasi IJIMA. Both species are nearly identical in structure and morphology,
and onl y the time spa n sepa rating them precludes me from including them in one genus. There is no doubt,
however, that both genera are clo sely related . Dictyonal skeleton of SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) specimens (PI.
42: 6) clearly show spine- like rugosities on the lychniscs, but the y are not visible on my material (PI. 41:
4), whi ch is, however, strong ly etched.
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Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa) : Barenthal; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal, Hochwang,
Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta) : Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta ):
Genkingen, Hochwang.
Trochobo lus suevicus S CHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 17: 3,7-9; PI. 38: 6,7; PI. 42: 7, 8)
1937. Trochobolu s suevicus n. sp.; SCHRAMM EN, p. 10, pI. 24: 3.

Mater ial. - Four specimens, all with siliceous skeletons preserved.
Rema r ks. - My specimens are up to 7 cm tall and 5.5 cm wide at the osculum. This species differs
from T. texatus (GOLDFUSS) in having a completely irregular jagged surface (particular outgrowths and
ridges are up to 3 mm long and 2-3 mm high) and in skeletal feature s. Meshes of the choanosomal skeleton
are larger than in T. texatus (GOLDFUSS) and measure from 0.35 x 0.40 mm to 0.45 x 0.45 mm. On the
dermal surface a cortex is formed by thickening of rays and addition of new spicules . Canal openings
located in irregular furrow s between skeletal outgrowths are elongate-oval and measure 0.6 to 2.0 mm
long.
Occurren ce. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma ): Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta):
Hochwang.
Trochobolus cylindratus OPPLIGER, 1915
(PI. 18: 1,4,6; Fig. 28)
1915. Trochobolus cylindratus sp. nov; OPPLlGER, pp. 52-53, pI. 8: 5.
1937. Pachyrhachis cylindrata n. sp.; SCHRAMM EN, pp. 6-7.

Material. - 24 variously preserved specimens.
Remarks. - Canal openings on the dermal surface are from 1.6 to 3.0 mm long and about 2 mm wide,
and are situated in furrows between irregular ridges and tooth like spines, up to 5 mm wide and 10 mm
long. Canalization schizorh ysal, 2-3 mm wide. Dictyonal skeleton inside the wall very regular with square
meshes 0.3 x 0.3 mm. Dictyonal strands diverge toward the dermal surface . Dictyonal skeleton has
developed dermal cortex produced by thickening of rays and addition of new spicules.
This species differs from other species of Trochobolus in its shape (Fig. 28) and large size (up to 11
cm in my collection and up to 15 cm in S CHRAMMEN' S collection), in development of larger skeletal
outgro wths (and their shape) on the dermal surface, as well as size of the skeletal meshes and detail s of
canali zation .

3 cm
Fig. 28
Shape variabilit y of Trochobolus cylindratus OPPLIGER.
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Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal; Oxfordian limestones (Beta) :
Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta):
Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmerdgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler.

Trochobolus dentatus KOLB , 1910
(PI. 39: 9; Fig. 29)
1962. Trochobolus dentatu s K OLB;
1989. Trochobolus dentatu s K OLB;

p. 89 , fig . 13: 8.
p. 81 (cum syn.).

L AGNEA U-HERENGER,
TR AMMER,

Material. - Two specimens.

Fig. 29
Trochobolus dentatus K OLB, 1910 . a ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ501, Barenth al, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamm a) x 1.5;
b ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ502, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) x 1.5.

Remarks. - The main difference between this species and T. texatus (GOLDFUSS) is the shape of
skeletal ridges and outgrowths; in T. dentatus they are tooth-like and separate from each other, while in
T. texatu s often joined and forming connected network; dictyonal skeleton has meshes of the same size
but is less regular (PI. 39: 9) in T. dentatus. In my opinion, these differences are enough to consider them
as separate species, contrary to MEHL'S (1992) opinion. Relationship between this species and T. tuberculatus LAGNEAU-HERENGER, from the Lower Cretaceous need to be clarified for the main difference is
in the more conical shape and thicker wall of the latter.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta): Hochwang.

Trochobolus labyrinthicus (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 13: 3,7; PI. 41: 1-3 )
1937. Pachyrhachis labyrinthica n. sp.; SCHRAM M EN, p. 7, pI. 25: 3.

Material. - 21 specimens with well preserved spiculation.
Remarks. - The main difference between this species and other species of Trochobolus is the doubleconical shape of the sponge and the very narrow para gaster. Also skeletal meshes are slightly smaller than
in other species and measure 0.2 x 0.2-0.3 mm. My specimens are smaller than SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) and
reach only 7 cm tall.
In one of the investigated specimens, a large smooth pentactine, typical of a derm al layer, has been
found incorporated into the middl e of choanosomal skeleton; a similar observation was made in the case
of Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS), but there the dermal pentactines are usually fused and well preserved in
most specimens. This suggests that T. labyrinthicus had, in fact , a dermal layer of loose pentactines, which
are simply not preserved in known material.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Beta) : Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) :
Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hettingen, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang,
Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Genkingen, Hochwang.
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Trochobolus cupulus (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 18: 5, 8; Fig . 30)
1937 . Pachyrhachis cupu la n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, p. 6, pI. 10: 10.

Mater ial. - Se ven spec imens with well pre served skeletons.
R em arks. - The main difference betwe en this species and T. cylindratus OPPLIGER is the cylindrical
shape with a narrow para gaster in the latter, and a widely conical shape with a relatively wide paragaster
and thicker wall in the former (Fig. 30). Mesh size s of cho anosmal skeleton are similar, i.e. 0.2-0.3 x 0.3
mm , but skeleton is less regular, and rectangular and trapezoidal meshes are common in the species here.
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Fig. 30
Shape variability of Trochobolus cup ulus (SCHRAMMEN).

Occurrence. - Oxfordian lime stones (Beta): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Baren thal;
Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang, Genkin gen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler.

Family Neoaulocystidae

Z HURALVLEVA,

1962

Genu s Phlyctaenium ZITTEL, 1877
Phlyctaenium coniforme (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 18: 2, 7)
1826. Scyphia verrucosa nob is; GOLDFUSS, p. 7, pI. 2: 11.
1937. Phlyctaenium coniforme Q UENSTEDT; SCHRAMMEN, p. 8 (cum syn.).

Mater ial. - Two specimens
R em arks. - The studied mat erial is calcified but very well pre served, and clearly shows the pre sence
of low tubular outgrowth s with large (up to 2 mm ) can al openings at the end. Meshe s of the not very
regu lar dict yonal skeleton are square to rectangular and mea sure 0.3 x 0.3-0.4 mm .
Occu r r en ce. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamm a) : Barenthal,
Genu s Camerospongia D' ORBIGNY, 1847
Camerospongia? sp. n.
(PI. 32: 3)
Mate r ia l. - Three specimens.
Description . - Small, up to 44 mm in diameter and 23 mm tall, hemispherical to flattened hemis pherical sponges with smooth upper surface (sugges ting that it was covered with a siliceous membrane)
and a very irregular lower one (attachment surface). Single osculum 15 mm wide and situated at the top .
Skeleton co mposed of lychnisc s with regular meshes 0.24 x 0.30 mm to 0.3 x 0.4 mm in size.
Remarks. - In general shape the species resembles Multi/oqua fun giformis (GOLDFUSS), but that
species has hexactines not lychniscs. Morp hologically, this sponge also resembles Cretaceous genus
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Camerospongia , in which, however, the wall is composed of intermingled skeletal tubes. Because preservation of our material does not allow recognition of such details, attribution is only tentative. There
are no doubts, however, that our specimens are different from any Jurassic sponges described so far.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamm a) : Barenthal,
Genus Cavispongia QUENSTEDT, 1878

Remarks. - KOLB (1910) included here two species C. cylindrata and C. porata, which differ mostly
in gro ss morphology and size, and number of tube s composing the sponge. Mo st probably they are
con specific, but my material is too limited (and the mu seum specimens could not be cut ) for solution of
this problem.
Cavispon gia cylindrata QUENSTEDT, 1878
(PI. 12: 1,2; PI. 14: 1)
1878. Ca vispongia cylindrata; Q UENSTEDT, p. 158, pI. 122: 19-21.
1910 . Cavispongia cylindrata Q UENSTEDT; KOLB, p. 196.

Material. - Two specimens in author 's collection (several other were examined in SMNS colection).
Diagnosis. - Massive, irregularly conicallychniscosan sponge without paragaster, composed of tightly and vertically packed thin -walled (wall 2 mm thick) tube s with oscules at the top ; secondary oscula on
lateral surfaces .
Description. - Thi s sponge is usually conical and composed of numerous tightly packed (vertically
oriented), thin-walled tube s that have oscular openings on the flat or slightly concave upper surface. My
specimens are rather small and measure onl y 26 mm tall and 28 mm wide , but thi s sponge ma y be two
to three time s larger. Numerous oscula (up to 15) are 2-4 mm wide . Lateral surface of the sponge is
covered with numerous irregular outgrowths (up to 5 mm across and 3 mm high), which are separated by
meand ering deep and narro w (2 mm wide ) furrows. Secondary oscula, about 3 mm wide are pre sent atop
some furrow s.
Skeleton very regular, no cortex was pre sent in my specimens. In one place a large and stout ?pentactine
has been found attached to the dictyonal skeleton, which ma y be part of dermal skele ton. Me she s of the
dict yonal skeleton square and 0.2 x 0 .2 mm large .
Remarks. - Specimens in the museum collections, i.e. QUENSTEDT'S originals and MULLER' S collection in SMNS , have not been etched, so no details of spiculation were observed; but organization of this
sponge is so unique among the Upper Jurassic sponges that their attribution cau ses no doubts.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma) : Wilmandingen; crumpled marly lime stones of the
Kimmeridgian (Delta): Hettingen.
Genus Centrosia SCHRAMMEN, 1910

Remarks. - The Jurassic genu s Ceriodi ctyon OPPLlGER, 1915 is very close to Centrosia, and most
prob abl y should be synonymized.
Centrosia jurassica MULLER, 1994
(PI. 9: 2)
1994. Centrosia ju rassica n. sp.; MULLER, pp. 1- 9, figs 1--4, pI. 2: 1, 2.

Material. - On e specime n with ca lcitized but well preserved spicules .
Remarks. - Th e hol otype is a very large sponge, with my specimen mea suring only 45 x 40 mm and
about 1 cm thick. It shows, however, all the features of C. jurassica MULLER. Skelet on is calcified but
well preserved and displays all square me she s 0.3 x 0.3 mm large in the interior.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon): Hermaringen.

Lychniscosa incertae sedis
Genus Xeno schranun enum DE LAUB ENFELS, 1955 (= Amphiblestrum SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

Emended diagnosis. - Plate-like or funnel -shaped lychniscosan sponge with thin wall and canal
openings densely distributed on both surface and in alternate or irregular pattern. Canalization diplorhysal.
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Remarks. - This genus was included by SCHRAMM EN (1937) into Hexactinosa incertae sedis. Reinvestigation of SCHRAMMEN'S specimens, as well as of the new very well preserved specimens housed in
the SMNS, revealed that it is a lychniscosan sponge, but with subdermal lychniscs occluded (PI. 37 : 6,
8). Suggestion that this genus is a lychniscosan sponges was already expressed by REID (1963b), a fact
overlooked by later authors. SEM pictures of their skeleton, given here , leave no doutbs, however, about
their true taxonomic position.
TRAMMER (1982), who had very poorly preserved material, included the species Tremaphorus punctatus
SCHRAMMEN into the genus Xenoschrammenum based on morphological characters and observations by
WAGNER (1963). Because reinvestigation of SCHRAMMEN'S original showed that T. punctatus species is a
true hexactinosan sponge, the species is excluded from Xenoschrammenum and the genus Tremaphorus
is revived (see above). For these reasons emendation of the diagnosis is given above.
Xenoschrammenum alternans (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
1937. Amphiblestrum alternans n. sp.; S CHRAMM EN, p. 58, pI. 8: 1,2, pI. 13: 2.
71982. Xenoschramm enum alternans S CHR AMM EN ; T RAM M ER, p. 28, pI. 11: 7.

Material. - One fragmentary specimen in author's collection and three SCHRAMMEN'S specimens (Tiibingen).
Diagnosis. - Lychniscosan sponge with thin wall and plate-like shape having small, oval or rounded
canal openings organized in alternating pattern and den sely distributed.
Description. - The sponge is always preserved as plate-like fragments, but most probably comes from
a wide-conical form. Both sides display canal openings organized in alternating patterns. These openings are
oval and more obviou sly alternating on one side; they measure 1.4 x 2.0 mm in size, or are rounded and less
regularly arranged on the other where they are also smaller (0.6-1.0 mm). Dictyonal skeleton regular inside
the wall (with cortex and irregular on the surface) with regular meshes 0.4 x 0.4 mm in size.
Remarks. - TRAMMER (1982) illustrated, under this name , a sponge with very similar morphology,
but having no spicules preserved, thus his attribution is uncertain. The specimen in my collection has
spicules entirely calcified, but undoubted lychniscs occur in the deeper part of the wall, as is the case in
the holotype. SCHRAMM EN' S (1937) specimen has generally smaller can al openings, but the rest of characters are identical to my specimen.
Occurrence. - The only specimen in my collection comes from a marly intercalation in the Oxfordian
limestones (Beta) from Tieringen. SCHRAMM EN'S specimens are from the Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon) at Heuchstetten .
Xenoschrammenum venosum (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 11 : 1, 8; PI. 12: 8; PI. 37: 6-8 )
1937. Amphiblestrum venosum sp. n.; S CHRAMM EN, p. 58, pI. 3: 12, pI. 24: 4.

Material. - Three fragmentary specimens have been inve stigated, onl y one is in my collection.
Remarks. - Both SCHRAMMEN'S holotype, the specimen in SMNS , and my specimen are identical in
gross morphology and canalization. In the holotype, however, most Iychni sc node s are obliterated; they
are clearly visible in my specimen, which is devoid of the outer part of the choanosomal skeleton.
Occurrence. - SCHRAMMEN'S specimen came from the Kimmeridgian lime stones (Epsilon) from
Heuchstetten; the illustrated specimen from SMNS was found in Sontheim am Brenz (an old built over
quarry - Kimmeridgian limestones, Epsilon); my specimen was found in the Oxfordian limestones (Beta)
at Plettenberg.
Genus Poro cypellia ZITTEL, 1877
Remarks. - This genus has been assigned by SCHRAMMEN (1937) to Hexactinosa; reinvestigation of
GOLDFUSS' specimens (1826: pI. 3: 9; here illustrated PI. 20: 2, 3) as well as new well-preserved material
prove that , in fact, it is a Iychniscosan sponge, as earlier suggested by ZITTEL (1877) and KOLB (1910).
Poro cypellia piriformis (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 20: 1-3; PI. 21: 4)
1833. Scyphia piriformis; G OLDFUSS, p. 10, pI. 3: 9.
1926. Porocypellia pyriformis GOLDFUSS; OPPLlG ER, p. 26 (cum syn.).
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1937. Porocypellia piriformis GOLDFUSS ; SCHRAMMEN, p. 49, pI. 10: 4.

Material. - Three specimens in author 's collection and several original specimens of GOLDFUSS
(1833) and SCHRAMMEN (1937).
Diagnosis. - Small hemispherical to club-shaped lychniscosan sponge with thickened dermal layer
of dictyonal skeleton pierced by numerous circular pores; osculum single at the top.
Description. - Small hemispherical to club-shaped sponge, up to 1 cm high and 1.3 cm wide at the
top, with rounded oscular margin and osculum 3 mm wide. Surfaces of well-preserved specimens display
a thickened outer layer of dictyonal skeleton with reduced octahedral nodes. This layer is pierced only by
small (0.10 to 0.25 mm large) circular pores, which are irregularly but evenly distributed on the whole
surface. Dictyonal skeleton regular with smooth lychniscs, without synapticular net, and with meshes up
to 0.3 x 0.4 mm.
Remarks. - Despite the clear statement of ZITTEL (1877) and the illustration by OPPLIGER (1897)
indicating the presence of lychniscs, SCHRAMMEN (1937) attributed this species to the Hexactinosa. This
happened, mo st probably, because the sponge has a thick siliceous membrane over the dermal surface and
the choanosomal skeleton is not clearly visible on SCHRAMMEN 'S specimens. When uncovered at bases of
the sponges, occluded lychnisc nodes are seen both in the GOLDFUSS' (1833) and SCHRAMMEN'S (1937)
originals. Cortex resembles the siliceous membrane of Porospongia. It also has no stauractines in the
dermal layer. Because these, and as earlier authors never presented a formal diagnosis , it is presented here.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa) : Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal; limestones of the Kimmeridgian (Delta): Genkingen.
Genus Rhogostomium SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Rhogostomium corrugatum SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 39: 10)
1937. Rhogostomium corrugatum sp. n.; SCHRAM MEN , p. 58, pI. 2: 9, pI. 5: 6,9, pI. 27: 3.
71982. Rhogostomium corrugatum SCHRAMMEN ; T RA MMER, p. 32, pI. 13: 2.

Remarks. - This species was originally assigned by SCHRAMMEN (1937) to the Hexactinosa. But its
skeleton consists of lychniscs (see PI. 39: 10), althought commonly with occluded octahedral nodes in the
subdermal region. In the SCHRAMMEN'S collection in Tiibingen, however, there is another specimen as
well which is without doubt hexactinosan sponge (see PI. 39: 11); this specimen represents some other
hexactinosan genus. TRAMMER' S specimen has no spiculation pre served well enough to be sure about its
taxonomic position.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon): Heuchstetten.
Genus Coscinaulus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Coscinaulu s micropora SCHRAMMEN, 1937
1937. Coscinaulus micropora n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, p. 20, pI. 9: l.

Material. - Two calcified specimens.
Remarks. - M y two spec imens are 2.5 cm long and 1.5-2.0 cm wide with walls only 2-3 mm thick.
Me shes of the regular dictyonal skeleton are 0.25 x 0.30 mm in size. Canal openings on the outer side
are irregularly rounded and 0.6-0.8 mm in diameter. On the surface the dictyonal skeleton is only slightly
thickened and irregular.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hettingen.
Genus Lychniscaulus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Lychnis caulus vannus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
1937. Lychniscaulus vannus n. sp.; SCHR AM M EN , p. 18, pI. 2: 10, pI. 4: 10, pI. 11 : 1l.

Material. - Three specimens with calcified spicules.
Remarks. - My specimens agree in all characters with SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) description; dictyonal
skeleton is not very regular and has square meshes 0.2 x 0.2 mm in size.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang.
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Class Demospongea SOLLAS , 1875
Order Haploscler ida TOPSENT, 1928
Family Adociidae DE LA UBENFELS , 1936
Genus Aka JOHNSON, 1899
Aka muelleri REITNER et KEUPP, 1991
(Fig . 31 )
1978 . Monactinen Kies elschwamms; MULLER, p. 9, pI. 5.
1991. Aka mu elleri n. sp .; R EITNER and KEUPP, p. 107, figs 6-8.

Material. - Sev eral well preserved borings in calcareous sponge mummies contain spicu1es ; numerou s other fra gments hav e been observed in both hex actinellid and lithi stid sponges.
Remar ks. - Th e spicules in my material are identical with tho se presented by REITNER and KEUPp
(1991 ), and measure 1.0-1.2 mm in length and 0.06-0.08 mm in width.
Occur rence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) : Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal .

Fig. 3 1
Aka muelleri REITNER et KEUPP, ZPAL Pf.VIll/5 54, Plettenberg, Oxfordian, thin sect ion. a x 7; b x 12.

Order incerate sedis
Genu s Helm inth ophyllum SCHRAMMEN, 1937

Remarks. - This genus was attributed by SCHRAMMEN (193 7) to Tetraxoni a SCHULZE with megascleres (in opposition to Tetraxonia with de smas), Kyphorabdophora SCHRAMMEN. Th is is entire ly informal
rank, thus its position mu st be regarded as incertae sedis. It seem s that it is of sublithis tid gr ade.
Helminthoph yllum cf. fe ife li SCHRAMMEN, 1937
ef. 1937. Helminthophyllu m feifeli n. sp. ; SCHRAMM EN, pp. 69-70, pI. 2 1: 10.

Material. - On e specime n.
Remarks. - This is a small plat y frag me nt, 0.5 mm thick, of a spo nge co mposed of loo sel y felte d
kyphorabd s. No can alization has been ob served. Desmas are up to 1 mm long and 0.1 mm thick. My
specimen is calcified, but de smas are ver y character istic allow ing for determination ; o n the other hand , it
ha s no dermal spicules pre ser ved, and bein g a very sma ll frag me nt difficult in ass ign me nt.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Ho chwang.
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"Lithistida"
Suborder Megamorina ZITIEL, 1878
Rem a r ks. - Genera included here were separated by SCHRAMM EN ( 1937) into Megamorina ZITIEL
and Helomorina SCHRAMMEN. As there are more recent suggestions (REID 1968b) that megaclones and
heloclones are homologou s spicules I treat them her e together following WIEDENMAYER (1994) in this
respect for the rea son of convenience.
Genus Pach ycoton SCHRAMMEN, 1912
Pachycoton qu enstedti (KOLB , 1910 )
(Pi. 47: 13)
1937. Pachycoton Quenstedti

K OL B; SCH RAM MEN,

p. 76, pI. 18: 1,2 (cum syn.).

Material. - 19 specime ns in my collection and one excellently preserved specimen from SMNS.
Remarks. - All my spec imens are plate-like fragments with very variable wall thickness - from as
little as 3 mm to about 1 cm. Cana l openings, whi ch are also ver y variable, especially in distribution
den sity, are sma ller than in SCHRAMMEN' S (1937 ) specimens and measure 0.6-1.0 mm in diameter. Desmas
are heloclones 0.14-0.16 mm thick and at lea st 1.6 mm long , displaying completely irregular organization,
and are only slightly cur ved. In place s of contacts there are zygomes developed on generally smooth
spicules . Insid e the wall the mesh work is much more loose than on the surface. In one specimen with
siliceous spicules pre ser ved , derm al dichotriaenes have been found in plac e (Pi. 47: 13). They have wide,
massiv e clad s with short arm s and are of a type unknown in other Upp er Jurassic sponges.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma) : Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridg ian marls (Delta) : Hochwang; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Blaubeuren; Kimmeridgian crumpled
marly lim estone s (Delta) : Hetting en ; Kimmeridgian lim estones (Zeta): Nieder stozingen.
Genu s Heterostinia ZITI EL, 1878
Heterostinia't sp.
Material. - 13 calcified specim en s.
Description. - These are plat e-like fragment s of vario us size, the large st being 3 x 4 cm across and
with variable wall thickness reach ing 1 cm . Desma s are stro ngly curved and poorly branched, organized
into a regul ar patt ern producin g meshes that are irregul ar in outline but very similar in shape and size,
measuring 0 04-0.8 mm. No other ca nal op enin gs on the surface were observe d. De smas reach to 0.8 mm
in size and are 0.12-0.14 mm thick, and are fuse d along zygomes and at all num erous points of contact.
Remarks. - Th e main difference betw een Pachycoth on quenstedti (KOLB ) and Heterost inia 'l sp. is
the shape of desmas, which are onl y slightly curved heloclones in P. quenstedti , and where they are felted
into completely irr egul ar meshwork . In Heterostinia? sp. they are always slightly branched , strongly
arched and for ming a regul ar mesh wo rk; thi s spec ies also lacks any visible ca nal openings, exce pt meshes
of the skelet on. Its desm as resemble desma s of Doryderma ZlTTEL (Cre taceous genus) which has well
develop ed ca na liza tion. Because all my specime ns are ca lcified, I was not able to study detail s of spicules ,
and thu s there is uncert ain ity in attributio n.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Ga mma) : Barenthal, Erkenbrecht sweiler, Wilm andingen ; Kimmerid gian marl s (Delta): Hoch wang; Kimmerid gian limeston es (De lta) : Hochw ang , Blaubeur en.
Genu s Heloraph inia SCHRAMM EN, 1937
Hel oraph inia'l sp.
(Fig. 32)
Material. - One fragment ary specime n.
Description. - Cylindrical sponge 8 cm high and 3.5 cm in di ameter without paraga ster. Canal
openings on the surface are 1.2 mm in size and are irregularly but equally distributed over the whole
surface . Heloclone s about 0.16-0. 20 mm thick and at least 2 mm long.
Remarks. - Th e onl y ea rlier known species of thi s genus, Hel oraphini a ar bo resce ns SCHRAMMEN
from the Upper Jurassic of the Sw abian Alb is bran ched , less thick and nothing about can ali zation is
reported, thu s attribution to thi s ge nus is onl y tentative.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian crumpled marl y limestones (De lta): Hettingen .
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Fig. 32
Heloraphinia'l sp. ,ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ55I , Hettingen, Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta), transve rse thin section;
a note loosely felted helocl ones, x 6; b anoth er enlarged fragment, x 12.

Genus Megalith ista ZITTEL, 1878
Megalithista cf. f oraminosa ZITTEL, 1878
(PI. 29: 2, 3)
ef 1937. Megal ithista fo raminosa ZITIEL; SCHRAMMEN, p. 74, pl. 18: 5, 6, pI. 25 : 4 (cum syn.).

Material. - Two specimens.
Remarks. - Bodily pre served sponges have been examined only in the collection of SMNS ; in my
own material only loose spicules attributable to this species have been found. The SMNS specimens show
radially meandering furrow s running from the oscula, which were not mentioned by SCHRAMMEN (1937 ).
The rest of characters are identical with SCHRAMMEN'S description.
Occurrence. - Upp er Jurassic , localities and exact age unknown.
Megalithista sp.

Material. - One calcified specimen.
Description. - Small, 3 cm in diameter, spherical sponge without any paragaster or canal openings.
Desmas as large, poorly branched megaclones, up to 1 mm long and 0.10-0.12 mm thick. Skeletal meshe s
on the surfac e up to 1 mm in size.
Remarks. - Similar sponge has been describ ed as M. minuta KOLB, but it displays canalization which
is absent in the inve stigated material.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler.
Genus Anomorphites KOLB, 1910

Remarks. - There is a question of difference between the genus An omorphites (which is funnelshaped or plate-like) and Megalithista (which is irregularly spherical or conic al with a small narrow
paragaster); the difference between the two genera are difficult to assess and most probably they should
be synonymized. The relation between this genu s and Heterostinia ZITTEL is also not clear.
Anomorphites trigonus KOLB, 1910
(PI. 32: 1)
1910. Anomorphites trigonu s n. sp.; KOLB, p. 249, pl, 18: 2 1-25 .

Material. - Three specimens with calcified, but well pre served spicules.
Description. - Irregularly oval plate-like sponge 3.5 cm in diameter and with about 0.5 cm thick wall
displaying no canal openings, except some meshes which are slightly larger than others. Desmas as
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megaclones which are multibranched and measure 0.5 mm in size . Meshes of the skeleton 0.4-0.5 mm in
diameter.
Remarks. - The investigated specimens resemble Anomorphites trigonus KOLB in being plate-like
and in character of desmas ; the difference is in oval shape of the studied specimens, while A. trigonus is
triangular in outline, but such a difference is of no importance in lithistid sponges . There is another species,
A. plicatus KOLB, which differs only in having a shape of a compressed funnel - most probably all these
species should be synonymized.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta):
Hettingen.

Suborder Tetracladina ZITTEL, 1878
Genus Kalpin ella HINDE, 1883
Kalpinella cf. pateraeformis HINDE, 1883
(PI. 26: 8; PI. 49 : 1-10)
ef 1883 Kalpin ella pateraef ormis sp. n.; HI NDE, p. 71, pI. 18: 4, pI. 19: I.
ef 1962. Kalpin ella pateraef ormis HI ND E; L AGNEA U-H ERENGER, p. 124, fig. 203.

Material. - One specimen with siliceous spicules preserved.
Description. - Plate-like sponge fragment (clearly derived from a funnel-shaped sponge) having
0.6 cm thick wall. One surface displays round , den sely spaced canal openings about 0.5 mm in diameter.
Opposite side (outer one by analogy with HINDE'S specimen) shows oval canal openings of the sam e size
that are organized in poorly defined, vague row s. Desmas are slim tetraclones, with strongly branched
zygomes (PI. 49: 8), measuring 0.3-0.5 mm in size and those from near the surface bearing small rugosities
or spines on the near- surface side. Skeletal meshes 0.1-0.4 mm acro ss. Dermal spicules (not found in
place, onl y in residue) are probably with a short shaft (PI. 49 : 10).
Remarks. - In shape, spicules and canal openings the investigated specimen resembles Kalpinella
pateraeformis HINDE (see SCHRAMMEN 1910; LAGNEAU-HERENGER 1962), the species known from the
Middle and Upper Cretaceous (LAGNEAU-HERENGER 1962).
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon): Heuchstetten.
Genus Sonth eimia KOLB, 1910
Sontheimia cf. parasitica KOLB , 1910
(PI. 30: 8)
ef 1910. Sontheimia para sitiea sp. n.; K OLB, p. 207 , pI. 14: 21-28, pI. 20: 5-9.
cf. 1937. Sontheimia parasitiea K OLB; S CHRAMMEN, pp. 71-72, pI. 19: 1, 2.

Material. - Two calcitized specimens.
Description. - Small knoby (up to 5 cm in diameter) encrusting sponge without visible paragaster or
canalization. Tetraclones thick and short. Skeletal meshes on the surface 0.3-0.6 mm in size.
Remarks. - Both habit and tetraclones resemble Sonth eimia para sitica KOLB, 1910, which may,
however, show (according to SCHRAMMEN 1937) well developed paragaster lacking in the investigated
specimens; on the other hand its pre sence was not mentioned by KOLB ( 19 10).
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa) : BarenthaI.
Sontheimia perforata KOLB, 1910
(PI. 30: 2-5)
1937. Sontheimia perforata K OLB;

S CH RAMMEN,

p. 72, pI. 19: 3 (cum syn.).

Material. - Nine specimens with calcitized but well-preserved spicules.
Remarks. - Morphological characters fit very well with the original description by KOLB (1910) as
well as the one by SCHRAMMEN (1937); thickness of the wall is greater in my specimens and may reach
up to 1.5 cm. Canal openings visible on the surface are rounded to oval and measure about 0.5-0.8 mm
in diameter, and are distributed without any order on the outer surface (they are situated at larger distances
than indicated by SCHRAMMEN), while intraskeletal meshes are only 0.15 mm in diameter. Canals which
run from the opposite sides are arched toward the oscular edge and measure 0.6 mm in height. The most
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characteristic feature of the skeleton is its organization into longitudinal fibre s diverging toward both
surfaces in a fan-like pattern; particular fibres are separ ated by distances of 0.25-0.30 mm. As all my
specimens have calcified skeleton only general features of the spiculation may be discerned.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled lime stones (Alfa): Barenthal; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal.
Genu s Callop egma ZITTEL, 1878
Callopegma cf. plana LAGNEAU-HERENGER, 1962
(PI. 25: 4)
cf 1962. Callopegma plana novosp .; L AGNEA U-HERENGER, p. 127, text -pl. 20: 2.

Material. - One specimen with calcitized spicules .
Description. - Small, 2.5 cm in diameter, low conica l sponge without paragaster ; upp er surface
convex and covered with irregularly distributed large (up to 1 mm) canal openings. Desma s in the form
of large and smooth tetraclones loosel y organize d.
Remarks. - The investigated speci men resembl es closely in shape and spiculation, as well as ca nalization, Callopegma plan a LAGNEAU-HERENGER from the Aptian of France; it differs only in the absen ce
of paragaster. It is also very close to Callop egm a obconica HINDE (1883 : pI. ll: 3, p. 61) both in shape
and spicule organi zation but this species comes from the Upper Chalk , being thu s much yo unger.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian lime stones (Beta): Plettenberg.
Tetracladine spo nge sp.
(PI. 43: 1-9)

Remarks. - Thi s 0.5 cm frag ment of platy sponge is without any canalization visi ble and composed
of strongly bran ched smoo th tetraclones. In these respects it differs fro m other tetracladine sponges here
describ ed .
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian limestones (Epsilon): Heuch stetten.

Suborder

Dicranocladina

SCHRAMMEN, 1910

Genu s Kyph oclonella KOLB , 19 10
Kyph oclonella multifo rmis KOLB, 1910
1910. Kyphoclonella multiformis n. sp.; K OLB, p. 2 12, pI. 15: 9-11, pl. 20: 14-1 7.
1937. Kyphoclonella multiformis KOLB ; SCHRA M M EN, p. 78, pl. 20: 1,7.

Material. - Two calcified spec imens.
Remarks. - My largest spec imen is 7 cm high and 2.5 cm in diameter. Canal openings measur e
0.35 mm in diameter running more or less ra dia lly, but not straight. Meshes on the surfaces are 0.14-0.20
mm in size and distributed sparcely on the surface . Desmas are calcifie d but preserved well eno ugh for
determination.
Occurrence. - Kimm erid gian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal.
Kyph oclonella'l sp.
(PI. 30: 6)

Material. - One calcified specimen.
Description. - Small conica l sponge which is about 3.7 cm high and 3 cm wide, and has very narrow
paragaster. Upper surface convex, with only a very small, about 2 mm wide opening at the center. Both
upper and lower surface s covered with radially orga nized but irregular, bifurcatin g and meand erin g
furrows which are 0.5 to 1.0 mm wide; they are separated by skeletal band s 2 to 4 mm wide . Canal
openings, which are 1- 2 mm long and 0.5-0.7 mm wide, are situated at the bottom of these furrows.
Desmas as dicranocl ones.
Remarks. - The only species describ ed to date of the genus, Kyph oclon ella mu ltifo rm is KOLB, may
be of similar shape but differs in lackin g furrows on the surfa ce (see KOLB 1910), so most probabl y my
specimen repr esent s a new species . It is, however, too poorly pre served (calcified) for formal erec tion of
a new taxon.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Ga mma): Barenthal,
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Genus Dicranoclonella SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Remarks. - This genus is very close to the Recent Corallistes SCHMIDT, 1870 differing only in having
modified subdermal dicranoclones which resemble rhizoclones, and most probably should be synonymized.

Dicranoclonella schmidti SCHRAMM EN, 1937
(PI. 46: 1-10)
1937. Dicranoclonella schmidti n. sp.; S CHRAMM EN, pp. 79-80, pI. 20: 3-6.

Material. - One small silicified fragment with well preserved original choanosomal and dermal
spicules.
Descri ption . - Small fragment derived from plate-like sponge. Both sides are similar with ske letal
meshes 0.14-0.16 mm in size; dermal layer composed of small dichotriaenes measuring 0.3 mm across.
They show in some places small and round openings 0.06-0.08 mm in size, resembling canal openings,
but which are places where shafts of dichotriaenes were inserted into main skeleton; they are visible only
when dichotriaene is removed. Desmas are mostly tetrapodal dicranoclones with strong and large tubercles. In a near-dermal layer empty spaces between typical choanosomal dicronoclones are infillied with
modified dicranoclones of two types; the first is much more slender, thinner and with less numerous
tubercles, and the second is nearly flat and plate-like, but with strongly incised and branched edge, and
also bearing some tubercles on the surface. All these , including dermal dichotriaenes are overlapping and
situated at various levels (i.e. dichotriaenes are not always the most external spicules, sometimes they
occur below modified dicranoclones) forming a very dense outer layer.
Remarks. - Subdermal modified dicranoclones are known also in Cretaceous dicranoclonid sponges,
but in both cases they were interpreted as rhizoclonid desmas (see SCHRAMMEN 1937; MORET 1926;
LAGNEAU-HERENGER 1962), while in fact they are simply modified dicranoclones. This mistake followed
from the fact that they are very small and only SEM observations allow for their interpretation.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta): Gussenstadt.

Dicranoclonella sp.
Material. - One fragment with very well-preserved original choanosomal spicules.
Remarks. - This is a fragment of a platy sponge about 5 mm thick displaying no canalization; skeletal
meshes are 0.1-0.2 mm in size , dicranoclones measuring about 0.4 mm and covered with numerous small
tubercles. No dermal spiculation preserved.
The difference between this species and D. schmidti is in tuberculation of desmas - Dicranoclonella
sp. has much more numerous and smaller tubercles on the upper side .
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon) : Heuchstetten.
Genus Leiocarenus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Leiocarenus planus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 24: 5)
1937. Leiocarenus planus, n. sp.;

SCHR AMMEN,

pp. 78-79, pI. 20: 11.

Material. - One specimen with calcitized spicules .
Description. - Small (2 x 3 cm) ear-shaped sponge with wall 0.3 cm thick having on the upper
surface strong conical papillae (3 mm wide at the base and 3 mm high) each bearing canal openings
(0.5-1.0 mm in diameter) at the top. Papillae are spread over the entire surface without any order. Lower
surface finely porous, without differentiated canal openings . Desmas in the form of rather small dicranoclones.
Remarks. - The investigated material has no dermal spicules preserved, but its shape and choanosomal spicules are characteristic enough for its attribution.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang.

Suborder Rhizomorina

ZITTEL,

1878

Remarks. - In zoological classifications (see SOLLAS 1888; LENDENFELD 1903, 1907; LEVI 1973)
sponges with rhizoclones are often divided between different families because 'of the presence or absence
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of specilized dermal spicules . In the present pap er the se familie s are treated together as proposed by REID
(l968b) under the name Rhi zomorina ZITI EL, 1878.
Genus Platychonia ZITTEL, 1876
1876. Platychonia ZI TTEL.
[937. Chonellopsis SCHRAMMEN.

Emended diagnosis . - Rhizomorine sponge in irregular outline, ear- shaped, flat plate or vase-like
and folded; rhizoclones organized in radial bands giving fine radial pattern on weathered surface and
fan-like pattern in radial cro ss-section. Surface den sel y co vered with small pores.
Remarks. - Change in scope of the genus is the main reason for emendation; it follows that given
by TRAMMER (1982) with additional reference to skeletal features . The onl y differences between the genera
Plat ychonia Z[TTEL and Chon ellopsis SCHRAMMEN, according to the latter author (1937), is the size of
rhizoclones, which are larger in Platychonia , and in thickness of the wall (higher in Platychonia). Bas ed
on such characters, however, one cannot differentiate between genera not referring to species . At the same
time , according to ZITI EL (l878b: p. 114) "Diese Gattung (i.e. Pla tychonia) ist schwer definirbar; ...in
ihrem ausseren Merkmalen Chon ella sehr anhlich". In effect, there is also no neces sity to propose a new
genu s Chon ellopsis, which is similar to Chonella , as wa s done by SCHRAMMEN (1937). The other difference
between species in this genus is the wall thickn ess; this seems, however, an unreliable feature as the same
specimen (see Platychonia pruntrutana OPPLIGER, 1926) can have portions of the wall very thin or very
thick. SCHRAMMEN' S collection indicates also that the wall thickness in one species can vary over a wide
range, contrary to his descriptions. Also my own material is too small and/or poorly pre ser ved to sol ve
the entire problem of the spe cie s of the genus Pla tychonia. Man y fragmentaril y preser ved specime ns, for
the reason s outlined above and belo w, have been determined onl y to the gen eric level for the purpose of
anal ysis of sponge assemblage . Interestin g is the question of relation ships between Platych onia and such
a very similar Cretaceou s genus as Seliscoth on Z[TI EL; differences between them are very sma ll, rath er
at the specific level. Most prob ably these gen era may be synonymized, but more detailed comparative
studies of both Upper Jurassic and Cre taceo us ge nera are needed. Acc ording to my observa tions on
QUENSTEDT' S, SCHRAMMEN' S and my own materi al, as we ll as material in SMNS, the following species
warrant differenti ati on.
Platychonia schlotheim i (M UNSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 13: 1, 2; PI. 29: 1,5)
1937. Platychonia feralis Q UENSTEDT ; SCHRAMM EN p. 96, pI. 22: 6- 11 (cum syn.).
1982. Platychonia schlotheimi (M ONSTER in GOLDFUSS); TR AMM ER, pp. 23-24 (partly), pI. 7: 6; non 1-5 (cum syn.).

Material. - 83 spec imens, variously preserved .
Remarks. - Forms included here are very variable in sha pe and wall thick ness, as a result one cannot
exclude that they belong to 2 highl y variable and closely related species, but at the mom ent we are lacking
any clear character allow ing for their separation. SCHRAMM EN (1937) synonymized Scyphia schlotheimi
MUNSTER in GOLDFUSS' (1833 : pI. 33 : 5) with Spo ngi tes vaga ns QUENSTEDT (18 78 : pI. 13 1: 16) indic ating
as the holotype GOLDFUSS spec ime n; unfortun ately GOLDFUSS' illu stration is far fro m rea lity, and moreover
the speci me n itsel f is very poorly preserved . It is a plate about 5 mm thick, with one side covered with
roc k; other one shows striations but one ca nnot discern particul ar spic ules, thus leaving some doubts about
its ass ignment. One can even suspec t its identi ty with the species Platychonia striata (SCHRAMMEN) as
understood by SCHRAMMEN (1937), because of its thin wall. Much better as the holotype would be one of
QUENSTEDT' S spec imens . On the other hand, speci mens attrib uted to P. schlotheimi by SCHRAMMEN have
much thicker ( 1.5 cm) wall and display differen t shapes, thus their identity with the holotype ca nnot be
proven. Recentl y TRAMMER (1982) incl uded into syno nymy of the species practically all other spec ies of
that genus, es pecia lly num erous species erected by OPPLIGER (19 15, 1926) but this mu st be treated with
some cautio n as the only reliabl e feature in this multiform genus is the spiculation, which is not known
in details in all ment ioned species. There are also serio us doub ts co ncern ing TRAMMER'S spec imen
attributio ns; most of the speci mens illu strated by him are ear-shaped and have a thin wall (abo ut 5 mm )
with small rhizoclones (TRAMMER 1982: pI. 7: 1-5 ) and clearl y fall within the range of Platychonia striata
SCHRAMMEN, where I ass igned them . On the oth er hand , the species P. f eralis QUENSTEDT and P. comp ressa
KOLB, except for their general shapes are identical with P. schlotheimi (GOLDFUSS), es pecia lly in having
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large rhizoclones. Canal openings on the surface 0.4 mm in size, skeletal fibres 0.1 mm wide and are
separated by furrows 0.3 mm wide.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Nusplingen; Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen.

Platychonia striata (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 14: 4; PI. 22: 5; PI. 29: 4; PI. 45 : 1-11)
1937. Chonellopsis striata sp. n.; SCHRAM MEN, pp. 96-97, pl. 22: 5, pl. 23: 15, 16.
1982. Platychonia schlotheimi (GO LDFUSS); TRAM M ER, pp. 23-24 (partly), pl. 7: 1-5.

Material. - 91 specimens, one with original spicules preserved.
Remarks. - I have included here some of the specimens illustrated by TRAMMER (1982) for the reason
outlined in remarks to P. schlotheimi. The only difference between P. striata and P. schlotheimi is in the
thickness of the wall and size of rhizoclones, which are smaller in P. schlotheimi. Canal openings on the
surface 0.2 mm in diameter, skeletal fibres 0.1 mm separated by furrows 0.2 mm wide .
Occurrence. - Crumpled limestones of the Oxfordian (Alfa) : Barenthal; Oxfordian marls (Alfa) :
Nusplingen; Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen, Hochwang; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Barenthal, Hochwang, and (Espilon): Heuchstetten; Kimmeridgian crumpled
marly limestones (Delta): Hettingen.
Platychonia folium (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 24: 3, 4)
1937. Chonellopsisfolium n. sp.; SCH RAM M EN, p. 97, pI. 23: 17.

Material. - Eleven specimens, all with calcified spicules.
Remarks. - My specimens, which have calcified spicules, have thinner walls than given by SCHRAMMEN (1937 ), reaching only 5 mm in thickness. Canal openings on both surfaces are 0.4 mm in size . Slightly
meandering and/or branching and 0.4 mm wide aporhysal furrows, which run from the base to the outer
edge , are present on the surface. Meshes of the skeleton only 0.14 mm in size. In a cross-section spicules
form fibres organized in a fan-like pattern.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler and (Delta): Hochwang .
Genus Trachydictya POMEL, 1872

Remarks. - These sponges have skeletons organized in fibres and lamellae, and as such are rather
closer to Platychonia ZITIEL than to Hyalotragos ZITIEL (which has confused skeleton). The scope of this
genus has been recently presented by BRIMAUD and VACHARD (1986) and I follow them in synonyrnizing
under Trachydictya such genera as Seliscothon ZITTEL and Proseliscothon SIEMIRADZKI.
Trachydictya sp.
(PI. 25: 5; PI. 29: 7; PI. 30 : 7, 10)

Material. - Five specimens.
Description. - Plate-like sponge with often folded wall which is about 0.8-1.0 cm thick. No visible
canal openings on the surface . Skeleton organized into skeletal lamellae which are 0.6 mm wide and
separated with spaces 0.25-0.40 mm wide. On the surface these lamellae are connected from place to
place with skeletal bridges (usually large single rhizoclones). In longitudinal section skeleton fibrous, with
fibre s diverging toward both surfaces.
Remarks. - All my specimens are calcified so I am unable to give the size of desmas. Very similar
sponges have been described by SIEMIRADZKI (19 13) as Proseliscothon cracoviense, no details of spiculation , however, are available and illustration is very poor.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg ; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang ; and
Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang.
Genus Cnemidiastrum ZITIEL, 1878

Remarks. - In the formal diagnosis of this genus by ZITTEL (1878b) is mentioned the presence of
smooth cortex, which is rarely observed by other authors; this feature is very well preserved in most
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specimens from the Lower Oxfordian marl s from Zalas in Poland (personal ob servation), and well
described and illustrated by MALECKI (1994 ). Mo st probably it wa s originally formed by a thick envelope
of microscleres, which are , unfortunately, not pre served in their original forms.

Cnemidia strum stellatum (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 24: 6-8)
1982 . Cnemidiastrum stellatum (GOLDFUSS); T RAMMER, pp . 18-20, pI. 3: 1-14, pI. 5: 4.
1987. Cnemidia strum stellatum (GOLDFUSS) ; M ULLER, pp . 14-15 , pI. 4: 1- 3, pI. 8: 1 (cum . syn.).
1987. Cnemidiastrum hoheneggeri ZI TIEL; M ULLER, pp . 16-17, pI. 4: 4 (cum. syn.) .
1987. Cnemidias trum goldfussi (Q UENSTEDT); M ULLER, pp . 17-19, pI. 5: 1, 2,4, pI. 8: 2, 3, pI. 9: 2 (cum syn.).
1987 . Cnemidiastrum stellatum (GOLDFUSS); M EYER et al., p. 69, pI. 2: 4.
1987 . Cnemidiastrum hohenegeri Z ITIEL; M EYER et al., p. 69, pI. 3: 6,7.
1987. Cytoracea goldfuss i (Q UENSTEDT) ; M EYER et al., p. 70, pI. 2: 3.
1989. Cnemidiastrum stellatum (GOLDFUSS); T RAMMER, p. 62.
1993. Cnemidiastrum stellatum (GOLDFUSS) ; GR UBER, p. 54, pI. 22: 2.
1994. Cnemi diastrum stellatum ( GOLDFUSS) ; M ALECKI, p. 288, pI. 1: 1-4.
1994. Cnemidiastrum tuberosum ( GOLDFUSS); M ALECKI, pp . 294-295, pI. 4: I , pI. 5: I.
1994. Cnemidiastrum goldfuss i ( Q UENSTEDT); M ALECKI, pp . 296-297, pI. 4: 2.

Material. - Twel ve specimens .
Remarks. - Thi s species has been carefully studie d rec entl y by TRAMMER (198 1, 1982, 1989) and
MULLER (1987), as well as by MALECKI (1994). In the present paper I fo llow TRAMMER ' S approac h lumping
such form s as hohenegeri (see discussion in TRAMMER 1982) and goldfussi for the se forms show no
differences in skeletal structures , but only differenc e of shape and present in this respect continuity;
I follow in this a mor e general approach, concluding slight differences in form alone, without underlying
differ ence of skeletal element s or struc ture, ca nnot be the base of distin guishing a spec ies . Considering
this, MALECKI 'S (1994) paper is rarel y see n ex treme - no skeletal differences are found but any morphologic al deviation from the type (only idealized draw ings are presented! ) is a base of erecting a new species .
Con sidering variability of both foss il and es pecially Recent lithistid spo nges (in which species can be
delimited with the help of spicules) the latter approach is rej ected and most forms described by MALECKI
(1994) are synonymized with ear lier established spec ies .
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled lime stones (Alfa) : Barenth al ; Oxfordi an lim eston es (Beta): Pl ettenb erg; Kimmerid gian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Erk enbrechtsweiler.

Cnemidiastrum rimulosum (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 23: 2-6)
1987. Cnemidiast rum rimulosum ( GOLDFUSS); M ULLER, pp. 7- 8, pI. 1: 1-5 , pI. 8: 4 , pI. 10: 3 (cum syn.).
1987. Cnemidiastrum granulosum (Q UENSTEDT); M ULLER, p. 12, pI. 8: 2,3 (cum syn.).
1989. Cnemidiastrum rimulosum (G OLDFUSS); TRAMM ER, p. 63.
1993. Cnemidiastrum rimulosum (G OLDFUSS) ; GR UBER, pp . 54-55 , pI. 22: 3.
1994 . Cnemidiastrum rimulosum (GOLDFUSS); M ALECKI, pp . 290-29 1, pI. 2: I.
1994 . Cnemidiastrum calixum n. sp.; MALECKI, pp . 288-289, pI. I: 5.
1994. Cnemidiast rum catinum n. sp.; M ALECKI, p. 294, pI. 3: 3.
1994 . Cnemidiastrum fu ngoides n. sp.; M ALECKI, p. 300, pI. 6: 2.

Material. - 103 specim ens with calcified spicules.
Remarks. - Al so this spec ies has been thoroughl y described recentl y by TRAMMER (1982) and MULLER (1987), with whom I agree entirely. Most of my speci me ns are fan- shaped, and regular vase -shaped
form s are very rare . Th ere is a large vari ability in canal co urs es on the sponge surface, which are even
enlarged by weathering effects - in the wall interior they are nearl y straight. The same problem concerns
the difference between C. rimulosum (GOLDFUSS) and C. granulosum (QUENSTEDT); especially when
comparing specimens with preser ved derm al smooth layer with those in which it is not preser ved. For
discu ssion of the problem of synonymiza tion of MALECKI ' S (1994) species see rem ark s to C. stellatum
(GOLDFUSS).
Occurrence. - Oxfordian crumpled limestone s (Alfa): Barenthal; Oxfordian lim estones (Beta):
Barenthal ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hochwang, Wilmandingen;
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Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta): Hettingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Erkenbrechtsweiler, Blaubeuren, Hochwang; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Genkingen, Hochwang.

Cnemidiastrum pluristellatum ZI1TEL, 1878
(PI. 23: 1)
1987. Cnemidiastrum pluristellatum ZITTEL; M ULLER, pp. 12-14, pI. 3: 1-4 (cum syn .).

Material. - Five specimens.
Remarks. - According to TRAMMER (1982) this species has shape that ranges from plate, vase or
bowl to fan , while some of specimens from the Swabian Alb have shape of massive cones (PI. 23: 1); as
there are no other differences I regard them conspecific with C. pluristellatum, in agreement with MULLER

(1987).
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Hochwang).
Genus Cytoracea POMEL, 1872
Cytora cea variabi lis (KOLB, 1910)
(PI. 24 : 1)
1937. Cytora cea variabilis K OLB; S CHRAMMEN, pp. 88-89, pI. 24: 2,7,8.
1937. Cytorac ea pu silla n. sp.; S CHRAMMEN, p. 89, pI. 17: 7.

Material. - 20 specimens.
Remarks. - All my specimens are smaller than SCHRAMMEN'S C. variabilis, but otherwise identical
with his material; C. pusilla has been synonymized, as it differs only slightly in morphology, but fits well
into the continous morphological spectrum. My specimens are also older, and occur as early as in the
White Jurassic Gamma.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) and (Delta): Hochwang.
Genus Hyalotragos ZITTEL, 1878
Hyalotragos patella (G OLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 25 : 1, 2)
1913. Hyalotra gos pat elloides n. nom .; SI EMIRADZKI, p. 178, pI. 3: 40.
1989. Hyalotragos patella (GOLDFUSS) ; TRAMMER, p. 63 (cum syn.).
1993. Hyalotragos patella (GOLDFUSS); GR UBER, pp. 55-56, pI. 22: 4.

Material. - 48 specimens.
Remarks. - This species has been revised by TRAMMER (1989) and M ULLER (1988), I follow here
TRAMMER'S approach regarding H. patelloides SIEMIRADZKI as including within the variability range of
H. patella (GOLDFUSS).
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Wilmandingen, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian crumpled limestones (Delta): Hettingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Hochwang; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Hochwang, Genkingen.

Hyalotragos peziroides (GOLDFUSS, 1826)
(PI. 26: 1-7 ; PI. 44 : 1-9)
1989. Hyalotragos pe zlzoides (GOLDFUSS) ; TR AMMER, p. 63 (cum syn.).
1993. Hyalotragos peziroides (GOLDFUSS); G RUBER, p. 56, pI. 22: 5.

Material. - 99 specimens.
Remarks. - This species ha s been recently revised by TRAMMER (1989) and MULLER (1988). I entirely
agree with their observations .
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta): Hettingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta):
Barenthal, Blaubeuren, Genkingen, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hochwang; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta): Niederstozingen.
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Hyalotragos rugo sum (MONSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 27: 2-4; PI. 28 : 3, 4)

1833. Agaricia rotata ; G OLDFUSS, pI. 12: 10.
1982. Hyalospongia rugosa (M ONSTER in G OLDFUSS) ; T RAMMER, p. 26, pI. 10: 3.
1988. Hyalotragos rugosum ( M ONSTER in G OLDFUSS) ; M OLLER, pp. 10-12, pI. 2: 1, fig. 4b, 5c (cum syn.).
1989. Hyalospongia rugosa (M ONSTER in G OLDFUSS); T RAMMER, p. 65.

Emended diagnosis. - Hyalotragos with multiple oscula and associated radially arranged aporhy sal
furrow s on the upper side .
Material. - 15 specimens.
Remarks. - Inve stigation s of the original GOLDFUSS' collection, partly housed in the Bonn Univeristy,
revealed that the fossil described as the coral Agaricia rotata represents, in fact , the sponge H. rugosum
depri ved only of the outer crust in which usually clear oscul ar openings are developed. Of special interest
is the probl em of the crust which is developed on its upper (inner) surface. In thin section it becomes
clear that it is not a siliceous structures, but thick encrustion (up to 1 mm ) of micritic calcium carbonate;
as a result it is not clear if it should be regarded as a part of the sponge or, some other unknown organism
product, and often the sponge may be devoid of it. Large , round opening s are form ed in this cru st abov e
regions where on the spong e surface are located ?oscula into which run aporh ysal canals (structure very
similar to that in Cnemidiastrym pluristellatum ) - that is the rea son for emendation. TRAMMER (1982)
assigned it to the genu s Hyalospongia SIEMIRADZKI, 1913, which was erected based on the presence of a
smooth "cortex"; as this is not a siliceous structure, and thus probably not a part of a sponge, that genu s
should be regarded as invalid. The difference between this species and Hyalotra gos p ezizoides is analogous
to that between well established species of the genus Cnemidiastrum: C. rimulosum (GOLDFUSS) and C.
pluristellatum ZITTEL, for example, thus there is also no nece ssity for a new genus .
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen ; Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen ; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly lime stones
(Delta): Hettingen.
Genus Pyrg ochonia ZITTEL, 1878
Pyrgochonia radiata (MONSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1833 )
(PI. 22: 3, 4 ; PI. 24: 2; PI. 29: 6)
1988. Hyalotragos radiatus (M ONSTER in G OLDFUSS); M ULLER, p. 9, pI. 1: 3, 5, pI. 2: 5 (cum syn.).
1989. Hyalotragos radiatum (M UNSTER in G OLDFUSS) ; T RAMMER, p. 64, pI. 7: 2.

Material. - Ele ven specimens.
Remarks. - Recently, this species has been described in detail s by MULLER (1988) and my specimens
conform entirely with his description. Because he had only very few specimens no inve stigations of the
skeletal structure have been done . My observations show that it is clearly fibrou s, with meshes of the
skeleton rounded to irregular on the surface and 0.1-0.3 mm in size, while in vertical section skeletal
fibre s diverge toward both surfaces and are 0.3 mm apart. Thi s structure is identic al with that of Pyrgochonia, in effect I follow here SCHRAMMEN (1937) and attribute this species to Pyrgochonia.
Occurrence. - Kimm eridgian marl s (Gamma): Barenth al, Erkenbr echt swei1er; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Genkingen, Blaubeuren; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta) : Hettingen.
Py rgochonia acetabulum (GOLDFUSS, 1829)
(PI. 28: 1, 2)
1988. Pyrgochonia acetabulu m (GOLDFUSS), M ULLER, pp. 13-1 4 (cum syn.).
1993. Pyrgochonia acetabulum (GOLDFUSS); G RURER, pp. 56-57, pI. 22: 6.

Material. - Twelve specimens.
Remarks. - When outer surface damaged or cove red with rock it is impo ssible to separate it from
Hyalotra gos; only the structure of the skeleton allow s for determin ation ; in Hyalotragos rhizoclones are
confused while the skeleton in Pyrgochonia is organized in a clear fibrous fan-like pattern (in this respect
Pyrgochonia is clo se to Platychoniai, where fibr es are 0.2-0.3 mm apart. There is also some conc entric
banding of spicules. Cavities on the upper surface in my specimens are only 0.8-1.2 mm wide and
irregularly distributed over the surface at the distance about 3 mm. Meshes of the skeleton on the outer
surface are only 0.1 mm in size.
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Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal , Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian marls
(Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta): Hettingen.
Genus Discostroma KOLB, 1910
Discostroma intricatum (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 27: 1)
1910. Discostroma intricatum Q UENSTEDT; K OLB, p. 234 (cum syn.).
1926. Discostroma intricatum (Q UENSTEDT); OPPLIGER, p. 5.

Material. - Two specimens with calcitized spicules.
Description. - Plate-like or very wide and shallow conical sponge up to 4 cm in diameter and 2 cm
high , with wall 0.5 cm thick. Upper (inner) surface with irregularly rounded, 0.8-1.0 cm in diameter
depressions or shallow ca vitie s with canal openings at the bottom, from which extend irregularly but
generally radially oriented aporhysal furrows; in the middle there is a bundle of vertical canals 0.8-1 .0 mm
in diameter. Lower (outer) side with intraskeletal meshes only. Skeleton fibrous organized in fan-like
pattern; particular fibres 0.10-0.15 mm apart. There is also some concentric banding (parallel to the
growing edge) of spicules in which particular bands are 0.2-0.3 mm apart.
Remarks. - Specimens described by KOLB (1910) are much larger and he reported nothing about
their skeletal organization. Skelet al structure of this species closely resembles Pyrgochonia acetabulum
(GOLDFUSS) and , in fact , it may be a Pyrgo chonia species, but both my material of Discostroma and
Pyrgochonia is too limited for any conclusive decision.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Genkingen.
Genu s Amp hibleptula SCHMIDT, 1879
(= Microsleroderma KIRKPATRICK, 1903)

Amphiblep tula j urass ica sp. n.
(PI. 22: 6; Fig. 33)
1986. Algenproblematikum Ladwien (1976) ; B RACHERT, p. 242, pI. 40: 2.
1990 . Lithi stider Demospongier (Platychoniay; KEupp et al., pI. 2 1: 1.
Holotype: Fig. 33, spec imen ZPAL Pf.VIII/5 52.
Type horizon: Kimmeridgian marls (Delta).
Type locality: Genkin gen, Swabia, Germany.
Derivation of the name: Referring to the age of specimens.

Material. - Six specimens with calcified spicules.
Diagnosis. - Plate-like rhizomorine sponge with thick dermal layer composed of long oxeas and
ectosomal desmas more branched than the inner ones.
Description. - These are plate-like fragments of a sponge from 0.5 to 1.5 mm thick, with skeletons
composed of large rhizoclones organized in poorly developed fibres (fan-like arrangement in longitudinal
section). Intraskeletal meshes measure about 0.4-0.6 mm in size. Ecto somal desmas more branched and
densely packed than the inner ones. There is the dermal zone , composed of oxeas protruding from the
main desma-cornposed skeleton, which is up to 3 mm thick (at the edge, but usuall y thinner over the
surface) . The se oxeas are 0.04-0.06 mm thick and up to 3 mm long , and are den sel y packed and organized
into bush-like patterns. Small, about 0.7 mm wide and irregularl y distributed ostia visible on the upper
side of specimens devoid of derm al oxeas .
Remarks. - Recent sponges with rhizoclone desmas more branched on the surface, and long protruding bundl es of oxeas are included into the genu s Amphibleptula SCHMIDT (= Microscleroderma KIRKPATRICK). Formally, however, thi s genus was defin ed as "Scleritodermidae with special ectosomal desma s,
more intri catel y branched than those of the choanosome, without ecto somal micro stron gyle s" (VAN SOEST
and STENTOFT 1988). The absence of microstrongyles in the fossils cannot be proved , thu s I was left with
macro sclere associations to asses its taxonomic position. On the other hand , also Leiodermatidae LENDENFELD in addition to rhi zoclones, contains oxeas, but never in such speci alized arrangement, thu s
assignment to Amphiblep tula see ms obviou s. Thi s sponge resembles slightly those included in Platychonia
in fibrou s organization of the skeleton (but this feature is much less developed) as well as in larger size
of rhizoclones and specialized rhi zoclones near the surface, and finall y in the presence of the protruding
bundle s of oxeas.
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Fig. 33
Amphibleptula jurassicu sp. n., ZPAL Pf.VIII/552, holotype, Genkingen, Kimrneridgian marls (Delta), thin sectio n; marginal
zone of a sponge in cross section, showing choanoso mal skeleton and bundl es of oxeas protrudin g from within, x 5; b details
of a previous fragment, x 20.

Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Genkingen, Hochwang; Kimmeridgian limestones
(Delta): Hochwang.
Genu s Reiswigia TRAMMER, 1979
Reiswigia sp .
(PI. 25: 3)

Material. - Four specimens.
Remarks. - TRAMMER (1979) describ ed only one new species Reiswigia ramosa, but MALECKI (1991)
in an attempted revision synonymize d it with two various species from different genera, indicatin g,
however, the same TRAMMER'S specimens as belonging to both his taxa, thu s co mplicating the whole
situation. My mat erial is limited and too poorl y preserved to solve the problem , but fits well enough with
TRAMMER'S spec imens for generic identificati on.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Erke nbrec htswe iler, Barenthal .
Genu s Epis tome lla ZITTEL 1878
Epistomella sp.
(PI. 3 1: 1, 2)

Material. - Two specimens.
Description. - Platy to very low vase-like sponges with walls up to 0.5 mm thick and up to 3 cm in
diameter. Lower surface only with conce ntric growth lines; upper surface covered with num erous, irreg ularly distribut ed low crater-like outgrowths which are 2.0-2.5 mm wide at the base and 1.5 mm at the top,
and separated by a distance of 1.5 to 3.0 mm . Desmas are rhi zocl one s forming the skeleton with meshes
about 0.15 mm in size.
Remarks. - Poor preservation precludes more precise determination .
Occurrence. - Kimm erid gian marls (Gamma): Erkenb rechtsweile r; Kimmerid gian lim eston es
(Delta): Genkingen .

Suborder Didymmorina

ZITIEL ,

1878

Genu s Cyli ndrophyma ZITTEL, 1878
Cyl indrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS, 1833)
(PI. 31: 5- 8; PI. 48: 5-1 2; Fig. 34)
1989. Cylindrop hyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS);

Material. -

T RA M M ER,

p. 66 (cum syn.).

106 spec imens, among them one with origi nal siliceo us spicules preserved .
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Fig. 34
Shape variability of Cylindrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS).

Remarks. - This species shows a high shape variability - from elongated oval or spherical to nearly
straight cylindrical (Fig. 34). Canal openings on the surface are 0.6-0.8 mm in size , while meshes of the
skeleton on the surface only 0.16-0.20 mm in size. Two swollen centers of the spicule are usually
0.2-0.3 mm apart. It is worth to mention that, in addition to typical didymoclones there are desmas,
interpreted here as perhaps young (having however the same size as typical didymoclones) didymoclones,
which differ from them con siderably. They have smooth shafts connecting only slightly swollen centers
from which radiate in all directions smooth long branches, while typic al didymoclones have strongly
swollen centers with tuberculated one side and long smooth branches which extend from the opposite
side. The se strange spicules resemble some anthaspidellid sponges desm a. C. milleporata is one of the
few lithi stid sponges which occurs through all the investigated stratigraphical interval ; it is very common,
however, onl y in the Upper Kimmeridgian strata.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marl s (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian crumpled lime stones (Alfa): Barenthal;
Oxfordian limestones (Beta): Plettenberg, Beuron; Kimm eridgian marl s (Gamma) : Barenthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hochwang, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta) : Hettingen; Kimmeridgian lime stone s (Delta) : Hochwang , Erkenbrechtsweiler; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang, Genkingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta): Niederstozingen , Amegg, Asselfingen, Gussenstadt.
Genu s Linochone SCHRAMMEN, 1937
Lino chone rimosa SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 3 1: 3, 4)
1937 . Linochone rimosa n. sp.;

SCH RAMM EN ,

pp. 103-104, pI. 17: 8.

Material. - On e specime n with calcitized spicules.
Description. - Thin walled (up to 2 mm thick) cylinder (flattened by compaction) which is 8 cm high
and 3 cm in diameter. Outer sur face displays den sely spaced .but irre gularly spread ostia of small (0.51.0 mm wide ) can als. Desmas are small didymoclones.
Remarks. - The investigated specimen from my collection differs from the SCHRAMMEN'S (1937) one
in being cylindrical while the holotype is clearly funnel- shaped (PI. 31: 4).
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Wilmandingen.
Genus Melon ella ZITTEL, 1878
Melonella radiata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
(PI. 32 : 6)
1989. Melonella radiata

Material. -

(Q UENSTEDT); T RA MM ER,

p. 66 (cum syn.).

Three specimens in my collection and numerous in SMNS .
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Remarks. - My largest specimens are up to 6 cm in diameter and 5 cm high. Conical paragaster is
about 1 cm in diameter at the osculum. Two sets of canals, described in details by KOLB (1910) , are
0.6-0.8 mm wide, and end with the same size openings on the surface that are 1.0-1.5 mm apart. Meshes
of the skeleton are only 0.10-0.15 mm in size.
This species is sometimes regarded as a more spherical morphotype of Cylindrophyma milleporata.
There is no doubt, however, that it is a separate species, while its assignment to a different genus may be
a matter of debate. It differs in having larger and more loosely spaced canal openings on the surface, in
having radial to sinous channels running down from the osculum on the outer surface, as well as in having
smaller and slightly different didymoclones. The Middle Jurassic species M. ovata SOLLAS, 1883, as
illustrated by HINDE (1893), differs from M. radiata only in being ovate and smaller, and most probably
is conspecific with it.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) : Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled marly limestones (Delta): Hettingen; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) : Hochwang.

Suborder Sphaerocladina SCHRAMMEN, 1910
Genus Coscinodiscus SCHRAMM EN, 1937
Coscinodiscus suevicus SCHRAMMEN, 1937
(PI. 32: 5)
1937. Coscinodis cus suevicus n. sp.; SCHRAMMEN, p. 105, pI. 21: 6.

Material. - Holotype (SCHRAMMEN original housed in Tubingen), here designated.
Remarks. - SCHRAMMEN (1937) has never illustrated his new species, except desmas; for this reason
original SCHRAMMEN'S specimen housed in Tlibingen is here illustrated.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian (Gamma/Delta), Schwabtal.

Coscinodiscus sp.
Material. - Nine specimens.
Remarks. - These are plate-like fragments with walls up to 1 cm thick displaying openings of canals
0.4-0.8 mm in diameter, separated by skeletal bands 0.2-1.0 mm on one side, and large depressions, very
variable in size, measuring from 0.5 to 4.0 mm in diamater, and irregular in outline occur over the whole
surface on the other side. These specimens are thinner than C. suevicus SCHRAMM EN, have smaller canal
openings, and have large depressions developed only on one side.
Occurrence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Erkenbrechtsweiler, Hochwang, Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang; Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta):
Asselfingen.

Order incertae sedis
Genus Lecanella ZIIT EL, 1878
1878. Lecanella ZITTEL.
1937. Spha eropegma SCHR AMM EN.

Emended diagnosis. - Plate-like, vase-like to clumpy sponge composed of astrochones; canal openings very small and distributed without order over both surfaces; dermalia are dichotriaenes.
Remarks. - The only difference between Lecanella ZITTEL and Sphaeropegma SCHRAMMEN is that
the former is plate-like to funnel shaped, while the latter is irregularly spherical with a deep and narrow
paragaster but there is no difference whatsoever in spiculation. According to the criteria used in classification of Recent lithistid sponges, and accepted here, such differences cannot be used as the base for
generic differentiation. Therefore it seems that they should be synonymized for the distinction seems to
be rather one of specific level. So far the genus Lecanella has been included into Sphaerocladina
SCHRAMMEN (R EID 1968b; RIGBY 1983; WIEDENMAYER 1994), relaying on interpretation of choanosomal
spiculation which was interpreted as sphaeroclonal. The present finding dichotriaenes as dermal spicules
indicates that it must be either excluded from the Sphaerocladina or the Sphaerocladina redefined. Having
no more data about other genera I treat Lecanella as incerate sedis.
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Lecanella pateraeformis ZITTEL, 1878
(PI. 32: 2, 7; PI. 45: 12- 16; Fig. 35)
1937. Lecanella pateraef ormis Z IlTEL; SCHRAMMEN, pp. 108- 109, pI. 21: 1, 2 (cum syn.).

Material. - 40 specime ns with calcitize d spicules and one (fro m Heuchstett en ) with original siliceous
spic ules preserved.
Diagnosis. - Funnel to plate-like Lecan ella with dermal spicules as small dich otriaenes.
Description. - This is a highl y variable spec ies , generally havin g plate-like or ear-like to funnel
shapes and wa ll thickn esses fro m a few mil im eter s to 1 ce ntime ter. My spec ime ns have stro ngly varying
wall thicknesses, and desmas measur ing 0.4-0. 9 mm in size . Both surfaces displ ay sma ll, that range
from 0.4 to 0.8 mm large, meshes. Skeleton shows no organization and is co nfuse d. In one specimen in
situ dermalia, develop ed as small di chotriaen es with slender clads and 0.20-0.25 mm in diameter, are
preserved (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35
Lecanella pateraefonn is ZITIEL, SEM, ZPAL Pf.VIII/553 , Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma);
a view of choanosomal skeleton x 22; b choanosomal skeleton and few dermal dichotriaenes preserved in situ, x 65 .

R emarks. - The other species of this gen us, L. flab ellum KOLB, 1910, probably sho uld be synonymized here also . HINDE ( 1883) assigned to this species loose spicules from the Upper Cre taceous of
Germany, but without knowing the bodi ly preserved sponge such assignment must be trea ted with ca ution .
O ccur r ence. - Oxfordian crumpled limestones (Alfa): Barenthal; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma):
Barenthal, Hochwang, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Wilmandingen; Kimmeridgian crumpled limestones (Delta):
Hettingen; Kimmeridgian lime stones (Delta): Hochwang; Kimmeridgian marls (Delta): Hochwang, Gen king en ; Kimmeridgian limeston es (Epsilon): Heuchstetten; Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta) : Gerstetten.

Lecanella cf. nuda (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
(PI. 30: 1, 9)
cf. 1937 . Spheropegma nuda n. sp; SCHRAMMEN, p. 109, pI. 21 : 3.

Material. - Four specimens with calcitized spicules .
Description. - Cylindrical to conical, thick-walled sponge which is from 5 to 9 cm high and from 2
to 4 cm wide . Paraga ster narrow, 0.5 to 1.5 cm in diameter. Out er surface smooth except wit h irregular
large canal openings, 0.5- 2.0 mm in diameter, which are rather distantly and irregularly distributed.
Desmas are large about 0.5 mm in size, smooth and poorly branched astroclones; skeletal meshes about
0.2-0.4 mm in diameter.
Rem a r ks. - The investigated specimens resemble rath er closely the only known specimen described
by SCHRAMMEN (1937) in de smas character as well as features of canalization ; they differ in shape SCHRAMMEN'S specimen is spherical.
O ccurr ence. - Oxfordian marls (Alfa): Plettenberg; Oxfordian limestones (Beta) : Plettenberg; Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Barenthal,
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Lecanella sp. A
Material. - Three specimens.
Remarks . - These are plate- like sponge fragments generally conforming with Lecanella pateraeformis ZITTEL, but which differ in having smaller and more stro ngly branched spic ules ; skeleta l meshes
rounded and measure 0.2-0.3 mm in diameter. Such differences are usually regarded as specific characters.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma) : Erken brec htswe iler; Kimmeridgian cru mpled limestones (Delta) : Hettingen; Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta): Genkingen.

Lecanella sp. B
(PI. 11: 7)
Ma te r ia l. - Three specimens.
Description. - Small, 1.5 cm wide hemispherical sponge encrusting a hexactinellid sponge, with
entirely calcitized but well-preserved astroclones. No paragaster or canalization.
Rem arks. - The only species described by SCHRAMMEN (1937) which is similar is Lecanella
(= Sphaerop egma) nuda , but it has a well developed paragaster. The inve stigated specimens lack any trace
of it and their spicu les are also sma ller.
Occurrence. - Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma): Bare nthal, Erkenbrechtsweiler.

LOOSE SPICULES
Loose disassociated spicules have been obtained by dissolving rock s in a weak hydrochloric or formic
acid solution . They are present only in samples from Gussenstadt, Heuchstetten and Gerstetten. At least
75% of spicules, by number, are selenaster (= rhaxes) of placospongids (Hadromerida). Various oxeas and
microxeas are also very common spicules. Among desmas the most common are tetraclones and mega clones, kyphorabds, and ophirabds. Less common are astroclones of Lecanella ZITIEL, didymoclones
(Cylindrophyma ZITTEL), prodichotriaenes and phyllotriaenes. Rhizomorine desma s, as well as hexactinosan and Iychni scosan spicules are very rare . Such frequency of rigid-skeleton derived spicules agrees
very well with what we know from bodily preserved sponges, which are dominantly various lithistid
species, whi le hexactinosan and Iychniscosan sponges are very rare. Most of the loose spicule type s
illus trated herein have already been noted from the Upper Jurassic of the Swabian Alb by SCHRAMMEN
(1937), and REI F (1967) who reported similar frequency of particular types of spicules . Numerous of these
spicules type s have been reported alread y from the Lower Juras sic of Austria by DUNIKOWSKI (1882), and
by WISNIOWSKI (1889 , 1891) from the Middle and Upper Jurassic of Poland.
Summing up, among loose spicules are represented those which belong to bodily preserved lithistid
sponges, but common are also spicule s from sponges which had unfu sed skeletons, both demo sponges
and hexactinellids. Among the demo sponges the most common non-lithistids are placospongids (Hadromerida), pachastrellid and geodiid sponges (Astrophorida), amon g those which I was able to recognize.
Representatives of Haplosclerida were most probably also present.
DEMOSPONGE SPICULES
Selenasters (= Rhax of HINDE 1880 ) (PI. 53 : 18-20). - The se demo sponge spicules are the most
common spicules (numbering in thousands) in the Upper Kimmeridgian samples with corals from Gussenstadt and Heuchstetten. They have the bean- shape form and ragged (corroded) surface, and are
0.12-0.17 mm long . Fossil ones , both from the Upper Jura ssic (REIF 1967; TRAMMER 1982) and the
Cretaceous (GRUBER and REITNER 1991) were interpreted as sterr asters which occur in Recent Geodidae
(Astrophorida) . As it was nicely shown by RDTZLER and MACINTYRE (1978), the Jur assic material most
probably repre sents corroded selenasters [spicules of Recent Placospon gia GRAY - see VOSMAER and
VERNHOUT 1902, but similar spicules are also known from Timea spiniglobata (CARTER) as reported by
REID (l968b)]; those reported from the Cret aceou s, are better preserved and practically identical with
selenasters of Placospon gia carinata (BOWERBANK) illustrated by RDTZLER and MACINTYRE (1978) .
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Selenasters of Placospongia (Hadromerida) and sterrasters of the Geodidae slightly resemble each other,
however, sterrasters alway s have a spherical form and develop from multiaxial centres, while selenasters
are monaxon-based (also in the case of Timea GRAY), and receive their characteristic shape only late in
ontogeny (VOSMAER and VERNH OUT 1902).
Oxyspherasters (PI. 53: 15-17). - The y mea sure 0.17-0.18 mm in diameter and oxyasters (PI. 53:
13, 14), which repr esent euasters, measure about 0.2 mm , and occur in variou s groups of Recent sponges.
Such spicules are common among Recent Geodidae where they compose a thick outer zone (see for
example SOLLAS 1888: pI. 16: 11; LENDENFELD 1907: pI. 31: 45, pI. 37: 17; and DENDY: 1924: pI. 7: 10)
and mo st probably the investigated specimens belong also to Geodidae. One must admit, however, that
morphologically very similar spicules are known in the hadromerid Timea (see TOPsENT 1928: pI. 6: 7c)
and halichondrid Vibulinus GRAY (TOPSENT 1928: pI. 6: 20 ), and Halicnemia BOWERB ANK (TopsENT 1928:
pI. 6: 22c). There, however, they are covered with tiny rugo sitie s. 'Occasionally such spicules also occur
in the lithi stid theonellid s (W IEDENMAYER 1994, and my own unpubli shed data ). Similar spicules are
known also from the late Triassic (MOSTLER 1976) and Liassic (MOSTLER 1990a). Gene rall y they have
rather doubtful diagno stic value as foss ils (WIEDENMAYER 1994).
Dermal dichotriaenes, phyllotriaenes and discotriaenes (PI. 45: 17; PI. 50: 8, 11; PI. 52 : 1-16). The se spicules have cladomes from about 0.40 to 0.75 mm in diam eter and shafts of various lengths.
There is morphological continuity between the se type s of spicules, so they are treated here together.
Phyllo- to discotriaenes occur in Recent tetractin ellid sponges (genera Discodermia DU BOCAGE, Racodiscula ZITTEL and Theonella GRAY - see LENDENFELD 1903; LEVI and LEVI 1989 ; VACELET and VASSEUR
1971), thus it is difficult to attribute all my material more precisely. The presence of discotriaenes and
phyllotriaenes is indic ative, however, of the lithi stids with tetractine desmas. On the other hand, extreme
variability of these spicules mak es estimation of numbe r of species which they represent in the investigated
material a precarious matter. Such spicules may differ strongly, for example, between inhalant and exhalant
surfaces, even in the same specimen (see SOLLAS 1888 ; LEVI and LEVI 1989, and my own unpublished
data). The group encompassi ng phyllotriaenes to discotri aenes with a smooth con vex surfa ce and aver)'
short shaft (PI. 52: 8, 11-1 4) most probabl y represent s one species of tetra ctinellid sponges . Another group
is repre sented by simple phyllotriaenes with a short conical shaft (PI. 52: 3, 7, 10). Phyllotriaenes with
thick and long shafts and smooth surfaces belong to a different species. A third still different species may
be represe nted by the peculi ar irregular phyllotriaenes (PI. 52: 4, 5) with very long shafts and clade laying
in various planes, as well as having irregular clades tips indicating articulation with other dermal phyllotriaenes. Thi s last type is very close to tho se illustrated by REIF (1967 : pI. 15: 23) from Nattheim. Also
discotriaenes from Nattheim (REIF 1967: pI. 15: 1,5) are very close to my material. The fourth species is
repr esented by a peculi ar phyllotriaene which has a short shaft in the form of a cro ss (PI. 52: 2). Massive
dichotriaenes (PI. 50: 8, 11 ) measuring 0.28 to 0.35 mm in cladome diam eter, also belong, most prob abl y,
to lithi stid sponges for similar dermal spicules are kno wn in the Recent Coralli stidae SOLLAS (see SOLLAS
1888: pI. 15: 40,41). Simil ar spicules are known alrea dy from the Upper Triassic-Lower Jura ssic depo sits
(MOSTLER 1989b). Sponges bearin g derm al layers of phyllo- and/or discotriaenes are kno wn from shallow
depth s (coral reefs - VACELET and VASSEUR 1971 ) down to 180 meters on the shelf slopes of the New
Caledonia region (LEVI and LEVI 1989), and down to 234-270 meters on the shelf off Barbados (VAN
SOEST and STENTOFT 1988), where they are commo n between 100 and 180 meters.
Various prodichotriaenes (PI. 47: 5; PI. 50 : 1, 3- 5, 7, 10) and orthodichotriaenes (PI. 50 : 2, 6). With cladome s measurin g 0.50-0.75 mm in diameter, and various lenght and shape of shaft reaching
4.4 mm in length represe nt, without doubt , seve ral different species of non-lithistid (astrophorid) sponges.
Massive mesotriaen (PI. 50 : 9). - With a cladome measuri ng 0.62 mm in diameter also occur. Sim ilar
spic ules were reported by MOSTLER (1986a) from the Triassic, and toda y occ ur in pachastrellid sponges
(WIEDENMAYER 1994).
Procricotriaens (PI. 51 : 28, 29). - Ones in the collection measure 1.1-1.3 mm in lengh t and can have
poorly to well developed clads. There are 4-5 rings on the shaft and up to 4 on the clads.
Cricostyles (PI. 5 1: 19, 20). - These may be straight or slightly curve d and bear fro m 1 to 4 rings
and measure up to 2.5 mm in length . They were earlier described from Nattheim (White Jurassic Zeta
= Uppermost Kimm erid gian ) by SCHRAMMEN (1937) and REIF (1967 ), the oldest known spicules of this
type are from the late Triassic (MOSTLER 1976; WIEDENMAYER 1994). In my material they are present in
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the uppermost Kimmeridgian samples (coral lime stones) from Gerstetten. Some authors (see REIF 1967 ;
MOCZYDLOWSKA and PARUCH-KuLCZYCKA 1978) have sugges ted there is an evolutionary trend expressed
in increase of numbers of ring s, which are more numerou s in Cretaceous specimens; but that may be
doubted for Tria ssic cricostyles have from 4 to 42 ring s (WIEDENMAYER 1994). Thi s type of spicule cannot
be assigned to any particular group for they occur neith er in Recent sponges nor in bodil y pre served fossil
sponges.
Massive ?orthotriaene (PI. 51: 16). - Such spicules measure at least 1.8 mm in length in the
collection. Nearly identical spicules from the Upper Cretaceou s were illu strated by HINDE (1880: pI. 2:
9) and were attributed to the Geodidae. Today similar triaenes occur generally in astrophorids.
Calthrops (PI. 48: 1-4). - Variously size d calthrops (0.25 to 1.75 mm ) having equal (PI. 48: 3) or
unequal rays (PI. 48: 2), or one ray reduced into knob (PI. 48: 4) occur in the collection. Th ey are typical
of Recent pach astrellid s and Calthropellidae LENDENFELD (W IEDENMAYER 1994). Very similar triaenes
have been reported from rock s as old as the Cambrian (KEMPEN 1990 ; W IEDENMAYER 1994).
Criccalthrop (PI. 47: 4). - Measurin g about 0.2 mm in diameter; this type of spicule has been reported
from the Triassic of Alps (MOSTLER 1990a). Acc ording to WIEDENMAYER (199 4) they have affinities with
the Recent genus Sphin ctrella SCHMIDT.
AcanthocaIthrop (PI. 47: 3). - Me asuring about 0.27 mm in diameter. Similar spicules are known
from the Permi an (FINKS 1960 ), but some may be as old as Carboniferou s (see REID 1970). They are
common in the Triassic and Lower Jura ssic, as well as younger deposits (MosTLER 1976, 1990a; WIEDENMAYER 1994). According to WIEDENMAYER (199 4) they are related to the sphinctre llids.
Trachelotriaenes (from trachelotriaenes to trachelodichotriaenes) of various charac ter (PI. 51 : 10, 11,
17, 18, 25, 26). - They measure 1.1-2.1 mm in length. The oldest spicules of this type are known fro m
the Triassic (MOSTLER 1976). Spicules of trachelodichotriaene (PI. 5 1: 10, 11) type had been described
from the Upper Cretaceou s by HINDE (188 0: pI. 2: 6-8) and SCHRAMMEN (1924). Today they occ ur in
some astrophorids (WIEDENMAYER 1994).
Microxeas (PI. 53: 4, 5). - These are the common demosponge spicules in my samples. Unfortun ately
today they occ ur in such different groups as tetractinellid lithi stids, haplosclerid and poecil osclerid
sponges, and thus have no diagnostic value.
Simple oxeas (PI. 51: 3-8). - Of various size are very commo n spicules in all the samples, unfortunately they also occ ur in various gro ups of demosponges and as such cannot be ascri bed to any smaller
group.
Long sinuous oxeas (PI. 5 1: 1, 2). - Measuring up to 3.75 mm in length and 0.10-0.15 mm in
thickn ess; they are known , for exa mple, in the Recent rhizomorine spo nge Leiodermatium SCHMIDT and
tetracladin e Theonella GRAY (see VAN SOEST and STENTOFT 1988). Very similar spic ules can be also found
in other non-lithistid demosponges (see SOLLAS 1888). Other spicules from the same sample indi cate that
both of these gro ups were present in the invest iga ted material.
Small strongyles (PI. 53: 1-3, 6, 7). - Measuring from 0.20 x 0.08 mm to 0.36 x 0.06 mm are
relati vely commo n in most samples . Str ongyles of similar type and size are known to occur in the Recent
hadromerid genus Stro ngy lophora DENDY (see VAN SOEST and STENTOFT 1988: pp. 128-1 29). Th ey occur
also in the fossil reco rd as early as the Carboni ferou s (WIEDENMAYER 1994).
Tylostyles. - Mostly of two types: one with a large part of the proximal tip swolle n (PI. 51 : 12-1 4)
and measurin g about 1.1 and 1.2 mm in length , and the seco nd wi th only the proximal tip swolle n (PI. 51:
21-24, 27) and measurin g 1.1- 2.6 mm. Most prob ably they belong to the Hadrom erida and Poecil osclerida
(REIF 1967). Among the rare types of unkn own affinity is an exo tylosty le (PI. 51 : 9) measurin g over 2 mm
lon g, and a peculiar massive and irreg ular tylostyle (PI. 47: 13) meas uring 0.6 mm long.
Cricorhabds (PI. 53: 8-12). - These differ in numbers of rings (fro m 3 to 6) and general outline, and
measure 0.22-0.27 mm in length and 0.07-0.09 mm in thickness. According to WIEDENMAYER (1994) they
most probably belong to the clionid s (Hadromerida) .
Desmas. - Megaclones (PI. 47 : 10-1 2); these spicules whi ch are up to 1.1 mm long, are identical
with spicules of Megali thista fora minosa SCHRAMMEN kno wn from bodily preserved speci mens fro m the
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same deposits . They are very close to the spicules of the Recent species Pleroma turbinatum SOLLAS (see
SOLLAS 1888: pI. 33: 7, 8; LEVI and LEVI 1983: pI. 2: 5-7) and thus belong without doubt to the
Megamorina (perhaps the Pleromidae). The oldest known spicules of this type (not very different from
the investigated ones) are known from the Lower Permian (KOZUR and MOSTLER 1989).
- Rhizoclones (PI. 50: 12-16) measuring 0.45-0.60 mm in size from the sponge infesting Dicranoclonella schmidti SCHRAMMEN. These spicules resemble rhizoclones of Platychonia schlotheimi (MUNSTER
in GOLDFUSS, 1833) but are usually tri- to tetrapodial, while those of Platychonia schlotheimi are usually
linear (see PI. 45: 1-11). Other type is represented by strongly branched and omamented rhizoclones? (PI.
44: 10-13; PI. 50: 18) measuring up to 0.48 mm in lenght. They differ in morphology from the spicules
of any bodily preserved rhizomorine species investigated and probably belong to a new genus.
- Dicranoclones (PI. 47: 9) measuring 0.62 mm in size. It is very close to dicranoclones composing
the outer part of Dicranoclonella schmidti (see PI. 46: 2, 3).
- Sphaeroclones (PI. 50: 17) measuring about 0.35 mm in size is a spicule characteristic for sphaerocladine Coscinodiscus SCHRAMMEN, which occurs as bodily preserved sponges in the same horizons .
- Kyphorabds (PI. 49: 11) measuring 0.8 mm in length are spicules typical of bodily preserved
Helminthophyllum SCHRAMMEN. There are also desmas measuring 0.5-0.9 mm in length and resembling
kyphorabds (PI. 49: 15, 16), but sculptured with knobs and spines rather than rings . I am not able to
attribute them with certainty to any genus.
- Heloclones (PI. 49: 12-14) measuring up to 1.7 mm in length are identical with spicules occurring
in bodily preserved Pachycothon SCHRAMMEN.

HEXACTINELLID SPICULES
Smooth or omamented pentactines, hexactines and stauractines (PI. 54: 1-12) occur in various hexactinosan, Iychniscosan (usually as dermalia), and Iyssacinosan sponges (both dermalia and choanosomalia),
and as such are of low diagnostic value. On the other hand, anadiaenes (PI. 47: 6) measuring over 1.7 mm
in length, and anatetraenes (pentactine) (PI. 47: 2) measuring over 0.8 mm in length, are common as
anchoring spicules among hexactinellids with loose skeletons. Massive oxyhexactines (PI. 54: 13-16)
measuring up to I mm in diameter, occur in some euplectellids as oscularia (IJIMA 1927: pI. 7: 5).
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PLATE I

Cribrospongia reticulata

(GOLDFUSS,

1826)

47

I. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1826: pl. 4: l e - in fact most probably it is Stauroderma lochense as understood
since QUENSTEDT 1878), Streitberg, IPUB; a side view, b upper surface view, c lower side view; x 0.66.

Cribrospongia cucullata (Q UENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
2. GOLDFUSS' specimen (1826: pl. 2: 16) describ ed as Scyphia polyommata nobis, Switzerland, IPUB;
a, b lateral views ; x 0.66.
3. Specimen from SMN S collectio n, Obemheim , Kimmeridgian (Gamma); x 0.66.

Cribrospongia? rugata

( Q UENSTEDT,

1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

4. Holotype (QUENSTEDT 1878: pl. 116: 4), Hossingen , Oxfordian (Beta) , IGPTU; outer surface view ; x 0.66.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIU6a, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); outer surface view; x 0.66.

48
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PLATE 2

Cribrospongia? tesse lata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)

48

I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII27I , outer (lower) surface view, Erke nbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls
(Gamma); x I.
2. Holotype (QUENSTEDT 1878: pI. 116: 7), outer (lowe r) surface view, Hossingen , Kimm eridgian (Gamm a),
IGPTU; x I.

Cribrospongia elegans (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

49

3. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIII300, Barenth al, Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma) ; a lower (outer) surface view,
b upper (inner) surface view ; x I.
5. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIU3IO, Barenth al, Kimm eridgian marls (Gam ma); x I.

Cribrospongia cucullata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
4. SCHRAMMEN'S collection, Streitberg IGPTU; x 1.33.

49
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PLATE 3

Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLD Fu SS, 1826)

47

1-3. Silicified specimens, SCHRAMMEN 'S collection, IGPTU ; x 0.66; 1 basal part of large specimen with
irregular basal skeleton visible, Natheim, (?upperrno st Kimmeridgian); 2-3 wall fragment s, Heuchstetten ,
Kimmeridgi an (Epsilon).
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIII 3, Barenthal , crumpled limestones of the Oxfordian (Alfa); x 0.66 .

Stauroderma lochense (QUENSTEDT, 1858)

. . .

54

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII2, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta ); x 1.

Pachyteichisma lamellosa (QUENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

67

5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII266, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); outer surface view; x 0.5.

Ramispongia ramosa Q UENSTEDT, 1878 . . . . . . . .

53

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII206, Barenthal, Kimmeridgi an marls (Gamma); x 0.66.

Cypellia caliciformis OPPLIGER, 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII280 , Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); outer surface view; x 0.66 .

62
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PLATE 4

Walcote lla pertusa (GOLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52

I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIJJ41, Barenthal, crumpled marly limestones of the.Oxfordian (Alfa) ; x 2.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIJJ61, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x lA .
3. GOLDFUSS' specimen (1833: pI. 8a), Streitberg, Oxfordian, IPUB ; x I.
4. QUENSTEDT'S specimen (1878 : pI. 120: 61), Kimmeridgian (Gamma), IGPTU ; x 1.5.
5. QUENSTEDT'S specimen (1878: pI. 120: 65), Oberdig isheim, Kimmeridgian (Gamma), IGPTU ; x I.
7. GOLDFUSS' specimen ( 1833: pI. 2: 8c), Steitberg , IPUB; x I.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIll/42, Barenthal , crumpled marly limestone s of the Oxfordian (Alfa); a oscular view,
b lateral view ; x 2.

Ordinatus texturatus (v . S CHLOTHEIM, 1820) . . . . . . . .
6. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1833: pI. 2: 9), Giengen , IPUB; x 1.5.
9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIJJ269, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x I.
10. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIJJ34, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamm a); x I.

53
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PLATE 5

Cypellia caliciformis

OPPLIGER,

1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

I . Specimen ZPAL PLVIIII60, Barenthal, Oxfordian limestones (Beta ); a lower surface view, b upper surface
view, c lateral view; x 0.66.

Stauroderma lochense

1858)

(QUENSTEDT,

54

2. Specimen ZPAL PLVIlIl14, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta) ; upper surface view; x 0.66 .
6. Specimen ZPAL PLVIlIlI7, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa) ; x 0.7.

Pachyteichisma lopas

(QUENSTEDT,

1878)

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

68

3. Specimen ZPAL PLVIlIl65, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); lower surface view ; x 0.66.

Placotelia laciniata

(OPPLIGER,

1926) . . . . . . .

64

4. Specimen ZPAL PLVIlIl22; Barenthal, Oxfordian limestones (Beta) ; x 0.7.

Placotelia marcoui (ETALLON, 1860)
5. Specimen ZPAL PLVlIII28 , Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); upper surface view; x 0.7.

64
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PLATE 6

Laocoetis schweiggeri (G OLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
1. SCHRAMMEN'S collection, Lochen Nordwand, Oxfordian lime stone s (Beta), IGPTU ; x 0.66 .
6. Specimen illustrated by Q UENSTEDT (1878: pI. 117: 2) as Textispongia gigas, Hossingen, IGPTU; x 0.66 .
7. Q UENSTEDT'S specimen ( 1878: pI. Il7 : I), Bollert, IGPT U; x 0.66.

Verrucocoelia verrucosa (G OLDFUSS, 1829)

37

2. SCHRAMMEN'S collection, IGPTU , Geisingen, Kimmeridgian (Delta); x 0.66 .

Cypellia prolifera (ZITTEL, 1878)

.

62

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIV275 , Genkingen, Kimm erid gian lime stones (Delta); x 0.66 .

Laocoetis procumbens (GOLDFUSS, 1826)

40

4. Holotype (GOLDFUss 1833: pI. 4: 3), Baireutischen, IPUB ; x 0.5.

Laocoetis clathrata (GOLDFUSS, 1833)

42

5. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1833: pl. 3: I), Streitberg, IPUB; x 0.66.

Laocoetis paradoxa (MONSTER in GOLDF USS, 1833)
8. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1833: pl. 3 1: 6a), Streitberg, BSPHGM; x 0.5.

41
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PLATE 7

Laocoetis para llela

( GOLDFUSS,

1826)

38

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/I8, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); a oscular view, b lateral view; x 1.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/88, Plettenberg , Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 0.9.
3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/83 , Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); x 1.

Laocoetis arborescens (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

. . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/86 , Plettenberg , Oxfordian marls (Alfa); x 0.8.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/20 , Barentha l, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 1.5.
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/84, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; x 1.7.

Laocoetis paradoxa

(MUNSTER

in

GOLDFUSS,

1833)

41

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/19, Asselfingen, Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta); x 1.

Laocoetis clathrata

(GOLDFUSS,

1826)

8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/76 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; x 0.75.

42
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PLATE 8

Laocoetis parallela

(GOLDFUSS,

1826)

38

1. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1826: pl, 3: 3), Streitberg, IPUB, a and b opposite lateral views ; x 1.
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl296, Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 0.95.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl295 , Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); canal openings on the gastral side
of dictyonal skeleton; x 1.

Laocoetis tubifera

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937)

.

42

2. Specimen ZPAL Pf. VIIII285, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.6.
3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl286, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x 1.6.

Laocoetis striatopunctata

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937)

.

41

5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl312, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.

Tremaphorus favrei

(OPPLIGER,

1907) . . . ..

51

6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII294, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) ; x 1.5.

Laocoetis procumbens

(GOLDFUSS ,

1826) . . .

40

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl314, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma);.x 0.95.

Laocoetis schweiggeri

(GOLDFUSS,

1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

43

9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIlI/278, fragment of a widely tubular specimen, Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls
(Gamma); x 1.

Stauroderma lochense

(QU ENSTEDT,

1858)

10. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl289, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
11. Lower, tubular part of plate-like specimen, ZPAL Pf.VIIII290, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma);
x l.

54
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PLATE 9

Laocoetis sp. n.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII65, Barenthal, Oxford ian limestones (Beta); a and b opposite side views; x 1.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII64, Barenthal, Kirnmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.5.

Centrosia jurassica

M ULLER,

1994

75

2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/402, Hermaringen, Kirnmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); a upper side view,
b lower side view; x 1.2.

Laocoetis lineata

(SCHRA MMEN,

1937)

.

43

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII409, Genkingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x 1.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII291, Barenthal, Kirnmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.5.
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII73, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 1.5.

Laocoetis schweiggeri

( GOLDFUSS ,

1833) . . . . .

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/401, Asselfingen, Kirnmeridgian limestones (Zeta); x 1.
7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII277, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x I.

43
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PLATE 10

Sphenaulax costata (GO LDFUSS , 1826)
I. Spe cimen ZPAL Pf.VllIl256, Genkingen, Kimmeridgian limestone s (Delta); x I.
2. HoIotype (GOLDFUSS 1826 : pI. 2: lOa), EifeI, IPUB ; x I.
7. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VllIl204, Hochwan g, Kimmeridgian marls (De lta) ; x I.
8. GOLDFUss ' specimen ( 1826: pI. 3: 7), Switzerland , IPUB ; x 1.5.
9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII 255, Erkenbrechtsweil er, Kimmerid gian marls (Ga mma) ;

44

x I.

Polypyge pusilla S CHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

57

3. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIII 94, Barenthal, crumpled marly limestones of the Oxfordian (Alfa); x 2.6.

Sphenaulax progenis S CHRAMMEN, 1937

45

4. SMNS co llection, Upper Ju rassic (exac t locality and age unkn own); x I.

Sphenaulax irregular is s p . n.
5. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIII2 05, holot ype, Erk enbr echt sweil er, Kimm er idgian limes tones (De lta); x I.
6. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIII 292, Hoch wang, Kimm eridgian marls (Delta); x I.

45
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PI. I I

76

Xenoschrammenum venosum (S CHRAMMEN, 1937)
1. SMNS COllection, Heuchstetten, Kimm eridgian ; a lower (outer) side view, b upper (inner) side view; x 2.
8. SMNS collection, upper (inner) side view, Heidenheimer Alb (exac t locality and age unkn own); x 1.

Hexactinosa indeterminata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

66

2. Specimen morphologically resembling Sporadopyle obliqua (GOLDFUSS, 1833) but having clearly hexactinosan skeleton, ZPAL Pf.VIll/40, x 2.

Caesaria articulata (SCHMIDEL, 1780)

.

55

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I201 , Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); x 1.

Ramispongia ramosa Q UENSTEDT, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . .

53

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I207, Barenth al, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 0.6 1.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I406, Barenth al, crumpled marly limestones of the Oxfordian (Alfa) ; x 1.

Cypellia inberbis (Q UENSTEDT, 1878)

.

61

6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIlI72 , Barenth al, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.2.

Lecanella sp. B

.

94

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I307, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 2.

Cribrospongia? tesse/ata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/I 2, Barenth al, Oxford ian limestones (Beta); a lower (outer) side view, b upper
(inner) side view; x I.
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PLATE 12

Cavispongia cylindrata

QUENSTEDT,

1878

75

I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ73, Hettingen , crump led marIy Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); a upper surface
view, b lateral view; x 1.5.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII262, Wilrnandingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); lateral view ; x 1.8.

Porospongia marginata

(MONSTER

in

GOLD FUSS,

1829)

56

3. GOLDFusS' specimen (1833 : pI. 34: 9), Streitberg , Oxfordian , IPUB; x I.
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII33, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); x 1.2.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII32, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian marIs (Gamma); x I.

Tremaphorus apertus

(OPPLI GER,

1915) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

50

6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl79, Barenthal, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); a and b view of opposite sides; x 1.5.
7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII43, Hochwang , Kimmeridgian marIs (Delta); lower side view; x I.

Xenoschrammenum venosum

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937) . . . . . . .

8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII98, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestone s (Beta); upper (inner ) side view; x I.

76
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PLATE 13

Platychonia schlotheimi (MONSTER in GOLDFUSS, 1833)

84

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ305, Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); upper surface view ; x 1.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ507, Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; cross section; x 1.

Trochobolus labyrinthicus (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

73

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII45, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); a and b lateral views of the opposite
sides; x 1.
7. SCHRAMMEN 'S collection, IGPTU, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian; x 1.

Cypellia inberbis (QUENSTEDT, 1878) . . . .

61

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIIl06, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta) ; a oscular view, b lateral view;
x 1.6.

Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS, 1826)

47

5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ67, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta) ; x 1.
6. GOLDFUSS' specimen (1833: pI. 34: 2), Streitberg, BSPHGM; x 1.

Laocoetis schweiggeri (GOLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ21, Biirenthal, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); lower (outer) surface view ; x 1.

43
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PLATE 14

Cavispongia cylindrata

Q UENSTEDT,

1878

75

I. SMNS collection, Upper Jurassic, exact locality and age unknown; a upper surface view, b lower surfac e

view, c lateral view ; x 0.75 .

Linonema calyx

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937)

58

2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/5 1, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 2.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/216, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) ; x 0.75 .
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII23, Barenthal, crumpled marly limestones of the Oxfordian (Alfa); a lateral view,
b cross section; x 0.7.

Pachyteichisma lamellosa

(QUENSTEDT,

1878)

67

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/235 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 0.75.

Platychonia striata

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937)

.

85

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/l31 , Hochwan g, Kimmeridgian limestone s (Delta); x 1.3.

Stauractinella jurassica ZITTEL, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/M, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); a lateral view, b oscular view; x 0.75 .

36
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PLATE 15

Pachyteichisma gress lyi (ETALLON, 1860)

.

70

1. SMNS collection, Tieringen, Kimmeridgian (Gamma), a lateral view, b oscular view; x 1.

Pachyteichisma microstoma (Q UENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VTIIJ226, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marIs (Gamma), a lateral view, b oscular view ;
x l.
3. SMNS collection, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian (Gamma/Delta boundary), a lateral view, b oscular view,
c lower side view; x I .
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VTIIJ227, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamm a), a oscular view, b lateral view ;
x l.
.

Pachyteichisma lopas (Q UENSTEDT, 1878)
5. Holotype (QUENSTEDT 1878: pI. II 9: 5), Hossingen, Kimmeridgian (Delta), IGPTU, upper (inner) side
view ; x 0.5.

68
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PLATE 16

Cypellia rugosa (GO LDFUSS, 1833)

60

I . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/5 9, Barenth al , Oxfordian lime ston es (Beta), a osc ular view, b lateral view; x 0.77 .

Pachyteichisma microstoma (Q UENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
2. Specim en illustrated in GOLDFUSS (1833: pI. 6: l a-b) under the name Cnemidium lamellosum. Randen,
Swit zerl and , IPUB ; a oscul ar view, b lateral view, c lower side view, x 0.45.

Pachyteichisma lamellosa (QUENSTEDT, 1878) .. . . . . . . . . . .
3. Spe cim en ZPAL Pf.VIII/I , Hochw ang, Kimrneridgian marls (Delta) ; x 0.85.
4 . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/ 37, Hettin gen, crumpled marly Kimrneridg ian lime stones (De lta); x 0.75 .
5. Holot ype, (QUENSTEDT 1878: pI. 119: I), Hossingen, Kimm eridgian (De lta), IGPTU; a oscular view,
b lateral view, c lower side view; x 0.4 6.

67
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PLATE 17

Trochobolu s texatu s

(GO LDFUSS,

1833)

I. Specimen
2. Specimen
x 1.5.
4. Specimen
5. Specimen
6. Specimen

ZPAL Pf.VIII/202, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); x I.
ZPAL Pf.VIII/300, Barenthal, Kimmerid gian marls (Gamma); x I.
ZPAL Pf.VIII/301, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x I.

3. Specimen
7. Specimen
8. Specimen
9. Specimen

ZPAL Pf.VIII/279, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x I.
ZPAL Pf.VIII/265, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x I.
ZPAL Pf.VIII/203, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x I.
ZPAL Pf.VIII/3, Hochwan g, Kimmerid gian marls (Delta) ; x I.

71

ZPAL Pf.VIII/281, Barenth al, Kimmeridg ian marls (Gamma); x 1.5.
ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ298, Genkin gen, Kimmerid gian marls (Delta), a oscular view; b lateral view;

Trochobolus suevicus

S CHRAMMEN,

1937 . . . . .

72
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PLATE 18

Trochobolus cylindratus

OPPLlGER,

1915 . . . . .

72

1. SCHRAMMEN'S collection, Kimmeridgian (Gamma), IGPTU ; x 1.
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII218, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII217, Genkingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) ; x l ,

Phlyctaenium coniforme

(QUENSTEDT,

1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

74

2. GOLDFUSS' specimen (1833: pI. 2: 11) described as Scyphia verrucosa nobis, Chaumont, IPBU; x l.
7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VlIII261 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.

Rhombedonium cypelliaeforme

SCHRAMMEN,

1937

60

3. SCHRAMMEN'S specimen (1937 : pI. 4: 5: pI. 10: 1); Streitberg, IGPTU; x 1.5.

Trochobolus cupulus

(SCHRAMMEN,

1937)

5. SCHRAMMEN'S collection, Erkenbrechtsweiler (Gamma/Delta), IGPTU ; x I.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII257, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.

74
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Sporadopyle obliqua (GOLD FUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
I. Q UENSTEDT'S specimen (1878: pI. 120 : 30), Loche n, Oxfordian (Alfa ), IGPTU; x 2.
2. GOLDFUSS ' specimen (1833: pI. 3: 5a-b), Thurnau, IPUB; x 1.5.
3. GOLDFUSS' specimen (1833 : pI. 3: 5c ); Streitberg, IPUB; x 1.5.
4-5 . QUENSTEDT'S specimens (1878: pI. 120: 31, 35 ), Lochen , Oxfordian (Alfa), IGPTU; x 2.
6. SCHRAMMEN'S collection (as S. consorbina), Kimmeridgian (Gamma), Oberdigisheim, IGPTU; x 2.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ92, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamm a), a oscular view, b lateral view ;
x 1.8.
9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ91, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma), Barenthal, a oscu lar view, b lateral view ;
x 1.8.
10. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ93, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.8.

Sporadopyle pusilla S CHRAMMEN, 1937

.

66

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ287, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.1.

Sporadopyle sp. n.

.

.

67

.

66

I I. Specimen ZPAL Pf. VIIIJ39, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marl s (De lta) ; x I.

Lychniscosa sp. n.

12. Sp~cimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ54, Barenthal, Kimm eridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.2.
13. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJ55 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.5.
14. Spe ciinen ZPAL Pf.VIIIJI42, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 2.
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PLATE 20

Porocypellia pi riformis ( GOLDFUSS, 1833)

.

76

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII260 , Genkin gen , Kimmerid gian limestones (Delta); oscular view; x 2.
2-3 . GOLDFUSS' collection (1833: pl. 3: 9), Gien gen, IPUB; x 2.

Cypellia prolifera (Z ITTEL, 1878)

62

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII209 , Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridg ian marls (Gamma); x I.
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII21O, Hochw ang , Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII208, Barenthal , Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma); x I.
10. Colonial specimen, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian (Delta), SMNS collection; a oscular view, b lateral view;
x 0.5 .

Cypellia rugosa (GO LDFUSS, 1826)

60

7. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIII302, Barenthal, Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma) ; a oscular view, b lateral view ;
x l.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII95, Plettenb erg, Oxfordi an marls (Alfa); a lateral view, b oscular view; x 1.

Cypellia trabeculata ( QUENSTEDT, 1878)
9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII276, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; x 1.

.

63
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PLATE 21

Verrucocoelia verrucosa

(GOLD FUSS,

1829)

37

I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII282, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma), Barenthal: x I.
2. GOLDFUSS' original (1829: pl. 33: 8), Streitberg, BSPHGM; x 1.5.
5. Specimen from SMNS, Wilmandingen, Kimmeridgian (Delta); x 2.

Walcotella sp. n.

52

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII97, Plettenb erg, Oxford ian marls (Alfa); a oscular view, b lateral view ; x I.

Porocypellia piriformis

(GOLDFUSS,

1833)

76

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII99, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); a oscular view, b side view; x 4.

Tremaphorus? tenuis

(O PPLIGER,

1915)

.

52

6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII80, Barenthal , Oxfordian limestones (Beta) ; x 1.5.

Polygonatiumn sphaeroides

S CHRAMMEN,

1937

36

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII71, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x I.

Placotelia marcoui

(FROMENTAL,

1859) . . .. .

64

8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII74, Barenthal , Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 0.5.

Placotelia dolata

O PPLIGER,

1907 . . . . . . . . .

9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII303, Lochen Nordwand , Oxford ian limeston es (Beta); x 0.8.

65
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PLATE 22

Multiloqua fungulus (QUENS TEDT, 1878)

56

1. Specimen from SMNS , Wilmandingen, Kimmeridgian (Delta); oscular view; x 0.75.
2. Specimen from SMNS , Obernheim, Kimmeridgian (Gamma); oscular view ; x 0.75.

Pyrgochonia radiata

(M ONSTER

in

GOLD FUSS,

1833)

. . . . . . . . . 88

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIU212 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); a lower surface view, b upper
surface view ; x 0.75
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/121 , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); a lateral view, b lower surface
view, c upper surface view ; x 0.75.

Platychonia striata (S CHRAMMEN, 1937)

85

5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIU254, Barenthal, crumpled marly limestone s of the Oxfordian (Alfa); upper surface
view ; x 0.55 .

Amphibleptula jurassica sp. n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIU133, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta) ; a lower (outer) side view,
b upper (inner) side view; x 0.75.

89
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PLATE 23

Cnemidiastrum pluristellatum Z ITTEL, 1878

87

I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/259, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian maris (Gamma); a upper surface view, b lateral
view; x 1.5.

Cnemidiastrum rimulosum ( GOLDFUSS , 1826)
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII24 I, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian maris (Gamma); a upper surface view,
b lower surface view; x 1.5.
3. Fan-like specimen with meandring canals on the surface, ZPAL Pf.VIIII270, Barenth al, Kimmeridgian
marls (Gamma) ; a upper surface view, b lower surface view ; x I.
4. Vase-shaped specimen with thick walls, ZPAL Pf.VIII1243, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma),
a upper surface view, b lateral view; x I.
5. Fragment of vase-shaped specimen with nearly straight (weathered) canals on the surface, ZPAL
Pf.VIIII240, Hochwan g, Kimmeridgian maris (Delta); top view; x I.
6. Fan-shaped specimen with weathered surface, ZPAL Pf.VIIII272, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls
(Gamma) ; a upper surface view, b lower surface view; x I.

86
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PLATE 24

Cytora cea variabilis (KOLB, 1910)

87

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII252, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); a oscular view, b lateral
view; x 1.5.

Pyrgochonia radiata

(MONSTER

in

G OLDFUSS,

1826)

88

2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII268, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmerid gian marls (Gamma); a upper surface view,
b lateral view; x 1.

Platychonia folium

(S CHRAMMEN,

1937)

85

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII268, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); upper surface view; x 1.
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII267, Erkenbrechtswei ler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; upper surface view; x I.

Leiocarenus planus

S CHRAMMEN,

1937

83

5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII236, Hochwang, Kimmerid gian marls (?Delta); upper surface view; x 1.5.

Cnemidiastrum stellatum

( GOLDFUSS,

1826)

6. Morphological form intermediate between typical e. stellatum and "e. goldfu ssi", ZPAL Pf.VIIII2 2I ,
Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gam ma) (note that a new small individual grew from the oscular surface) ;
lateral view; x 1.
7. Typical morph ological form (specimen strongly weathered ), ZPAL Pf.VIIII222, Barenthal, Kimmerid gian
marls (Gamma), a oscular top, b lateral view; x 1.
8. Morphological form close to "e. goldfussi", ZPAL Pf.VIIII253, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma),
a oscular view, b lateral view; x I.

86
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PLATE 25

87

Hya lotra gos patella (GOLD FUSS, 1826)
I. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/128 , Hochwang , Kirnmeridgian marls (Delta); a lateral view, b upper surface
view, c lower surface view; x l A.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/I24, Hochwang, Kirnmeridgian marls (Gamma); a lateral view, b upper surface
view, c lower surface view; x I.

Reiswigia sp.

.

90

.

3. Spec imen ZPAL Pf.VIII/264 , Barenthal, Kirnmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.5.

Callopegma cf. plana L AGNEAU-HERENGER, 1962

. .. ..

82

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/2II , Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); top view; x 1.5.

Trachydictya sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIII 30, Hettingen , crumpled marly limestones Kimmeridg ian (Delta); a lower
surface, b upper surface; x 1.5.

85
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PL ATE 26

Hyalotragos pezizoides ( GOLD FUSS, 1826)

87

1-7 . Variously shaped specimen s; 1 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I249, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls
(Gamma), a lateral view, b oscular view ; x 1. 2 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I25I , Barenthal, Kimmeridgian
marls (Gamma), a oscular view; b lateral view; x 1. 3 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/125, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta), a lateral view, b upper surface view: note the bundle of canal openings in the centre;
x 1.5. 4 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I248, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma), a lateral view, b oscular
view; x I. 5 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIl/126, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta), a upper surface view;
b lateral view; x 1.5. 6 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/I I0, Hettin gen, crumpled marly Kimmeridgian limestones
(Delta), a upper surface view; b lateral view; x 1. 7 Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I250, Genkingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); a upper surface view, b lateral view; x I.

Kalpin ella cf. pateraeformis HI NDE, 1883
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I225, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); outer view; x 1.5.

81
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Discostroma intricatum

( Q UENSTEDT,

1878)

89

1. Speci men ZPAL PLVlIU263, Genkingen , Kimm eridgian marls (Delta), a upper surface view, b lateral
view, c lower surface view ; x I.

Hyalotragos rugosum

(M ONSTER

in

G OLDFUSS,

1833)

2. Speci men with outer layer preserved , and showing rounded holes formed above oscular openings, ZPAL
PLVlIU232, Barenth al, Kimmer idgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
3. Frag mentary preserved speci men devoid of outer calcareous layer, ZPAL PL VIIUI09, Hoch wan g, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta), a upper surface vie w; b lower surface view; x 1.
4 . Holotype, (GOLDFUSS 1833: pI. 35: 4), Streitberg, IP UB, a upper surface view (outer ca lcium carbonate
layer has been removed by etching), b lower surface view ; x I.

88
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Pyrgochonia acetabulum ( GOLDFUSS, 1829)

88

1. Holotype (GOLD FUSS 1833: pI. 5: 8a), Muggend orf, IPUB ; a lower surfac e view, b lateral view, c upper
surface view ; x 1.
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIlli I I0, Hettin gen, crumpled marry Kimmeridgian lime ston es (Delta) ; a lateral view,
b upper surface view ; x I.

Hyalotragos rugosum (M UNSTER in G OLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . 88
3. Spe cimen described as Agaricia rotata GOLDFUSS (1833: pI. 12: lOa, b), Rand en, IPUB ; x 1.
4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII233 , Erkenbrecht sweiler, Kimmerid gian marls (Gamma); a upper surface view
(calcium carbonate layer removed ), b lower surface view; x 1.
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Platy chonia schloth eimi (MONS TER in GOLD FUSS, 1833)

84

1. SMNS specimen, Sozenhausen, Kimmeridgian (Zeta); lateral view; x 0.6.
5. SMNS speci men, Sozenhau sen, Kimmeridgian (Zeta); lateral view ; x 0.66 .

Megalithistia ef. foramino sa ZI TTEL, 1878

80

2. SMNS specimen, Sozenhausen, Kimmeridgian (Zeta); upper surface view ; x 0.66.
3. SM NS specimen, locality and horizon unkn own ; upper surface view; x 0.33.

Platy chonia striata (SC HRAMMEN, 1937)

85

4. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIIl 237, Barenth al, Kimm eridgian marls (Gamma) ; lower surface view; x 0.66 .

Pyrgochon ia radiata (MONSTER in G OLDFUSS, 1826)

88

6. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIII/I 20, Hettin gen, crumpled marly Kimm eridgian limestones (Delta) ; lower surface
view; x 0.66 .

Trachydi ctya sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. Specim en ZPAL Pf.VIIIII 15, Hettin gen, crumpled marly Kimmeridgian limestone s (Delta); lower surface
view; x 0.66.

85
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PLATE 30

Lecanella cf. nuda (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

93

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VII1I224, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
9. Specimen ZPAL Pf. VIIIII40, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 0.9.

Sontheimia perforata KOLB, 1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Specimen
3. Specimen
4 . Specimen
5. Specimen

ZPAL
ZPAL
ZPAL
ZPAL

Pf.VIIII244,
Pf.VIIII247,
Pf.VII1I246,
Pf.VIIII24S ,

81

longitudinal cross -section, Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta); x 1.
Bare nthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
Plettenberg, Oxfordian limestones (Beta ); longitudinal cross-section ; x 1.

Kyphoclonella? sp.

82

6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII309, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma), a top view, b side view; x 1.

Trachydictya sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

85

7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII284, Hettingen, crumpled marly Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); lower surface
view; x 1.
10. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIII37, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta) ; lower surface view ; x 1.

Sontheimia cf . parasitica KOLB, 1910 . . . .
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIII36, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marl s (Alfa) ; x 1.

81
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PLATE 31

Epistomella Sp.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

I . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII230 , Genkingen, Kimmeridgian lime stone s (Delta) ; a upper surface view; blower
surface view; x I .
2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII231 , Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); upper surface view ;
x 1.5.

Linochone rimosa SCHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

91

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VlIII219, WiImandingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
4. Holotype (never previously illustrated original of SCHRAMM EN, IGPTU), Ger stetten, Kimrneridgian (Zeta);
x l.

Cylindrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
5. Specimen
6. Specimen
7. Specimen
8. Specimen

ZPAL
ZPAL
ZPAL
ZPAL

Pf.VIIII214, Wilmandingen, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.
Pf.VIIII215, Barenthal, Kimrneridgian marl s (Gamma); x 1.
Pf.VlIII1I7, Pletteneberg, Oxfordian marls (Alfa); x 0.75.
Pf.VIlli1I8, Plettenberg, Oxfordian marl s (Alfa); a oscular view, b lateral view ; x 1.5.

90
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PLATE 32

Anomorphites trigonus

KOLB,

1910

.

80

1. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII220, ErkenbrechtsweiIer, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 1.5.

Lecanella pateraeformis ZITTEL, 1878

93

2. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII228, Hettingen, crumpled marly Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta) ; x 1.
7. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII229, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; x 0.9.

Camerospongia? sp. n. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

74

3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII408, Barenthal , Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); a top view; b lateral view; x 1.

Multi/oqua fungulus (QUENSTEDT, 1878)

.

56

4. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII304, Barenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); lateral view; x 1.

Coscinodiscus suevicus SCHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

92

5. Holotype (previously unillustrated specimen), SCHRAMMEN'S collection , IGPTU , Schwabtal (exact locality
and age unknown); a upper surface view, b lateral view; x 1.

Melonella radiata (QUENSTEDT, 1878)
6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIII19, Hettingen , crumpled marly Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); a oscular
view; b lateral view; x I.

91
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PLATE 33

Cribrospongia cucullata (Q UENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
1--4. Speci men ZPAL Pf.VIlU327, Erke nbrechtswe iler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma), SEM ; 1 isolated derma l
pentactine, x 100; 2 veil of gastral stauractines, x 50 ; 3 veil of dermal penta ctines, x 60; 4 derma l surface
of the choanosomal skeleton, note thick cortex, x 50 .
5. Choanoso mal skeleton in the oblique view, Streitberg, Oxfordian (Alfa), SCHRAMMEN'S co llection,
IGPT U; x 34.

Cribrospongia reticulata (GOLDFUSS, 1826)

47

6. Choanoso mal skeleton in tange ntianl sec tion, two cana ls visible, Ettenscheiss -Bucaker, Kimmeridgian
(Ze ta), SMNS collection ; x 12.
7. Choanosomal skeleton in oblique section, SCHRAMMEN'S collection, (SCHRAMMEN 1937 : pI. 3: 2), Sontheim, Kimmeridgian (Epsilon), IGPTU ; x 34.

Aul odomus farreides SCHRAMMEN,1937

38

8. Choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection (from the specimen illustrated in SCHRAMMEN 1937 :
pI. 1: 7, pI. 2: 15), Streitberg, Oxford ian (Alfa), IGPT U; x 30.

"Linonema" infundibuliformis (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

58

9-10. Holotype, SCHRAMMEN's collection (1937: pI. 12: 5), Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimm eridgian (Gamma/Delta),
IGPT U; x 40 ; 9 outermost part of the choanoso mal skeleton with the dermal pentactine attac hed; 10 interio r of the choa nosoma l skeleton with Iychni scosan nature clea rly visible (compare with PI. 33 : 11).

Linonema calyx (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)
11. Regular choanosomal skeleton specim en 1937, pI. 15: 2), Streitberg , Oxfordian (Alfa), IGPTU; x 20 .

58
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Walcotella pertusa (GOLDFUSS, 1833)

52

I . Secondary skeleton (" Deckges pinst" of SCHRAMMEN) ove r canal openings (upper part ) and dermal surface
of choanosomal skeleton (low er part) (fro m the specime n illu strated in SCHRA MMEN 1937 : pI. 7: 7, pI. 26:
4), Schwabtal, Kimrn erid gian (GamrnalDelta), IGPTU; x 20 .
2. Regular choanosomal skeleton (from the specimen illu strated in SCHRA MMEN 1937 : pI. 3: 13 and pI. 14:
6, 7), IGPTU; x 30 .
3. Subdermal skeleton in a tangential view , can al opening in the middle (from the specimen illu strated in
SCHRAMMEN 1937 : pI. 7: 7, pI. 26 : 4), Schwabtal, Kimmeridgian (Gam malD elta), IGPTU ; x 20 .

Pachyascus formosus S CHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44

4. Fragment of the choanosomal skeleton of the holotype (from the specimen illu strated in SCHRAMM EN
1937: pI. 11: 2), IGPTU; x 20.

Laocoetis parallela (GOLDFUSS, 1826) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

38

5. Choanosomal skeleton (SCHRA MM EN 1937 : pI. 13: I), Heu ch stetten, Kimmeridgian (Eps ilon), IGPTU ;
x 27.
6. Fragment of the cho ano somal skeleton pierced by canals in surface view (SCHRAMMEN 1937 : pI. 13: I ),
Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian (Epsilon), IGPTU; x 20.

Laocoetis paradoxa (M UNSTER in G OLDFUSS, 1833)
7-9. Sp ecimen from SMNS, Sirchingen ; 7 gas tral side of the choanosomal skeleton showing two can als and
secondary ske leto n within in one of the canals, x 12; 8 surface of the basal skeleton, x 30 ; 9 dictyonal
strands in the choanosomal skeleton, x 30.

41
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PLATE 35

Sphenaulax pro genis

SCHRAM M EN ,

1937

45

1- 2. Specimen from SMNS, locality and exact age unknown; 1 dermal skeleton of ornamented pentactines
(below cortex of the choanosomal skeleton visible), x 30; 2 interior of the very regular choanosomal
skeleton with dictyonal strands inclining toward the dermal surface, x 30.

Sph enaulax costata (GOLDFUSS, 1829)

44

3-5 . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII204, Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); 3 interior of the choanosomal
skeleton (a wall of a canal is visible in the upper part), x 18; 4 dermal surface of the choanoso mal skeleton
with numerou s pores and only slightly thickened spicules; side view of the surface ridge with numerous
outgrowths to which dermal pentactines are attached, x 16; 5 dermal pentactine (at the left, side view)
attached to the main choanosomal skeleton with proximal ray and numerous synapticulae, x 100.

Casearia articulata

( SC HMIDEL,

1780)

6-9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/201, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); 6 subdermal part of the
choanosomal skeleton, section tangential to the surface, x 12; 7 dermal part of the choanoso mal skeleton,
x 40 ; 8 details of the choanosomal skeleton with pseudolychniscs, x 100; 9 pseudolychnisc in close view
(note the presence of only 3 perfora tions), x 200.

55
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PLATE 36

Porospongia marginata (MONST ER in G OLDFUSS, 1833 ) . . . . . . . . ..

56

1- 3. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VlIIJ299, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; 1 ?dermal surface of
the choanoso mal skeleton, x 20 ; 2 dictyonal strands of the choanoso mal ske leton and ?gastral surface
(bottom), x 17; 3 ?gastral surface showi ng siliceo us memb rane with embedded pentactines; note that
pentactines have a small knob in place of outer reduced ray; x 38.

Verrucocoelia verrucosa (GOLD FUSS, 1829)

37

4- 5. Holotype (GOLDFUSS 1829: pl. 33: 8), Streitberg , IPUB; 4 choa nosomal skeleto n, x 22; 5 dermal surface
of the choanosomal skeleton, a x 17; b. details of 5a, x 66.

Tremaph orus ape rtus (OP PLIGER, 1915)

50

6. Very regular choa noso mal skeleto n, with dictyonal stra nds diverging toward both surfaces , SCHRAMMEN'S
original (1937 : pl. 15: 8), Streitberg, Oxfordian (Alfa), IGPT U; x 20.

Laocoetis lineata (SC HRAMMEN, 1937)
7- 8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIU291, Barenth al, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; 7 surface of the choanoso mal
skeleton showing very regular distribution of canal openings and thick ened spicules, x 15; 8 interior of
the choanoso mal skeleton showi ng very regular disposition of dictyonal strands in a view tangent ial to
the surface, x 30.

43
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PLATE 37

Hexactinosa gen. et sp. n.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

1-5. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/329, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); 1 dermal hexactines
fused with subdermal dictyonal skeleton in transverse view, x 40 ; 2 dermal skeleton consisting of
hexactines in oblique view, x 50; 3 choanosomal dictyonal skeleton in surface view, x 40 ; 4 isolated
dermal hexactine, x 60; 5 surface of the dictyo nal skeleton with few dermal hexactines attached to it,
oblique view, x 30.

Xenoschrammenum venosum

(SCHRAMM EN,

1937) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

6-8 . Hedeinheimer Alb, SMNS collection; 6a choanosomal skeleton pierced by two canals, x 27; 6b details
of 6a showing the Iychniscosan nature of choanosomal skeleton in section tangential to the surface (note
that some nodes are occluded), x 60; 7 surface showing the alternating nature of canal openings and
thickened spicules, x 13; Sa choanoso mal skeleton with canals, section perpendicular to the surface, x 13;
Bb details of Sa showing lychniscosan nature of the spiculation (some nodes are, however, occluded and
may be mistaken for hexactinosan structure), x 30.
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PLATE 38

Leptola cis striata SCHRAMMEN, 1937

46

1- 3. Holotype (SCHRAMMEN 1937: pI. 5: 11, pI. 10: 3), Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian (Ze ta) , IGPTU; 1 inner
(upper) surface view, 2 outer (lower) surface view, 3 interior view of dictyonal skeleton and canals; x 30.

Sphenaulax irregularis sp. n.

45

4-5 . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII31 8, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamm a); 4 dermal side of
choanosomal skeleton showing cortex and a small canal opening, x 20 ; 5 choanosomal skeleton; dictyonal
strands are at the dermal (right) surface, x 34.

Trochobo lus suevicus S CHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

72

6-7 . Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII203 , Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marl s (Delta); 6 dermal surface of the choanosoma l skeleton, x 24 ; 7 choanosomal skeleton, x 37.

Nitidus nitidus S CHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
8. Choanosomal skeleton of the holotype (SCHRAMM EN 1937: pI. 10: 1), Streitberg, Oxfordian (Alfa),
IGPTU; x 66.

Desmoderma evestigata S CHRAMM EN, 1937
9. Choanosomal skeleton of the holot ype (SCHRAMMEN 1937: pI. 16: 3, 4), Schwabtal, Kimmeridgian
(Gamma/Delta), IGPT U; x 100.

70
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PLATE 39

Cypellia rugosa (GOLDFUSS, 1833)

60

I. Two dermal pentactines joined at the points of contact, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII401 , Erkenbrechtsweiler,
Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma) ; x 34.
2. Dermal pentactines joi ned at the multiple points by synapticular bridge s, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/325,
Biirenthal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 40.
3. Iso lated dermal pentactine, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII325, Barent hal, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 50.
4. Derma l pentactines embedded in a siliceous membrane, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIIl325 , Biirenthal, Kimme ridgian marls; x 24.
5. Dermal pentactines fused to the subdermal complicated skeleton (transverse view), specimen ZPAL
Pf.VIIII40 1, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); x 27.
6. Subdermal complicated (top) and inner regular (lower part) of the choano somal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S
collection Tiibingen (1937 : pi. ll : 7), IGPTU; x 27.

Cypellia inberbis (QUENSTEDT, 1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

61

7- 8. SCHRAMMEN'S collection (1937: pi. 4: 8), Streitberg, Oxfordian (AIfa), IGPTU ; 7 dennal layer of slender
pentactines with partly visible complicated subdermal skeleton, x 20; 8 subdermal complicated skeleton,
x 66.

Trochobolus dentatus KOLB, 1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
9. Choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection (1937: pi. 12: 2), Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian
(Gamma/Delta), IGPTU; x 27.

Rho gostomium corrugatum SCHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

77

10. Choanosomal skeleton showing its lychniscosan nature; SCHRAMMEN'S collection (1937: pi. 27: 3),
Heuch stetten , Kimmeridgian (Epsilon) , IGPTU ; x 52.

"Rhogostomium corrugatum" SCHRAMMEN, 1937
1I. Another of SCHRAMMEN'S specimens (1937: pi. 5: 6) described under the same name, but which is clearly
a hexactinosan sponge, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian (Epsilon) , IGPTU ; x 60.

77
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PLATE 40

Cypellia prolifera (QUENSTEDT, 1878)

62

l --Q. Specimen ZPAL Pf. V1IIl324, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian marls (Gamma); 1 dermal pent actines
(seen from below) fused at the points of contact, x 20; 2 central part of the choanosomal skeleton, x 20;
3 dermal layer of pentactines with well developed siliceous membrane, x 27; 4 subdermal irregul arly
developed choanosomal skeleton, x 20; 5-6 siliceous structures surrounding gastral canal openin gs, x 23.

Cypellia ? sp. n.
7-10. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIlI/ 326, Genkin gen, Kimmerid gian marls (Delta); 7 smooth dermal penta ctines fused
at the points of contact, x 24; 8 smooth dermal pentactines fused with siliceo us membrane, x 24;
9 subdermal irregular choanosomal skeleton with openings of two canals (tangential section), x 17;
10 dermal layer composed of pentactines (top) fused with subdermal choanoso mal skeleton, tran sverse
section, x 24.

63
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PLATE 41

Trochobolu s labyrinthicus (SC HRAMMEN, 1937)

73

1- 2. Specimen ZPAL pf.VIIU5, Hochwang, Kimmerid gian marl s (Delta) ; 1 regular choa nosomal skeleton;
2 more irreg ular choanoso mal skeleton pierced by two cana ls; x 34.
3. SCHRAMMEN'S specimen (1937: pl. 25: 3), Gerstetten, Kimmerid gian (Zeta), IGPTU; x 66 .

Trochobolus texatu s (GOLDFUSS, 1833)

.

71

4-6. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIll/3 15, Erkenbrechtswei ler, Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); 1 very regular
choa noso mal skeleton, x 23 ; 5 round skeletal bodies (larval skeleton?) dispersed among regular choanosomal skeleton of the same speci men, x 23 ; 6 transverse sectio n of such a body, to show that its irreg ular
skeleton is interspersed between normal very regu lar choanoso mal skeleton, x 40.

Stauroderma lochense (QU ENSTEDT, 1858)
7. Subder mal choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection (1937, pl. 3: I , pl. 5: 3), Streitberg (Alfa),
IGPT U; x 2.
8. Subder mal skeleton in transverse section (two canals visible), Streitberg, Oxfordian, SCHRAMMEN'S collection , IGPT U; x 37.
9. Choano somal skeleton of the speci men ZPAL Pf.VII1I2, Hochw ang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x 34.
10. Thickened skeleton of the canal walls, ZPAL Pf.VIIU2, Hoch wang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) ; x 20.

54
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PLATE 42

Sporadopyle obliqua

(GOLDFUSS,

1833)

66

1-3. Streitberg, SCHRAMMEN'S collection, BSPHGM; 1 subdermal skeleton in tangential section, x 34; 2 slightly thickened surface of choanosomal skeleton with openings of two canals visible, x 27; 3a regular
choanosomaI skeleton, x 27; 3b details of the choanosomal skeleton showing secondary regularly fused
hexactines attached to the primary choanosomaI skeleton composed of lychniscs, x IOO.

Sporadopyle pusilla SCHRAMMEN, 1937 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
4. Dermal surface of dictyonal skeleton with round canal opening, ZPAL Pf.VIIII320, Erkenbrechtsweiler,
Kimmeridgian limestones (Delta); x 30.
5. Details of dictyonal skeleton from the wall interior, ZPAL Pf.VIIII328, Erkenbrechtsweiler, Kimmeridgian
limestones (Delta); x 76.

Trochobolus texatus

(GOLDFUSS,

1826)

71

6. Choanosomal skeleton of SCHRAMMEN'S specimen (1937 : pl. IO: 8, 9), Streitberg, Oxfordian (Alfa) ,
IGPTU ; x 66.

Trochobolus suevicus SCHRAMMEN, 1937

"

7. Choanosomal skeleton of the holotype (SCHRAMMEN 1937: pl. 24: 3), Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian (Zeta) ,
IGPTU ; x 27.
8. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII3 , Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta) ; x 66.

72
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PLATE 43

Tetrac1adine sponge sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

82

1-9. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VlIII320, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); 1 dermal dichotriaene,
x 86; 2 choanosomal tetraclone, x 10; 3 near-dermal tetraclone, x 20; 4 choanosomal tetraclone , x 86;
5 modified near-dermal tetraclone, x 165; 6 choanosomal tetraclone , x 86; 7 near-dermal tetraclone ,
x 134; 8 articulated tuberculated choanosomal tetraclones , x 110. 9 fragment of choanosomal skeleton
composed of tuberculated tetraclones, x 110.

Pachyteichisma lamellosa

(QUENSTEDT,

1878) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

10-11. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/l , Hochwang, Kimmeridgian marls (Delta)); 10 regular choano somal skeleton ,
x 25; II irregular surface of dictyonal skeleton, x 20.

"Rhombedonium" cypelliaeforme

SCHRAMM EN,

1937

12. Holotype, SCHRAMMEN'Scollection (1937 : pI. 4: 5, pI. 10: 11), Streitberg, Oxfordian (Alfa), IGPTU; x 45.
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PLATE 44

Hyalotragos pezizoides (GOLDFUSS 1826) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

87

1-9 . Variously shaped rhizoclones, ZPAL Pf.VIW3l6, Hochwang , Kimmeridgian marls (Delta); x 115.

Desmas
10-13 . Strongly branched and ornamented ?rhizoloclones, Arnegg, Kimmeridgian limestone s (Zeta) ; 10 x 120;
11-13 x 135.
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PLATE 45

Platychonia striata (SCHRAMMEN, 1937)

85

I-I I. Variously shaped rhizoclo nes, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIW3l9, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); 1-10 x 100; 11 artic ulated rhizoclones, x 93.

Lecanella pateraeformis ZITTEL, 1878

93

12-1 6. Variously shaped astroclones, specimen ZPAL Pf.VIII/322 , Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limesto nes
(Zeta); 12-15 x 88; 16 articulated spicules, x 67.

Dermal demosponge spicule
17. Discotriaen with incised margins, view from below, note very short pointed shaft , Gussenstadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 80.
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Dicranoclonella schmidti S CHRAMMEN, 1937

.

All from specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII323, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon).
1-3. Loose dicranoclone desmas resembling rhizoclones (in various orientation); x 120.
4. Three articulated typical dicranoclones from the subdermal region, side view; x 80.
5. Dicranoclone from deeper part of the skeleton, top view; x 80.
6. Top view of articulated skeleton from the subdermal portion ; x 100.
7. Details of dicranocl ones articulation, view from below; x 110.
8. Dichotriaenes in the dermal layer; x 87.
9. Specialized dermal dicranoclone; x 200.
lOa. Dermal dichotriaenes (top centre), subdermal typical, massive, strongly tuberculated dicranoclones (bottom right) and specialized rhizoclone-like dicranoclones (top left); x 33.
lOb. Detail of the previous fragment showing specialised subdermal dicranoclones resemblin g rhizoclones;
x 66 .
11. Dermal dichotriaenes felted with subdermal specialise d rhizoclone-like dicranoclones; x 100.
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Polygonatium sphaeroides

SCHRAMMEN,

1937

36

1. Choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection, IGPTU; x 20.

Demosponge spicules . . . . . . . . . .

95

2. Anatetraene (pentactine), Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 85.
3. Acanthocalthrop, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta) ; x 200 .
4. Criccalthrop, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta) ; x 200.
5. Prodichotriaene, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 30.
6. Anadiaene, Gerstteten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 44 .
9. Dicranoclone with four arms, Gussenstadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta) ; x 80.
IO-12. Megaclones, Gussenstadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 66.

Feifelia gigas

SCHRAMMEN,

1937

37

7. Choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection, IGPTU; x 25.

Ramispongia ramosa

QUENSTEDT,

1878

53

8. Choanosomal skeleton, SCHRAMMEN'S collection, IGPTU ; x 25.

Pachycothon quenstedti

(KOLB,

1910)

13. Specimen from SMNS collection; a general view showing skeleton composed of loosely felted heloclones
and two dermal dichotriaenes, locality unknown, x 12; b close up of the Fig. 13a, two dermal dichotriaenes, x 53.
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PLATE 48

Demosponge spicules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

96

1- 3. Tetractines (calthrops) , Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon) ; 1 x 200; 2 x 87; 3 x 80.
4. Tetractine with one ray reduced to a knob, Gussenstadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 60.
13. Massive tylostyle, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestone s (Epsilon); x 121.

Cylindrophyma milleporata (GOLDFUSS, 1833) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
5-12. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIV321, Gussenstadt , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); 5 articulated spicules,
x 80; 6, 7, 9, 10 isolated spicules resembling rhizoclo nes from the interior of the skeleton, displaying lack
of developement or early stages of development of two globular centers characteristic of didymoclone s;
6, 10 x 107; 7, 9 x 134; 8 two articulated spicules ; one a typical didymoclone and one resembling
a rhizoclone (in fact an early stage of didymoclone development) , x 107; 11 strongly branched articulated
didymoclone spicules, x 64; 12 typical tuberculated didymoclone spicule from the outer part of the
skeleton; x 134.
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PLATE 49

Kalpinella cf. pateraeformis HINDE, 1883

81

l-lO. Specimen ZPAL Pf.VIIII225, Heuchstetten , Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); 1-9 tetraclone desma s;
1-5 x 80; 6 x 77; 8 x 80; 7 x 107; 9 x 153; 10 dermal dichotriaene, x lOO.

Demosponge spicules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
11. Kyphorabd (most probably from Helminthophyllum), Heuch stetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon ),
x 80.

12-14. Heloclone s (most probably Pachycothon); 12 Gussenstadt , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 66;
13 Gussen stadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 43; 14 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 60.
15-16. Two desmas resembling kyphorhabds but sculptured with short spines rather than rings; 15 Gerstetten,
Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta), x 140; 16 Gussenstadt , Kimmeridgian limestones (Zeta), x 80.
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PLATE 50

Demosponge spicules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
1, 3, 5,7 . Prod ichotriaenes; J Heuchstetten, Kimmeridg ian limestones (Epsilon), x 33; 3 Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian
limestones (Epsilon), x 57; 5 Gerstetten , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 50; 7 Gerstetten,
Kimmeridgian cora l limestones (Zeta), x 66.
2. Long-shafted orthodichotriae ne, Gussenstadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 34.
4. Long shafted massive prod ichotriaene, Gerstetten , Kimmeridgian cora l limestones (Zeta) ; x 73.
6. Dichotriaene with very short shaft and slender straight clads (see n fro m below), Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian
coral limestones (Zeta); x 80.
8. Massive dich otriaene with short clads and long shaft, side view, Gerstteten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 100.
9. Massive promesotriaene, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 80.
10. Massive prodi chotri aene with short clad s and shaft, Heuch stetten , Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon);
x 107.
I I. Massive dichotriaene with a very short conical schaft, seen from below, Heuch stetten , Kimmeridgian
limestones (Epsilon); x 178.
17. Sphaeroclone, Heuch stetten, Kimm eridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 200.
18. Rhizoclone?, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 90.
12-16. Rhizoclones of a sponge infesting Dicran oclonella schmidti SCHRAMMEN, ZPAL Pf.VIll/323, Heuch stetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 100.
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PLATE 5 1

Demosponge spicules .
1- 2. Sinous oxeas, 1 Gussenstadt, Kimmerid gian cora l limestones (Zeta), x 40; 2 Heuchsterten, Kimmeridgian
limestones (Epsilon), x 27.
3-8. Oxeas; 3 Gussenstadt, Kimm eridgian cora l limestones (Zeta), x 28 ; 4 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian cora l
limestones (Zeta), x 27; 5 Gussenstadt, Kimm eridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 67; 6 Heuchstetten ,
Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 80; 7 Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 100 ;
8 Heuch stetten, x 27 .
9. Exotylostyle, Gussenstadt , Kimm eridgian cora l limestones (Zeta); x 33.
10-1 I. Prodichostylotriaene (trachelotrieane), Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); 10 x 63;
11 x 60.
12-14. Tylo styles, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); 12 x 80; 13 x 66; 14 x 74.
15. Megastyle, Gerstetten , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 27.
16. Mas sive orthotriaene, Gussen stadt, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 26.
17-18, 25-26. Trachelotriaenes; 17 Heuch stetten, Kimmerid gian limestones (Epsilon); x 39; 18 Heuchstetten ,
Kimmeridgi an limestones (Epsilon); x 40 ; 25 Gerstetten, Kimm eridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 60;
26 Gussenstadt , Kimm eridgi an coral limestones (Zeta); x 52.
19- 20. Cricostyles, Heuchstetten, Kimmerid gian limestones (Epsilon); 19 x 33 ; 20 x 30.
2 1-24. Tylostyles; 21 Heuch stetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 27; 22 Gussenstadt , Kimmeridgian
coral limestones (Zeta); x 33; 23 Heuchstetten , Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 40; 24 Gerstetten ,
Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 60.
27 . Tylostyle, Gers tetten, Kimmeridgia n coral limestones (Zeta); x 47.
28-29. Procri ccotriaenes; 28 Gussenstadt , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 66; 29 Heuchstetten , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Epsilon); x 62 .
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PLAT E 52

Demosponge dermalia
1-3 , 7. Dermal phyllotriaenes, 1- 2 view from above, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 85;
3 view from below, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgi an coral limestones (Zeta), x 53; 7 view from below, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 66.
4-5. Dermal phyllotriaenes whose clads were articulated, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestone s (Zeta);
4 x 73; 5 x 80.
6, 8-10, 15-1 6. Dermal phyllotriaenes; 6 Hechstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 73; 8 Gerstetten,
Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 100; 9 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 134 ;
10 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 80; 15 Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestone s
(Epsilon), x 113; 16 Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 100.
11, 13-14. Dermal discotriaenes with incised margins, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta) ; 11 x 134; 13 x 115;
14 x 127.
12. Dermal discotriaene, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 100.
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PLATE 53

Demo sponge spicules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
I. Amphistyl, Heuch stetten, Kirnmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 174.
2-3, 6-7. Amphistrongyle, Gerstetten Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); 2 x 268; 3 x 333 ; 6 x 200;
7 x 134.
4- 5. Microxeas; 4 Gerstetten, Kirnmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 200; 5 Heuchstetten, limestones of the
Kirnmeridgian (Epsilon), x 148.
8-12. Criccorhabds; 8 Gerstetten, Kirnmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 266; 9 Heuchstetten, Kimmerid gian
limestones (Epsilon), x 242; 10 Gerstetten, Kirnmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 233; 11-12 Gerstetten, Kirnmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 265.
13-14.Oxyasters with various numbers of rays, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); 13 x 200;
14 x 253.
15-17 . Variously developed oxyspherasters; 15 Gerstetten, Kirnmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 266; 16 Gerstetten, Kimmeridg ian coral limestones (Zeta), x 300; 17 Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 335.
18- 20. Selenasters; 18 Heuchstetten, Kirnmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 300; 19 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian
coral limestones (Zeta), x 268; 20 Heuch stetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 468.
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PLAT E 54

Hexactinellid spicules
1-2, 6, 11. Dermal acanthopentactines; 1 Heuchstetten , Kimmeridg ian limestones (Epsilon), x 80; 2 Gerstetten,
Kimmerid gian coral limestones (Zeta), x 134; 6 Heuch stetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 32;
11 Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta), x 73.
3. Dermal hexactine with very short outer ray, Heuchstetten, Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon), x 80.
4, 10. Loose hexactines, Gerstetten, Kimmerid gian coral limestones (Zeta); 4 x 93; 10 x 87.
5. Dermal? stauractine, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); x 40.
7-9. Masssive dermal pentactines; Gerstetten , Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); 7 x 66; 8 x 73; 9 x 126.
12. Pentactine , Heuchstetten , Kimmeridgian limestones (Epsilon); x 120.
13-16. Massive hexactines, Gerstetten, Kimmeridgian coral limestones (Zeta); 13 x 47 ; 14-15 x 80; 16 x 66.
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64 , 65, 115(PI. 5), 147(PI. 2 1)
Marcoui
64
Placotelia?
sp. n
65, 65*
Platychoni a
23, 84 , 85, 89
comp ressa
84
f erali s
84
fo lium
85, 153(PI. 24)
pruntrutana
84
schlotheimi . . 22, 23*, 84,85,97, 131(PI. 13), 163(PI. 29)
sp
23*, 27, 28
striata
22, 23 *, 84, 85, 133(PI. 14),
149(PI. 22), 163(PI. 29), 195(PI. 45)
Pleroma
turbinatum
97
Pleurochorium
33
Polyphem us
56
strombiformis
56
Polygonat ium
36
sp
36
sphae roides
14, 36 , 147(PI. 2 1), 199(PI. 47)
Polypyge
57
pusilla
57, 125(PI. 10)
Porocyp ellia
76
pirifo rmis
76 , 77, 145(PI. 20), 147 (PI. 21)
pyr iform is
76
Porospongia
17, 56 , 77
ma rgina ta
16, 17,22, 54 , 56,57,
129(PI. 12), 177(PI. 36)
Proseliscoth on
85
craco viense
85
Psilocalyx
59

216
Pycnocalyptra
sp
Pyrgoch onia
acetabulum
radiata
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44
44
88, 89
88, 89, 161(PI. 28)
88, 149(PI. 22), 153(PI. 24), 163(PI. 29)

Racodiscula
Ram ispongia
nodosa
22,23 *, 53, I I I(PI. 3), I 27(PI.
ram osa
Ram ispongia?
nodosa
Reiswigia
ramosa
sp. .
Retispongia
crate rifo rm is
di sciformis
rugata
tesselata
Rha bdium
angustat um
Rha bdocalyp tus
m irabili s
mollis
Rho gostom ium
co rrug atum
Rho mbedo nium
cype lliaeforme
60. 14I(PI.
Rhopalicus
cingulatus
pa rvu lus

95
23, 53
53
11), I99(PI. 47)
53
90
90
90, I 55(PI. 25)

48
54, 64
48
48
59
59
71
17
16, 18
77
77, 183(PI. 39)
60
18). 191(PI. 43)
52
63

Selisco thon
84, 85
Scyp hia
37
bipa rtita
emp leura
67
neesi
47
paral/ela
39
p iriform is
76
p olyom mata
.47 , 49
p rocum bens
39
reticul ata
.46, 47
reticul ata cu cullata
49
sc hlotheimi
84
Schw eigeri i
39
textu rata
53
verrucosa
37, 74
verrucosa nobis
37
Sontheimia
81
parasiti ca
81
cf. parasitica
81, I65(PI. 30)
perforata
81, 165(PI. 30)
Sph aerop egm a
92
nuda
93, 94
Sphena ulax
17, 44, 45, 55, 56
cos tata
44 , 45, 45*, 46, 125(PI. 10). I 75(PI. 35)
irregularis sp. n
45, 46, 125(PI. 10), 181(PI. 38)
pro genis
44, 45, 125(PI. 10), I 75(PI. 35)
Sphi nctrel/a
96
Sp ongites
60
bidol osus
fun gulu s
56, 57
lochensis
54
vagans
84
Sp oradopyge
60
speciosa
60, 62
Sporadopyl e
13, 21, 23, 50. 5 1, 52, 66
aperta
50, 5 1
conso rbina
66
Farrei
51
f av rei
51
Favrei
51
nodosa
53
66, 67, 143(PI. 19), 189(PI. 42)
obliqua
pu silla
22, 23*, 66, 67. 143 (PI. 19), I 89(PI. 42)
sp. n
67, 143(PI. 19)
ten uis
52

Sta urocal yptus
glabe r
Stauractinella
jurassica
Staurod erma
disciform is
lochense
lochens is
St rongyloph ora
Sutn eria
platyn ota

15, 7 1
17
36
14,36, 133(PI. 14)
15, 23,54, 55
64
22,23*,27,47, 54, 54 *, I I I(PI. 3),
115(PI. 5), 121(PI. 8), I 87(PI. 4 1)
.46, 54
96
10

Taram ell iceras
cf. intersistens
I1
I1
cf. pseudoflexu osum
Tetrac1adine sponge sp
82. 19(PI. 43)
Texti spon gia
39
cla vitexta
coarctata
39
inter texta
39
mamm illata
56
Theon el/a
33, 95, 96
Thyridium
38, 43
lept oph yl lum
43
Schweiggeri . .'
43
Thy roidium
38
lept ophyllum
43
lineatum
43
schweigge ri
43
cf. schweiggeri
43
Timea
95
spiniglobata
94
Trachydi ctya
85
sp
85, 155(PI. 25), 163(PI. 29), 165(PI. 30)
Tremadictyon
16, 46 , 48, 54
craterifo rm is
48
cuc ullatum
48
elega ns
49
rad icatu m
47
reticu latum
18, 2 1. 46, 47, 49, 63
rugatum
48
sp
48
Tremaphorus
50, 51, 52, 76
ap ertus
22, 50, 129(PI. 12), I77(PI. 36)
f avrei
51 , 12 1(PI. 8)
pun ctatus
50. 51, 76
Tremaphoru s'l
52, 147(PI. 21)
tenuis
Trochob olu s
18, 19, 23, 58, 59,
60, 71, 72, 73
cup ulus
74, 74*, 141(PI. 18)
cyl indratus
72 , 72*, 74, 14 1(PI. 18)
dentatus
73, 73*, 183(PI. 39)
labyrinthicus
73, 131(PI. 13), 187(PI. 4 1)
suevi cus
72, 139(PI. 17), 181(PI. 38), 189(PI. 42)
sp
23*
texat us
71. 7 1*, 72, 73, 139(PI. 17),
I 87(PI. 4 1), I 89(PI. 42 )
tuberculatus
73
Verru cocoelia
bipartit
gregaria
verrucosa
Vetulina
vibulinus

33, 37
37
37
37, 11 7(PI. 6), 147(PI. 21), 177(PI. 36)
26
95

Walcotel/a
cingulata
pertusa
sp. n

16, 23, 52
52
22, 23*,47, 52, 11 3(PI.4), 173(PI. 34)
52, I47(PI. 2 1)

Xenoschramm enum
50, 60, 75 , 76
alt ernan s
76
pu nc tatum
50
venos um
18, 76, 127(PI. 11 ), 129(PI. 12), 179(PI. 37)
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